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FOREWARD

Five yeaL's ago the United States Environmental Protection

Agency" published the 1971 _'Assessment of Noise Concerns of Other

Nations, " describing laws and noise control activltles in many countries.

The present report updates and revises the old report, with the addition

of information on Occupational Noise and Noise fnformation Centers.

The information was gathered from foreign contacts by

letter, b_" a review of the world literature, and by direct contact with

persons at the International Conference of Noise Control Engineering

in Washington, D. C. in April 1976.

It is contemplated _hat this survey report will be periodlcally

revised and updated. Therefore, readers are encouraged to send

corrections and new data to:

Noise Control Requirements & Technology Staff
Office of Noise Abatement & Control
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D. C. 30460

The Informati.cs Inc. team performing the work of compiling

this report devoted many long ],ours to the task, Principle cont*'ibutors

were: C. Modig, Project leader; G. Khourl, G. Corny, I. Meyer, and

3". Stepanchuk. S, Ballon and L. Jones provided much-appreclated help

with editing and the French language. Special credit is due to Mrs. Terrl

Miller and Agnes Furilla, who provided energetic and patient typing and

clerical support and to Mrs. RuthNess, Technical Director of Information

Analysis, who provided extra production resources when theywere needed.

Credit is due to the EPA task monitor, John Schettlno, for providing

prompt feedback and guidance at times when they were needed and in the

"" interim, providing the latitude and time for the project to he completed

systematically. Finally, the comments of Iqarve_ Nozick are 'acknowledged

for their pa/'t in improving the section on Japan.
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}lOW TO USE THiS REPORT

o Readers interested in an overview Of a country,
see Chapter I0 (Vol. If).

o Readers interested in an International Organlzat[on,
see Chapter 2.

o Readers interested in a particular subject,
see Chapters 3-8.

o Readers interested hl obtaining more detailed

information, see Chapter 9 and the ll.sts of
addresses at the back of each Section of

Chapters 2 or 10.

Nolsc SpecialS.sis -- This report has been designed to be

of use to the general reader and to the noise specialist as ,,veil. However,

the noise specialist will find that ithas frequently not been possible to

present all of t.hedetails in which he is interested. It has not been

considsred desirable to do so Imth in the interest of space, and because

such details are likely to becon_e ot*_ of date rapidly. Therefore we hope

that the Spec[alistw[ll use the report as a Ineans of undiseover[ng

developments or programs related to his partlcular interest, and will

contact the referenced authorities d[rectl F to get more information.

xvt



1. SU MMAi_.Y

Gener_tl Irnpressions

Let us look at some of the main conclusions of the 1971

Assessment of Noise Concerns of Other Nations,

o In noise controi activ£tEesthe U.S. was behind other

countries of the world, particLflarIy the European

countries, Japan and the USSR.

o There was already a considerable volume of world
literature on noise, but the litoraturc showed more
research than recommendations and more recommen-

dations than regttlations.

o A trend toward establishing unifled.ministrles of the
ep.vironment was txndermay in rrtanycountries, and
itwas assumed that this would have a posltlv_ effect

'on the development of better noise control.

o The role of international organizatlons was minimal

and in fact was not specifically emphasized in the

1971 Report Summary.

By 1976, the U.S. is no longer "behind" other countries in

noise control, although itstillhas a long way to go.

Whatever degree of noise abatement has been accomplished

hy 1976, there has been no abatement in the production of literature on

noise. In £act, it has more than doubled. A seriousof important inter-

national conferences from 1972 to 1975 hae helped increase the folow of

information.

l-I



By 1976, file newly-formed unified environmental ministries

are already several years old, but their initial regulatory achievements

have been less than spectacular. It remains to be seen what salutary

effects may eventually result. Possibly it takes several years for new

ministries to become productive in the regulatory field, and still more

time for the impact of the regulations to be felt.

Impressions By Chapter

CHAPTEI%

2. International International Organizations were not discussed"

Or_anizatlons in the 1971 main sun,mary and not emphasized in
the report itself. Except for ICAO activityand

isolated studies by OECD and WHO, there was
little activity.

By 1976 the international organizations had become

important forums for exchanging technical infer-
s,alien. And the EEC (Common Market), in its

role as a customs union, has an important influence

in developing and harmonizing the new product noise
elnissions regulations of its member countries.

3. Community In 1971 the A-welghted decibel had been picked
Noise independently in many places as the best metrle of

environmental noise levels.

By 1976, this trend has reached near-consensus,

and the Le_ ] is on the verge of becoming the best
accepted single-number evaluator of complex"

time patterns of exposure to environmental noise.

The additional social surveys which have been
done have largely substantiated earlier findings
about human reaction to noise.

More noise surveys have been done, but there is not
- : yet enough comparative data published to indicate

whether worldwide noise levels are still rising, and
whether the size of noise-impacted areas is still

1-2



increasing. However, based oil the fact that most

noise control measures are only beginning to be

implemented, and the fact that the number of noise

producing mechanisms continues to rise with the

world population, we conclude that in general, the

impact of noise pollution continues to worsen almost

everywhere. In order to establish measurement

baselines, most countries are doing more noise

surveys, especially in cities and around airports.

Denmark is talcing a comprehensive noise survey

of the entire pountry.

4. Aircraft Noise In 1971. aircraft noise had become a major factor

limiting the expansion of airport facilities. ICAO
had taken action on noise certification limits for

new aircraft types but bad not acted on retrofitting

existing transport aircraft to qalet them. Retrofit

was considered by many national ICAO representatives

to be too expensive. In 1971, local authorities were

atten_pting to find other approaches that would work

around the lack of basically quiet aircraft.

By 1976 some new airport sites have been chosen

after great difficulty (Healthrow, Third Paris), while

others are stillbeing stalled or enjoined (3rd Tokyo).

Programs on the ground to alleviate the effects of the

noise are in full swing, includlng landing taxes,

curfews, and quotas on numbers of operations at a

airport. Countries like _Vest Germany, Japan,

Francs, and the United Kingdom have started programs

for subsidizing the noise abatement treatment of houses

in high-noise zones near airports. Their decision

to undertake such a relatively expensive measure

emphasizes the severity of the problem and the need

for better use of other options such as reduction of

noise at the source and increased acceptance of

flight operational techniques for noise abatement.

Although ICAO continues to work on extension of the

noise certification concept to other types of new

aircraft, it has avoided an active role in resolving

the retrofit question, Only Japan has ordered retrofit

kits for some of the transport aircraft in its national
alrllne fleet.
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5. Surface Transpor- In 1971 noise from motor vehicles bad been identified
tatlon Noise everywhere as a key culprit, and most countries bad

some laws dealing withe it. By 1976 laws have become
stricter and more sophisileated. Road traffic noise
is still the number one problem, and still is the area
of greatest noise control activity.

Many countries are tendlng to adopt file same new-
vebicle limits as those mandatory in the Common
Market (EEC). Both EEC and ECE panels of experts
are preparing new reduced noise limits for new
vehicles that will go into force in the 1980's. The

idea of requiring noise-regulated voMcles to maintain
their quiet performance for some length of time after
sale (e0 g., for the "useful life" of the vehlcie) is
still an idea for the future. Only Czeohoslovakla has

such a requirement. There existing vehicles may
exceed new vehicle noise levels by 2 dBA.

Computerized prediction of models and noise barrier
technology are two technologies that have seen rapid

development.

6. Noise Control in The problem of noise inside buildings concerns both
Buildings, noise coming from outside and noise generated within

file building,

In 1971 isolated measures for dealing with both

problems had been inLfiated, including work on
developing better measurement methodologies.

By 1976, work has continued not only on the noise-
specific measures, but also on the broader front
oI increased general standardization and harmonization
of building codes in general, both within countries and
internationally. Future noise abatement activity will
take place increasingly in this context,

One Of filemain features of the last few years has been
increased use of national programs to protect file

exterior shell of buildings from traffic andor aircraft
noise,
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One innovation of note was seen in France.

Exception,xlly well built French housing is

ellgib]e for */itappellation "acoustic comfort

level, " which Ixaay bc used in m,%rketing the new

units,

7. Noise from Factories in 1971 the problem was being approached with a
mid Construction Sites combination of solutions ranging from individual

source control to master planning and zoning.

By 1976 there has been no innovation in solutions,

although tilenumber of countries having national
noise zoning guidelines (including construction sites

and industry) had inc1'eased.

A major change has been tileincrease in regulations
limiting noise from individual pieces of construction
equipment. W. Germany, /France, Austria, and

Switzerland are an_ong the ma_y countries with
such limits. Seine countries also are bearing

down hard on all existing construction equipment

noise. For ex02nple, Austrian provinces have such
regulations, and in Switzerland a noise permit

must be applied for each time it is desired to use

an older, more noisy piece of equipment.

West Gernlany has developed a means of rewarding

quieter construction equipment by permitting
equipment 5 dBA or more quieter than the legal

limits to boar the label, "Superior Construction
Machinery. "

ThelSO Drs/t Recommendation 1996, a method of

assessment of likelihood of community disturbance

from industrial noise, progressed to full-fleged
Recommendation status.

8, Occupational Noise Since 1971 it has become increasingly recognized
that occupational and environmental noise must be

considered together in evaluating total exposure to
noise.

In tile 1973-74 period an especially large number of
countries converted voluntary or "guideline" noise

limits to legally binding ]ix-nits. Most countries in
principle require engineering controls to be applied

as technically feasible, with hearing protectors as a
second llne of defence.
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However, some countries in practice tend to rely
on hearing protectors as a panacea.

In a potentially significant development, W. Germany

has adopted the Iong-standing Soviet practice of

requiring n_uch quieter environments for offices
than fllose allowed in factory work arcas,

A few countries (Israel, Sweden, _V. Germany) }lave

used work place noise signs as a low-cost measure
to reduce noise-lnduced hearing loss. Tile signs

posted at noisywork stations, give _he noise levels

and remind the worker of the precautions he should
be taking.

9, Information Since 1971 several documentation centers ]lave arisen

to help handle the "explosion" in noise literature.
However, regularly published statistics on funding,
enforcement activities, and n_easured reduction of

noise are as hard to come by as ever. It is to
be hoped that the contribution of the international
organizations will be to sti_nulate the creation and
distribution of such information.

I0. l_e_ulatory Trends iVlany of the new environmental agencies which were
founded in the early ]970's have taken several years

to develop recommendations. Only then is some sort

of comprehensive act passed (llke the West Germany
Act of 1974), which authorizes a series of regulations

to be developed and promulgated. Whether the

environmental agency is cast in tilerole of coordinator
among ministries (e.g., Switzerland, W. Germany) or

is mandated to issue and enforce regulations like
the U.S.E.P.A., (e,g., Japan, France), it has the key

role of developing and recommending a comprehensive

regulatory approach. Where such a basic comprehensive
act is missing, as appears to be the case in the U.K.,
its absence is felt.

In any case, the influence of the environmental agency
is typically felt only gradually, because it does not

have the unlin_ited resource to carry out all the
mandated actions ilnmediately. For the Cornnnon

Market Countries, w}dch nlust consult together, the

pace n]ay be further slowed.
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Thus it would be a mistake _o conclude from the l'ack

of dramatic results over the last four years tIlat
important progress has not been made in the fight
against noise.

The next logical step everywhere in the world is
increased prqgrams of measuren_ent of the
effect of the.noise control measures already taken,
in terms of reduced community noise levels. Increased
efforts like that in Austria (where the r_duotion lh
noise from construction sites was measured) are to

be expected in all countries in the years ahead.
Hopefully, more information will also become available
on the number of government personnel and costs
required toimplen_ent the various noise control
programs. From the present reporting, only ,
intriguing glimpses have been obtained on this•
topic -- for example, the fact that on the national
level France now has 58 vehicle noise inspection
crews.
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3. INTERNATIONAL, ORGANIZATIONS

2.I International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO 1

Since ti_e late 1960's. ICAO. a Montreal-based affiliate of the

United Nations, wllose main purpose is to se_'veas a _orum for matters con-

cernlng international civil aviation, has also becn active in promoting unified

action by all nations instandardizing measurement of aircraft noise

levels and impact and setting corresponding noise limits.

2.1.1 Or_anizationai Summary

ICAO interprets its mandate to include being the £orurrt

for discussion o/the impact of aviation on the environment. At the

working level, a committee of specialist advisors (CAN -- Committee on

Aifcrv..ftNoise) presents recommendations to the ICAO Council for

adoption as Recommended Practices, Standards, ProcedLtres lot Air

Navigation Services, or Guidance material..'The Council members

are representatives from agencies of the various member governments.

Comments on CAN recommendations are made by member

governments and by the ICAO Air Navigation Commission before

action is taken. After a recommendation becomes an lCAO Standard,

itmust stillbe incorporated invarious national legislationbefore it

goes into force for thatparticular nation. However, the process of

incorporation -ms7 be complex"and ICAO mernborcountries are

obliged by treaty tonetl/yICAO when an rCAO Standard will not be

put into effect or a.differentstandard is used. ICAO Recommended

Practices are also o/ten incorporated into national legislation.

2-I
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CAN participants are either n]enlbers or advisors, Oue

meinber is nominated by each entity (country or il_Lernational organ-

ization), The entity may also appoint several advisors, who may be

either from governnlent or indusLry. CAN illeets approxio_ately evet'y

other year. Ad-hoc working groups ¢onLinue to be active between

CAN sessions, working on various agenda items° Sixteen nagiolxs and

four international organizations parlicipated in the latest

(1975).

All noise related ICAO GuideLines, Standards, Recommended

Practices, etc. are hlcorporated into Annex 16 of the "Chicago

Convention", which is the treaty instrumenl binding ICAO |net_bers.

(The forn*al titleof the Chicago Convention is the "Convention on

International Civil Avlation.")

2.1.Z Background (ICAO work in the 1969-71 period)

k4easurernent, nlonitoring, abatement, and evaluation of nois.t

were the subjects of a month-long meeting of tileICAO in l_ovember and

Decen]ber 1969, The signatories, including all nlajor air nations

except tileUSSR _¢, began to develop stand=rd procedures for (I)

measuring noise for aircraft design: (2) n_onitoring noise on and

near airports: (3) expressing the Lota[ noise exposure )evei produced

by a succession of aircraft: and (4) reducing noise throLtgh a variety

of aircraft operating procedures (2-'4).

Aircraft

A procedure for noise cerdflcaLion Of aircraft was also

passed over t/_estrong objections of t/leFederal Republic of Gern_any,

Ireland, and fileNetherlands,

_:_ The USSR is now a signatory.
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wllo contended that certain ailowances for very heavy aircraft under-

mined the purpose of noise certification. (2-4) On April 2, 1971,

1CAO published standards (2-3) for aircraft noise certification based

upon a scheme of three noise measuring points {lateral, flyover, and

approach) where tile noise levels are dependent upon aircraft weight.

The world,x, ide concern over aircraft noise, particularly

that from jets, came at a time wilen it was estimated that the present

generation of aircraft would probably be in use for at least 3 or l0

more years.,:: Accordingly, attention was directed to retrofitting

existing jet engines to make them quieter. The principal impetus

came from the United States. ICAO sponsored a retrofit meeting

in November 1971, but there was no rapid progress. CAN members

asserted that the estimated retrofit cost (then $125,000 to $250,000

per engine or a nfinimum of sg00, 000 for a four engine transport)

was beyond the capability of most nations.

* Now, five years later, the estimate is still over /t-10 years from 1975:
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Airports

Although accord was r_ached on a means of expressing

the total exposure to aircraft noise suffered by persons on the ground

in the vicinity of airports) the discussion about development of

criteria and guidance related to the control of land use around airports

resulted only in a statement that a minimum of three zones

should be established for areas where development is prohlbited,

restricted, and permitted. There were two basic problems to be

overcome in this respect: 1) some countries have recommended

that a five-zone, land-use protocol be employed, to give greater

flexibility to planners; and 2) there was disagreel-nent over the

maximum permissible levels within resldentlal areas.(2-1) The measures

that can be imposed by any national state are restricted to some extent

by the economic effects of a given action or standard" The ICAO

recommendation_ at the Montreal meeting were adopted as attainable

norms; individualstates can always adopt more stringent ones.

However, some traffic diversion can be anticipated if certain aircraft

or certain traffic densities are forbidden at a given airport or within

a given nation.

Action on abatement of run-up noise was limited to an

exchange of views. The only recommendation emerging from

this exchange was that the member states submit results of studies

on new or improved methods of reduction.



Z.I.3 Recent Work

2. L3,1 LastSeveral Years

The following descriptions are derived from the results

of CAN's most recent mee_ing in January-February, 1975 _'CAN/4 _') (Z-_).

V/STOL

The CAN goals are _o fowmuiate a noise oertlflcatlon

system for all short takeoff or landing (STOL) aircraft. The ifnmedlate

goal is to draft a Recommended Practice for propeller-driven STOL

airplanes (take-off distance less than 600 n_eters or 2000 feet). As for

vertical take-off or landing (VTOL) aircraft, it was co nsldered not yet

feasible to se_ a date for completion of a final specification,

A brief summary of current CAN thinking on STOL was

presented. The V/STOL concept would include aircraft capable at flying

in patterns similar to helicopters on the one hand or like Conventional

Take-Off and Landing (CTOL) aircraft on the other hand. Therefore,

any Y/STOL requirements must be compatible with planned or existing

it helicopter and com,entional light plane requirements, The current
D

CTOL scheme of three measurement points (flyover, approach and lateral)

_! should be used for STOL also, but the points should be closer in to the

runway.

d
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The Working Group for V/STOL was considering a

noise ievel limit in terms of effective perceived noise level ('.EDNL)

in unitsof EPNdB, Also, to facilitatetown planning, measurement data shot_Id

be provided in terms of the A-weighted level in units of AdB as well

as EPNdB. Operating characteristics of the STOL have also been

specified and the total package has been adopted as "Guidelines

for Noise Certification". After more experience the Guidelines may be

read 7 to be upgraded to an ICAO Standard or Recommended Practi co.

A VTOL noise certification scheme is far from cor_p [etlon.

l_rincipaily affecting heilcbpters, this scheme still must solve problems

such as agreeing on anoise unit that will take low frequency noise

and blade slap into account, and finding a flight profile for noise measure-

ment that is meaningful in terms of actual VTOL flight practices.

Propeller Driven Airplanes

There is an existing noise certification scheme, adopted as

a Recommended Practice, which was developed at a previous CAN

meeting. Itonly pertains to lightaircraft (not exceeding 5.700 kg.)

and became effective August 1974. Itspecifies limits on flyovers

in levelflightat an altitudeof 300 ra (I000 ft).
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Some nations have already incorporated this _ecommended Practice

into their national legislation. There are still problems concerning the

rigor with whict_ certam opera_ing characteristics are specified during

the test:

o A difference in power setting of 25 rpm can cause a

difference of up to 1 dB in meast_red noise,

o Propeller diameter ( 1 dB per 1.5% variation).

o Temperature variations (i dB per 10°C).

Nevertheless, the present Recommended Practice is under consideration

for upgrading to a Standard.

In regard to heavy propeller-driven airplanes {over 7,500

kg), CAN has decided to recommend the same measuring scheme and

noise limits as it would for subsonic turbojet aircraft o1 the same

weight. Data on existlngturbine-powered propellor-drlvea aircraft

designed since 1950 indicate that almost all designs could have met

these requirements, with two contemporary designs below the require-

rnent by 10-15 EPNdB.
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Tightening the Existtn_ Noise Limlts for New
Subsonic Turboiet Aircraft

The 1975 CAIN/4 recomrnendatlons for reductions

are now under eonsideratlon {2-3).

The certlf[catlon scheme--a continuation of the existing

scheme--was adopted aftor discussion of alternatives that would

have made new permissible noise limlts dependent on other factors

besides aircraftwelght, such as on take off distance or aircraft

range.

Auxiliar[ Power Unlts (APU's)

Based on information submitted at an earlier CAN meeting

the Recommended Practices have been proposed by CAN to apply to

existing unlts. The scheme would apply noise limits at cargo and

passenger door locations and a specified distance from the aircraft

center line. Since these limits might restrict use of some existing

APU's, it is desirable that furure APUts, embody substantialnoL_e

reductions.

SST's

The CAN position on existing SST's (Concorde &'TU-144

is to emphasize that more data o:: actual noise levels for subsonic

flight should be supplied to CAN.

In regard to future SSTts. there was a concern that future

SST's might not be able to meet more stringent Iilnits proposed

for subsonic aircraftj even though they might be designed to meet the

limits now existing in Annex 16. Therefore, CAN recommended in

1975 that the presently existing |iI'nltsfor subsonic jet airplanes be

used as guidelines for maximum noise from future SST's. Guidelines

would be printed in Annex I(_ hut have |ess force than Standards or

Recommended Practices.
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Retrofit

Retroflt as used by CAN refers to existing subsonic jet

airplanes stillnot "noise-certificated," i.e., not meeting the

existing limits in Annex 16. The third CAN meeting in 1973 naade

retrofit recommendations to the ICAO Council which the Council

did not accept, Instead, the Council a'dopted recommendations

calling for more inLormation from aircrait manufacturing nations

on technical feasibility and cost data, at the same time urging

that no state take unilateral actlon_: on retrofit until an international

agreement applicable to all ICAO members had been reached through

ICAO. In March 1974 the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration

proposed just such a retrofit requirement on all planes operating

within or into the U.S.,whether domestic or foreign flag, to become

operative in Jaly 1978.

Information submitted by CAN members at the I975 meeting

showed that most countries considered that (I) retrofit solely by sound

absorption materials (SAM) rather then "Rafan" was the only practical

potential policy; and that (2) the costs of retrofit were high and the

benefits rninlmal. This position was expressed in one form or

another by Italy, the U. K., France, Netherlands, and Sweden.

Japan was in the process of retrofltting seven B-797's, 2- B-7Z7's

and 16 B-737's but was reserving judgement on DC-8's. The USSR

said that "Sam" retrofitwould enable several of its current production

aircraft types to meet the existing noise limits but that the USSR

did not plan to make a decision to implement retrofit until tests

were completed by the end of 1975. 'Others warned that ICAO

failure to adopt a policy requirlng retrofit would lead to multilateral

:t

,. * Unilaterai action here means the imposition of retrofit requirements

i by astute on foreign registered aeroplanes operating intoits territory.
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or btlatera! agreements outside of ICAO, unilateraldeclsions by States

and /or a further increase in the growing number of night flight resttqc

restrictions at tnternationalairports. LATA said it was not opposed to the

concept of retrofit but in fact opposed all exlsting retrofit proposals0

CAN_s recommer, dations (approved later in 1975 by the'

ICAO Councli) were designed to avoid requiring all states to retrofit

air non-certlflcated aircraft but to urge states to adopt retrofit on

a case by case basis, when modifications for a type

n ,, are regarded by the State of manufacture to be
technically feasible and by the State of Registry to

be sufficiently effective and economically reasonable. "
(Recommendation 1)

Under the second recommendation, States were requested to make

such assessments for each type and state their retrofit intentions

by 5anuary 1975.

Implementation o£ thes_ recommendations naay fail to

prevent incompatible requirements from arising between members

and thus is likely to satisfy no one.

2.1,3.2 Present and Future

ICAO plans the next meeting of CAN ("CAN/5") for the

late fall of 1976 in Montreal. The program and a.genda

contain further work on al1 of the areas discussed above, with

decisive action perhaps furthest, away on thrust reversers.

Compatibility of the noise certification schemes already
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underway will certainly be discussed. The CAN actions on

retrofit and futureSST's will be influenced by any actions taken by

the U.S. in the first part of 1975. ICAO presently finds itself in

a position where it is constrained by its lnembers _ reluctance

to undertake expensive programs in a time of recession on one

hand, and fear that unilateral or muff{lateral actions will

increasingly occur outside of the ICAO forum on the other hand,

unless progress under ICAO is more rapid.

2.1.4 Useful Data

Z. 1.4. 1 Secretariat address and contacts

ICAO, Committee on Aircraft Noise

1000 Sherbrook Street W.

Montreal, Canada

H3A 2pl

Officers and Secretariat of 1975 CAN meeting (Jan. Z7 -

Feb. 14, 1975).

Mr. A. A. Maurits was elected Chairman and Mr.

M. D. Dunn was elected Vice-Chairman of the meeting.

The Secretary of the meeting was Mr. H. 3". Gursahaney,

Technical Officer of the Operations/Airworthiness Section, who

was assisted by:
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Mr. S.O. Fritsch Chief. Accident Investlgation
and Prevention Section

Mr. R. Heitmeyer Chief, ]Economics Section

Mr. C. Devasenapathy Technlcai Officer. Aerodromes.
Routes and Ground Aids

Section

Mr. G. Finnsson Economist, I,'!conernicsSection

Mr. J. C. Rigaud Technical Officer, Accident
Investlgatlon and Prevention
Section

Mr. J.S. Shephard Technical Oflicer, Operations/
Airworthiness Section

List of CAN Workin G Groups

WGA.

WGB. VTOL/STOL aircraft

WGC. Propeller driven airplanes

WGD. Subsonic jet airplanes - revision of existing req_tlrements

for new designs.

2. I.4. Z Documentation

fCAO discussions are conducted in English. French and

Russian. AliWorking Papers and Reports are issued in English,

French and Russian. There is one final report ptlbiishedfor each

CAN meeting. Views expressed in CAN Reports should he taken

as advice of a body of experts to the Council but not as representing

the views of [CAO itself.A later supplement to a Report indicates

the action taken on the Report by the Council of ICAO.
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Other ICAO publications include:

o International Standards andRecommonded Practices

adopted by the Council in accordance with Articles

54, 37 and 90 of the Convention on International

Civil Aviation and are designated, for convenience,

as Annexes to the Convention. The uniform application

by Contracting States of the specifications contained

in the International Standa1"ds is recognized as

necessary for the safety or regularity of international

air navigation while the uniform application of the

specifications in the Recommended Practices is

rngarded as desirable in the interest of safety,

regularity or efficiency of international air navigation.

In the event of non-compliance with an International

Standard, aState has an obligation under Article 38

Of the Convention, to notify the Council of any

differences.

o Procedures for Air Navigation Services (PANS) are

approved by tile Council for world-wide application.

They contain, for the most part, operating procedures

regarded as not yet having attained a sufficient degree

of maturity for adoption as International Standards
and Recommended Practices.

o There are also technical manuals and ICAO Circulars t

prepared by authority of tileSecretary General in

accordance with the principles and policies approved

by the Council.

t

i 2.1.4.3 Relations with Other International Or_anlaations

The following other organizations designated people to

! the CAN IV meeting in the capacity of observers, as listed in

Table Z-I,
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Acronym

ISO int'l Organization F. Ingerslev
/or S_andar dization

IATA Int'[ Air Transport G,N. Goodman
Association

IFALPA_ Intrl Federation of R.N. Rockwell
Airline Pilots
Association

Table 2-1. International Organizations Participating
in ICAO Noise Activities.

_ Designated but did not participate in meeting.
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Z. 2 International Organizatlon for Standardization (ISO)*

The ISO is another important international org.xn-

ization doing work on measurement standards related to noise abatement

and control. Through its Technical Committee TC-43 and that committee's

two sub-committees, ISO InternaLionalSt_ndards are issued for definition

o£ terms, damage-risk criteria, and measurement of traffic noise,

aircraft noise, noise [rom electrical machines, sotlnd insulation in.

housing, etc.

2.2. i Organizational Summary

The International Organization for Standards (ISO) was

founded in 1948, Tile founders and the menlber bodies of ISO are the

national standards organizations. The L_.O Central Secretariat is resp0nsibie fo_

the day-to-day planning and coordination of technical work of 1SO.

iSO technical work is undertaken by Technical Committees (TC) and

their Sub-Committees ISC) and Working Groups (WG). Technical

Committees are numbered in sequence in the order in which they are

established. The members of Technical Committees are the Member

Bodies who have expressed their willingness to participate actively

(P-members), or their desire to be kept informed of the progress of

work (O-members), Each Member Body has the right to become a

member nf any Technical Committee or Sub-Committee. Each

Technical Committee and Sub-Committee has a Secretariat appointed

among the P-Member Bodies of that Committee, and chairmen of

Technical Committees may be appointed either for t_leduration

* Information Included in this report about ISO has mainly been

taken from the article "Acoustics and International Standardization

Current and Future Activltles of TC 43" by Dr. Fri_z ingerslev of the

Technical University of Denmark published in the Inter Noise 76

Proceedings page 399-404.
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of use nlectlng by decision of participants at _hat meeting, or for several

years by dccislon of the ISO Council. .4 Technical Committee may

establish Stzb-Committees charged with the study el one or more items

incladed in the Programme el Work of the Technical Committee. The

structure o[a Sub-Committee is similar to the structure of a Technical

CommiLLee. Technical Committees and Sub-Committees may set up

Working Groups, comprising a restricted number oiindivldual specialists

appointed by the parent Technical Committee or Sub.Committee in the

nomination of parenL members, to prepare a particular part of the

I_rogramme of Work of the parent Committee.

Technical Committee 43 on acoustics has been dealing

with noise problems since its establishment in the early fifties. Due to

_he increasing pah[ic awareness to environmental problems in the mid-

sixties, this committee was reorganized . TwoSuh-Committees - SCl.o

for Noise and SC2 for Building Acoustics were established in 1968.

Most countries of theworld, including the USSR, are

members of the ISO and as such are entitledto vote for or against

acceptlng the proposal of a technical comtnlttee as an officialISO

Recommendation.

2.7.2 Background

The International Standards prepared by ISO Technical

Comtnittee No. 43 oa.4coustics, during the first Iifteen years of its

existence were of great interest to specialists in acoustics and to the

public. These standards are included in annex -4 0f this /SO section.

D,,_rL oz international Standards are included in annex B of this ISO

section,
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2.2°3 Present and Future

The object of iSO is to promote the development of

standards in the world with a view to facilitating international exchange

of goods and services, and to developing mutual cooperation is the

spheres of intellectual, scientific, technological and economic activity.

In this respect the scope of the Technical Commlttee,43 and

its two Subcommittees involves standardlzaLion in the field of scot, slice

and noise in all aspects. This scope includes, in particular, methods of

measurements of noise and evaluation of its eflect on man and environment.

The ISO endeavors to meet this challenge by providing

international standards related _o noise. At the present time, for

instance, TC 43/SC I Noise is in the process of preparing and drafting

the following series of basic documents for the measurement of noise /tom

various types el machinery,

Work on the following items has reached an advanced stage:

I50/DP 4870; Acoustics - Recommended methods t'or the

construction and calibrationof speech intelligibility
intelliglbilitytests,

ISO/DP 4871: Acoastics - Noise classification and labelling of

equipment and machinery.

See also Annex IB.

ii'" • I
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ALso, TC43/SC2 is preparing a document on "Laboratory

tests on noise emission by" appliances and equipment in water supply

ins taHations".

E.2.4 Useful Data

2.2.4.1 Secretariat ,Address; Contact Person

Central Secretariat of

internationat Organization for Standardization (ISO)
1 rue de Varembe

CH-1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland

Secretariat of ISO/TC 43 and ISO/TC 43/SC 1

Dansk Standardiseringsrad
Aurehojvej 12
DK-2900, Heilerup
Denmark

Secretariat of ISO/TC 43/SC Z

Fachnor menausschuss Materiaiprufung
Unter den Eichen 87

D-1000 Berlin 45

Germany

Z. 2.4.2 Information about Documentation PubLished by the Organization

The following provides information about different ISO

documentation and standards.
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1. ISO 2204: Guide to the zneasurement el" airborne acoustical

noise and cvaluatlon o{ il:s effects on man. (1973).

This International Standard dcscrlbed the general procedures
[or the measurement of noise and evaluation o{its e{fects

on man, It is intended as an introduction to the more

specialized in[rue[ions cobra[ned in acoustical test codes

and interpretation procedures published hy national and
international standardization hodies. This document defines

three types ol measuring zanethods, via.:

a) Tim survey method. This melhod requires the

[east amount of time _nd equipment.

b) The engineering method, Zn this method, the

measurements of sound l_ve[ or sound pressure

are supplemented by measurement of band

pressure levels.

c) The precision methol. Thi_ method gives as

thorough a descrlptien of the nolse problem as

possible,

2. /SO 1999: Assessment of occupational nois_ exposure

for hearing conservation purposes. (1975).

This International Standard gives a practical relation

between occupational noise exposure, expressed in

terms of A-weighted _ound pressure level in dB, and duration
[

within a norrmaI working week and the percentage of

tileworkers thai may be expected to exhibit an increased

d_reshold of hearing amounting to 25 dB or more

averaged over the three frequencies 500, 1000, and

2000 Hz solely as a result of noise exposure.

A rcvlslon £o tile[sterna[lena[ Standard [SO t999 was

proposed by the United kingdon_ on April 14, J976 at
the International Standards Organization meeting at the

/'_ationaiBureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, Md. The

proposal, which would change ISO 1999 to conforn_ to

the new British standard, writ be discussed in a Study

Group which will report at the next ISO/TC 4'3/SC l-

I meeting.
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3. R 1996: Assessment of noise with respect to community
response. (1971).

This ISO Recommendation is intended as a guide to the •
measurement of the acceptability of noise in commuhitiea.
It specifies a method for the measurement of noise, the
application of corrections to the measured levels (according
to duration, spectrum character and peak factor), and

a comparison of the corrected levels with a noise criterion
which takes account of various environmental factors.

The two last mentioned documents are widely used by
national authorities as a basis for establishment of noise
criteria or limits.

4. I50 3740 - 3741 - 3742 - 3743 = 3744 - 3745 - 3746

This series of documents - partly published, partly
under preparation ° is a particularly significant series
which establish the methods to be used to determine the

sound power level of a noise source. ISO has decided
that sound power level - rather than soond pressure

level - should be the primary measure of noise emission
from stationary sound sources. All the docutnents have
the principal title: "Determination of sound power level
O_ noise sourcestt°

S. Noise test codes

.An important object of TC43/SC i is to develop test
codes for measurement of the noise emitted by variou.s

noise sources. In order tomake itpossible to compare

the noise emitted by various noise sources this must be

done on the basis of some common basic principles..

The task must be accomplished through collaboration
with other Technical Committees within ISO or other

organlzations. A test code inchtdes two main parts, one

part describing the technique for carrying out the

acoustical measurement, another part describing the
conditions of operations of operation of the machine or
the equipment. As examples of such documents the
following can be mentioned:
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R 362: Measure;nent of noise emitted by
vehicles. (1964)

ISO 3095: Measurement of noise emitted by
railboand vehicles. (1964}

DIS 3381: Measurement of noise inside raiIbound
vehiclos.

DIS 3481: Measurement of airborne noise emitted

by" pneumatic tools and machines,
Engineering method for determination
o[ sound power levels.

6. Building Acoustics

In the fifties, TC 43 elaborated ISO Recommendation R

140: '*Field and laboratory measurements of airborne
and impact sound transmission**. This important document
is under revision, and TC 43/SC 2 has prepared a revised
Draft International Standard: "Measurement of sound

insulation in buildings and of buildlng elements '_ which
has been circulated in 8 parts to the ISO Member Bodies

for approval.

ISO/R 717: "Rating of sotmd ins_latlon for dwellings" is
another important document under the jurisdiction of
TC 43/SC 2.

/SO 3382: "Measurement of reverberation time in auditoria"

has recontiy been adopted. TC 43/SC 2 iS preparing a

document on "Laboratory tests on noise'ernission by

appliances and equipment in water supply installalions".
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7. Aircraft Noise

TC 43/SC 1 has developed the following documents

related to aircraft noise:

3891: Procedure for describing aircraft

noise heard on the ground (revision

of R 507 and R 1751).

ISO 2249: Description and measurement of

pbysical properties of sonic booms.

(1973).

g.g. 4.3 Relations with othqr international Organizations

The ISO through /:ha Technical Committee. 43

}]as established a close cooperation with nlany international organizations

such as:

International Eiectrotechnical Commission (IEC)

Economic Comlnlsslon for Europe, Transport Division

(ECE/TRANS)

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)

Commission of the European Communities (CCE)

International Labor Organization (ILO)

World Health Organlzatlon (WHO)

and also wlth other pertinent Technlca[ Committees with ISO.

it is possible through a proper collaboration to ensure that

air cooperating organizations use the same test methods and thus avoid

technical barriers to trade due to different test methods. An example

of st_ch a close collaboration may be illustrative.

In 1973 the Commission of the European Communities made

a request to the Secretariat of TC 43 to try to prepare documents which

the Communities could use under the principle "reference-to-standard" if

that would be possible. As at that time the Communities started a

work on the measurement of noise witlaia this fleid, Civil engineering

equipment is material which is imported and exported at1 over the world
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and therefore it is in the interest of international trade that different test

methods are not made legal ia various parts of the world which e.g. could

have the effect that _he manufacturers have to prepare their equipment in

different ways for the different regions of the world. •Naturally, it was not the

intention that TC 43 should work for the Commission, but rather it should work

in the interest of international standardization and in the interest of inter-

national trade, and therefore the request from the Commission was discussed

at a meeting of Sub-Committee 1 in Paris in the autumn of 1974, and the

following resolution was passed:

"The delegates present, informed of the wish of the
Cornnalssion of the European Communities to use the

princlp|e of strictreference to fnternationalStandards

whenever possible, so as to avoid creation of techniea[
harriers to trade, have authorized the Secretariat to

respond to requests from the Commission in the quickest
possible way within ISO procedures. "

TC 43 is prepared to establish cooperation along the same lines with

other organizations.
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/V_INEX A

150/7C q3 "ACOUSTICS"

_SO 16 Acoustics - Standa=d tuning frequency (Standard musical pitch).

_SO/R 131 Expression of the physical and subjective magnitudes of sound or noise.

_SO/R 140 Field and laboratory measurements of airborne and impact sound trans-
mission.

XSO/R 226 - Normal equal-loudness contours for pure tones and normal threshold of

hearing under free field listening conditions.

XSO 266 - Acoustics - Preferred frequencies for measurements.

XSO/R 354 - Measurement of absorption coefficients in a reverberation room.

ISO/R 357 - Expression of the power and intensity levels of sound or noise.

XSO/R 362 - Measurement of noise emitted by vehicles.

ISO 389 - ACOUStics - Standard reference zero for the calibration of pure-tone
audiometers.

ISO 454 Acoustics - Relation between sound pressure levels of narrow bands of

noise in a diffuse field and in a frontally-lncident free field for

equal loudness.

IS0/R 495 General requirements for the preparation of test codes for measuring

the noise emitted by machines.

IS0/R 507 Procedure for describing aircraft noise around an airport.

ISO 532 Acoustics - Method for calculating loudness level.

IS0/R 7|7 Rating of sound insulation for dwellings,

IS0/R 1680 Test code for the measurement of the airborne noise emitted by rotat-

ing electrical machinery.

ISO/R 1761 Monitoring aircraft noise around an airport.

_SO/R 1996 - Acoustics - Assessment of noise with respect to community response.

XS0 J999 - Acoustics - Assessment of occupational noise exposure for hearing

conservation purposes.

ISO 2204 - Acoustics - Guide to the measurement of airborne acoustical nolso and

evaluation of its effects on man.

XSO 2249 - Acosstics - Description and measurement of physical properties of
sonic booms.
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ISO 2922 - Acoustics - Measurement of noise emitted by vessels on inland water-

ways and harbours.

ISO 2923 - Acoustics - Measurement of noise on board vessels.

ISO 3095 - Acoustics - Measurement of noise emitted by railbound vehlcles.

1SO/TR3352 Acoustics - Assessment of noise with respect to its effect on the

intelligibility of speech..

ISO 3381 Acoustics - Measurement of noise inside railbound vehicles.

ISO 3382 Acoustics - Measurement of reverberation time in auditorla.

ISO 3741 Acoustics - Determination of sound power levels of noise sogrces -
Precision methods for broad-band sources in reverberatlon rooms.

ISO 3742 Acoustics - Determination of sound power levels of noise sources -

Precision methods for dlscrete-frequency and narrow-band sogrces in
reverberation rooms.

ANNEX B

IS0/TC 43 "ACOUSTICS"

Sta@e

DRS 140.I - Acoustics - Measurement of sound insulation in buildings 36

and of building elements - Part I: Requirements for labora-
tories.

DRS 140.2 - Acoustics - Measurement of sound insulation in buildings 36

and of building elements - Part 2: Statement of precision
requirements,

DRS 240.3 - Acoustics - Measuremest of sound i_sulatlom le buildings 36

and of building elements - Part 3: Laboratory measurements

of airborne sound insulation of building elements.

DRS 140.4 - Acoustics - Measurement of sound insulation in buildings .36

and of building elements - Part 4: Field measurements of
airborne sound insulation between rooms.

DRS |40.5 - Acoustics - Measurement of sound insulation in buildings 36

and of building elements - Part 5: Field measurements of
airborne sound insulation of facade elements and facades,
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DRS 140.6 - Acoustics - Measurement of sound insulation in buildings 36

and of building elements - Part 6: Laboratory measurements
of impact sound insulation of floors.

DRS 140.7 - ACoustics - Measurement of sound insulation in buildings 36

and of building elements - Part 7:' Field measurements of
impact sound insulation of floors.

DRS 140.8 - Acoustics - Measurement of sound insulation in buildings 36

and of building elements - Part 8: Laboratory measurements
of th6 reduction of transmitted impact noise by floor

coverings on a standard floor.

DRS 362 - Acoustics - Measurement of noise emitted by road vehicles. 31

DIS 1683 - Acoustics - Preferred reference quantities for acoustic 31
levels.

DIS 3481 - Acoustics - Measurement of airborne noise emitted by pneu- 43
matic tools and machines - Engineering method for determin-

ation of sound power levels.

DIS 3740 - Acoustics - Determination of sound power levels of noise 31
sources - Guidelines for the use of basic standards and

for the preparation of noise test codes.

DIS 3743 Acoustics - Determination of sound power levels of noise 4_
sources - Engineering methods for special reverberation
test rooms.

DIS 3744 Acoustics - Determination of sound power levels of noise 43

sources - Engineering methods for free-fleld conditions
over a reflecting plane.

DIS 3745 - Acoustics - Determination of sound power levels of noise 41
sources - Precision methods for anechoic and ceml-anechoic

rooms,

DIS 3746 - Acoustics - Determination of sound power levels of noise 31

sources - Survey method.

DIS 3822.1 - Acoustics - Laboratory tests on noise emission by appll- 36

ances and equipment used in water supply installations -
Part I: Method of measurement.

DIS 3891 - Acoustics - Procedure for describing aircraft noise heard 41

on the ground (Revision of ISO/R 507-1566 and ISO/R 1761-
1970).

DIS 3989 - Acoustics - Measurement of airborne noise emitted by 35

compressor units including prJmemovers - Engineering
method for determination of sound power levels.

DIS 4869 Acoustics - Measurement of sound attenuation of hear- 31

ing protectors - Subjective method.
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Sta_e

DIS 4872 Acoustics - Measurement of airborne noise emitted by 31

construction eq%_ipment intended for outdoor use -
Method for checking compliance with noise limits.

DIS 5128 Acoustics - Method of measurement of noise inside motor 31
vehicles.

DIS 5129 - Acoustics - Measurement of noise inside aircraft. 31

DIS 5130 Acoustics - Survey method for the measurement of noise emit- 31

ted by stationary motor vehicles.

DIS 5131 - Acoustics - Noise level measurement at the operator's 31

workplace on agricultural tractors and field machinery.

DIS 5132 Acoustics - Noise from earth moving machinery -Meas- 31

urement at operator's workplace.

DIS 5133 Acoustics - Determlnation of airborne noise emitted by 31

earth moving machinery to the surroundings - Survey
method.

DIS 5]36 Acoustics - _n-duct sound power measurement procedure for 31
fans.

Advane_ent sta_e codes:

_1 - DIS being processed for aubmisnlon to Member Bodies.

36 - DIS submitted to P-m_nbers and Member Bodies for combined voting.

36 - DIS submitted to Member Bodies for vcting.

41 - DIS the revised text of which will be prepared within a max{sims cf 3 months.

43 - DIS for which the preparation of the revised text depends on further study
of Member Bodies' son,nests.
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2.3 World Health Org;_nizatlon (WHO)

WHO is a United Nations Agency. With respect to noise, WHO

is concerned with the el/acts of noise on people's health and well-being.

WHO defines health not only in terms of "absence of disease or infirmity"

but includes a general state of physicai, mental and social well-belng,

Therefore, whenever noise inter/ores with the above criteria, WHO

seeks rays to suppress or lower its harmful effects. Noise is consequently

studied not oniy as an occtapatioaat hazard but also as a public nuisance.

2.3. I Or/4anizationa[ Summary

The long-term program of WHO on noise control is intended:

to support appropriate institutions in conducting studies on psychosomatic

effects of noise; to promote the necessary i_eaith guides and tolerance

criteria; and to assist in developing training in noise abatement.

2.3.2 Background

A major activity on noise, undertaken by WHO/Geneva

was to invite the Director of the Division of Occupational Health, New

South Wales Department of Public Health, Sydney, Atastralla to study

noise as an occupationat hazard and a public nuisance. The summary

of this study was published in tile WHO Public 11ealth Papers Series in

1966. (2-7) The WHO Regional Office for Europe prepared its first

program on noise control at its 19th session in 1969. A report was

issued in its final form in 1970. (2-8)

2.3.3 Recent Work

2.3.3.1 Last Several Years

A special working group was established whose report on

noise control program was published in October 1971 and a set of
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recomn_endatlons was issued. (2-9) Another draft document, prepared

by the Study Group on Public Health Aspects of Community Noise,

was publlshed (in English) under the title "Environmental Health Crlteria

for No[se", i'_ov_n_bal. 1973. (2-10)

2.3.3.2 Present and Future

Headcluar ters

The workplan of the WHO environmental health criteria

_leveloped program indicates d]at a task fGrce on noise will be convened

in the last quarter of 1976 to consider the draft document prepared last

year. Publication of a final noise criteria document is planned for the

last quarter of 1977.(2-11)

It is important to mention that the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency has been designated as the first WHO Collaborating

Center for Environmental Pollution Control. This new Center will

advise and assist WHO in planning, developing and implementing projects

in different areas one of which is assessment and control of comLnunIty

noise. (2-12)

in the area of traffic noise it has been agreed, under the

coordination of the European office, to undertake several studies on urban

traffic noise in modern big cities by the use of chilled methodolog¥. (2-13)

Copenhagen - Re_4lonal Office for Europe

At present the Regional Office for Europe is flnalizing a

chapter on noise control in building code's. Other actlvities aiming at

assisting member countries in noise control management and particularly

those aizr*ing at improving noise control legislation are in progress.
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2.3.4. 1 Address and Contact Persons (Z-14)

Headquarters

World Health Organization (WHO)
Division of Environmental Health

Z0 Ave. Appia
Oil-1211 Geneva 27, Switzerland
Contact: Mr. G. Ozolins

Mr. Henk W, De Kotaing

Regional Office of Europe

World Health Organization (WHO)
Regional Office for Europe
8, Scherfigsvij
DK - Z100 Copenhagen _ - Denmark
Contact: Dr. V, Krichagin

2.3.4. Z Information About Documentation Published By The

Organization

See References. These documents are not for sate but are

distributed through the Reglonal Office in Copenhagen or the Headquarters

in Geneva.

2.3.4, 3 Retatlons With Other International Organizations

WHO officials maintain active liaison with the OECD and

ECE Noise Task Forces.
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2.4 Economic Commission for Europe (ECE}

ECE is a regional UN organization. At its second

session, the Senior Advisors to ECE established especial Task Force

on Noise (April 1974). In October 1974, the following countries agreed

on participating in the ECE Task Force: Federal Republic of Germany,

Italy, Poland, Sweden, United Kingdorn, United States of America,

and the Soviet Union. The United States agreed to assume respon-

sibilities of the "lead country" on tlleproject.

Z,4. I Organization and Objectives

The firstmeeting of the ECE Task Force on noise

was held in June 1975 at the Palais des Nations. Geneva. to finalize

the noise program and to develop a schedule and calendar of events

for implementing the program.

The purpose of the Task Force is to establish a viable

means of exchange among the participating countries on various

information and data inthe areas of noise measuremmnt, economic

and cost-benefitstudies and any other aspect of better understanding

of environmental noise problems and methods for theircontrol {2.4.1).

The major objective of the Task Force noise program

is a two year study effort on community nolse, defined as follows:

a. Environmental, or outside noise, including that
generated by industry wilt be given the major
emphasis. Excluded from consideration is indoor
and/or workplace noise,

b. Emphasis wilt be placed on assembling information
: on the non-physiological annoyance effects of noise

and development of effects criteria. Nolse-induced
bearing toss and other physiological effects will
not be considered.
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c. The product of the _.wo-pbase program will be a
report on the status of current knowledge concerning
environmental noise effects and control measures.

Each participating country wilt develop a report based
upon the environmental noise-related publications
and activities in their country. The_e reports are
scheduled for submission to the [end country (U.S.A.)
in March 1976. They will be integrated by" the
United States into a draft report which wilt become
the basis for the Phase i final report. The target
date for producing a final report on tbe Phase I
activities of the program will be early 1977
(2.4. Z).

2.4.2 Background

The idea of the Task Force on Noise was developed in

January 1974. During the fourth session o£ the ECE Working Party

onAir PolLution Problems held in Geneva from January 7-11, 1974,

the proposal was made for the Noise Task Force to be formed and to

function under the Senior .Advisors to ECE Governments on Environ-

mental Problems.

2.4.3 Scope of Work

Since the main objectives of the Task Force is to

identify tile current problems and then elaborate on possible measures,

the scope of work for the Task Force is divided into two phases.

Phase f wilt concentrate on the identification and collection of irffor-

marion in specified noise related areas from,participating nations.

Phase If will consist o£ an analysis of the information obtained from

Phase I and will address the goals of the Task Force directly.
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2.4.3.1 _La.st Two Years (74-751

The proposed (in 1974} scope of work for Pllase I is to

be completed by" the end of 1976. Each participating country" shall

describe its noise prograrr_ in the /ollowlng:

i) Assemble information and/or criteria describing
the impact of environmental noise on people,
structures, etc.

2) Assemble information and methods for identi£y"ing
major sources of environmental noise, Included
wilt be the following:

a) Descriptions of methodologies and prediction
models used to identify and classify environ-
mental noise sources.

b) Classification of major environmentai noise
sources, characteristics and noise levels

into the categories of area and individua[
noise sources.

3) Description of commercially available noise control

technology including costs for application by major
sources identi/ied.

4) Description of noise control standards, regulations.

laws, land use planning, prevention t¢chniqtaes,
source substitution, building codes, etc, .Also to

be included in this task are descriptions of cost

benefit evaluation methods and analysis.

5) Description of measurement instrumentation,

methodologies) and monitoring systems /or

characterizing noise pollutionproblems.

a) Standard methods and/or methodologies of
noise measurements.

b) Monitoring systems.

c) Commercially available measurement equipment.
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6) Description of noise research, development, and
demonstratioz_ activities in areas identified in Tasks

I through 5.

a) Resource allocations - 1971 through 1976.

b) Products expected and tirnetable.

c) Perforl:ning organizations and country,

d) ProminenL noise specialists and experts.

e) Scientific and technical publications.

2.4.3.2 Present and Future

Phase If

1) Determine the magnittade and character of the
environmental noise pollution problem.

g) identify the major probtez'd' areas in the character-
ization and/or control of environtrlental ooise.

3) Develop recommended practices and methods for
identlfica_ion and control of environmental noise.

4) Recommend areas of needed research on environ-
mental noise.

The first meeting of the Task Force was held in Geneva

in June 1975. The program was finalized and Phase I of tile program

was initiated. The second and third meetings of the Noise Task Force

are scheduled for September 1976. The purposes of the meeting have

been tentatively established. They are to develop_ detailed Phase If

program including recommended plans for" an international symposium

a_'td to update the calendar of events for implementing the noise

program.
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The pLans for 1976-78 are tentativeLy set as follows:

3/76 Task Force member reports on status of current
knowledge of environmental noise submitted to
Lead country.

6/76 Lead country circuLates first draft of Task Force
Report on Phase I for comment.

9/76 Second meeting of ECE Noise Task Force heLd
to finaLize Phase II program.

ii/75 Lead country finalized Phase I report for distribution.

5/77 Third meeting of ECE Noise Task Force held
to review status of Phase II activities and td

develop preLiminary pLan for international -
symposium,

4/78 International symposium on Environmental Noise
held by ECE Noise Task Force.

9/78 Lead country finalizes report on the ECE Noise
Task Force Program including transactions from

the international symposLum.

2.4.4 Useful Data

2.4.4.1 Contact Persons

From November l. 1975 on Mr. R. M. Marrazzo (EPA/USA)

has replaced Mr. E. E. Berkhau(EPA/USA) as Chairman of the Noise

Task Force.

Economic Commission for Europe (ECE)
Noise Task Force

PaLais des Nations

Igll Geneva I0, Switzerland

Amasa Bishop; Jaek Janczak; Mr. Louznetsov
(Chairman: Rudolph M. Marazzo)

J
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Z. 4.4, 2 Documentation

(_.4. l) UN Economic and Social Council.

Economic Conlmisslon for Europe.

Task Force on Noise, Geneva, December 10, 197S.

I
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2. 5 Association of French Speakinf4 Acousticians )'Groupement
Des Acousticiens De Langue Francaise" "GALF"

Founded in 1948, this non-profit association is set up to

facilitate the exchange of scientific and technical information among

different groups involved in all the disciplines of acoustical sciences. (2-15)

2.5.1 Organizational Summary

This association has a membership of about 800 specialists in

the physical and social sciences. The following academic fields are

represented:

Architecture Electricity

Physiology Construction
Physics Commerce
]3ipipgy Industry
Linguistics Transportation
Music Mining
Law Government
Medicine Universities

Engineering
Mechanics

Organization and structure of this association includes special

task groups to further its objectives. These speaial groups as of 1974

were assigned to the following areas:

Acoustic music

Physiology and
Spoken commutnication
Architectural acoustics

Acoustics of aerodynamics
Electro-acoustics

Environmentai and industrial acoustics.
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2.5.2 Background

2.5.3 Recent Work

2.5.3. 1 Last Several Years

GALF participated in organizing the "VASE col[oqulum No. i:

',Acoustics in Telecommunications" and "VASE 75 colloquium

No. 2: Machinery noise and environment" held in iDar[s from

29th of September to the 4th of October 1975. (Z-|5)

2.5.3.2 Present and Future

This association func£1ons n_ainiy in the following areas:

I) Publishlng a trl-rnonti_ly Inagazlne since 196%: "Lu Revue

d'Acoustique"

2) Arranging for conferences on noise. Thas, betw0en

1970 and 1974 this association convened thirty cozlferences.

3) T0achin 6 advancud professional co_r_ in _:uurdination

with the French Ministry of Education. In 1°73, for

inst_nGe, this association _onduc£ed fourteen courses

with an enro|bnent of 850 students.

4) Granting medals and research r_wards to persons
involved in noise activities.

2.5.4 Useful Data

2.5.4. 1 Secretariat's address

Department "Etudes et Techniques d'_Acotlstique '_

C.N.E.T. route de Tregastel - 22301 LANNION
Vr3nc_

Address of the journal of this association.:

l%evtle d_Acoustlque

Editions I.P.F., 12, rue des Foss_s - Saint Marcel

75005 Paris, France
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2.5, 4.2 Information About Documentation Published By The
Organization

Since 1959, a trl-monthly journal is published by this

organization. This journal "La Revue d'Acoustique" deals with current

research, activities of various co/loqula and specialized associations

as well as bibliographies of current literature about acoustics. In

additon to this journal GALF has produced the six noise monographs

related to the courses of instruction sponsored by this organizatlon.

2", 5.4.3 Relations With Other International Organlzations

G.ALF has established contact with acoustical societies

in different countries such as Belgium, Italy, Great Britain, Germany,

Switzerland, Spain, Poland, United States, and Latin American countries.

Internatlona].activitiesof GALl;" include organizing joint

colloquia, exchanging articles from national publlcations and inviting

foreign noise-speclalists to present lectures. In this manner also

G,ALF par'Lidipatedin organizing the scientificactivitlesof the European

F_deratlon of AcousticaISocieties. Close cooperation exists in the same

manner with ICA (InternationalCommission on Acoustics).
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2,6 Crganization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD)*

An intergovernmentai organization mainly to formulate

policies in matters related to economics and development was established

in 1960 with its headquarters located in Paris. OECD membership includes

the following countries: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark,

Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan,

Lnxemhourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Por_t*gal, Spain, S_veden,

Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom, United States.

2.6. I Organizational Summary

The establishment o£ the Environment Committee hy OECD

in 1970 marked the firstsignl/_.cantstep of this organization's involvement

in anise problems. This position is reflected in the scope of the task of

this committee. One of its tasks is to help member governments in their

formulation and harmonization of noise abatement policies. (Z-i7)

2.6.2 Background

The Organization's Member countries having expresed their

increasing concern and the need for a more comprehensive approach to

environmental problems, OECD's Council responded with this mandate

for the new Environment Committee:

to investigate the problems of preserving or improving
man's environment with partlcalar reference to their

economic and tra_ implications;

to review and confront actions taken or proposed in
Member countries in the field of environment together

with their economic and trade implications;

• * This report about OECD has been largely based on the generoas

contribution 0£ Dr..Ariel Alexander, his memorandum OECD "Inter-

national Organization", Paris: OECD, 2Z April 1970 (Re£. l).
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to propose solutions for environmental problems that
would as far as possible take account of all relevant
/actors, including cost effectiveness;

to ensure that the results of environmental investigations
can be effectively utilized in the wider framework of the
Organization's work on economic policyand social
development.

The twenty-four Member countries of OECD produce more

than 60 per cent of the world's wealth and enjoy the highest incomes per

person of th_ wurld, its Members have the economic and scientific.

technological and technical capacity required to master the problems to

which production gives rise. OEVD's goal of qualitative grwoth for the Seventies

Seventies - economic development coupled with and defined by"an improved

quality"of lifeis tobe achieved through the cooperation of its Members,

in early response to the need of Member countries for

mutually acceptable basic concepts for their environmental policies, the

Environment Committee {in close consultation wlth OECD_s Industry and

Trade Committees) formulated a set of Guiding Principles. which have

been adopted by OECD's Council. These comprise:

The Polluter Pays Principle. As previously mentioned,

this is a principle of economic efficiency establishing thatthe costs

resulting from the imFlementatlon of anti-pollutionmeasures should be

allocated in such a way thatrational use of scarce environmental resources

is encoaraged and distnrtionsin international trade and investment are

avoided. Itmeans that these costs should be borne by thepoliuter, i.e.

by the producer in most cases, who mayin turn modify his prices

accordingly, passing on the costs to the consumer. Thus the cost of

anti-pollutionmeasures should be reflected in the cost of goods and

services whose production or consumption causes the pollution. Sub-

sidies for such measures should therefore be avoided by public authorities.
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EnvlroamentalStandards. White acknowledging differences

in environmental policies according to varying national conditions and

goals, governments shouid seek more stringent anti-pollutlon measures,

together with a high degree of international harmonization on both their

scope and their timing. Measures to protect the environn]ent should be

framed as far as possible so as to avoid the creation of non-tariff barriers

to trade. In cases where products which n]ay cause pollution enter into

international trade, governnlents should seek common product standards.

Other Guiding Principles. In conformity wlth the provisions

of the GATT. these princlptes aim at avoiding discrlmination stemming from

environmental considerations against inlported products, and to exclude the

introduction of compensating ilnport levies, export rebates or other equivalent

measures designed to offset the cost effects of differing envlronment policies.

As st=ted in the Kecommendation of OECD's Council: "Effective implementation

of the Guiding Principles... will make it unnecessary and undesirabte to

report to such measures _r.

OECD's Environment Committee wilt continue to survey the

effective implementation of these Principles, proposing appropriate notification

and consultation mechanisms to this end. The practical, as well as the ideal,

solution lles in international agreements reached, as in the past, in the

forum of the Committee most concerned.

Z. 6.3 Kecent Work

Z. 6.3.1 Last Several Years

A first report on noise was issued in 1971, entitled "Urban

Traffic Noise - Strategy for an Improved Environment". This report

contains a technical review of the problem, a detailed description of

national iegis lative practices in the field of noise abatement and eight

recommendations to governments which were endorsed by the OECD

Council.
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In 1971-72, an Ad l-locGroup on Motor Vehicles created

by the Environment Committee undertook an extensive study of the

economic, social, and environmental implications of abating air poltutlon

and noise caused by motor vehicles. The part of the study dealing with

noise included a forecast of urban noise until1985 and an assessment

of the costs of reducing motor vehicle noise emissions at source,

In I973-1974, the Group on the Urban Environment (a sub-

group of the Environment Committee) undertook a broad assessment of

existing policies and practices concerning urban noise abatement in

OECD countries. Twelve case studies were presented. A synthesis

was published in 1975, which included for the first time proposals to

adopt economic incentives for improving ti_e efficiency of noise abatement

policies, namely noise charges and compensation for noise exposure.

At the same tirne, the Group on the Urban Environment

studied the environmental, urban, and econot-nic implications of airport

siting or expansion. The Group conctuded that various options were

available to governments, and that the creation of huge airports was no

longer tbe best solution, It suggested four alternative strategies to

expensive new investments: expanding the capacity of existing airports,

improving the efficiency of existing facilities, developing a regional

airport network, or even a standstill policy.

The Group also discussed in detail the social cost of

aircraft noise expressed in monetary terms and made a comprehensive

survey of all technical, administrative and economic instruments which

are or could be made available for abating aircraft noise expostnve.
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The results ef tl_e GroupTs study are contained in an

OECD publication issued in 1975 entitled "Airports and Lhe Environment.".

In 1974, the Ministers of the Environment of OECD member

countries met in Paris for the first time. At the meeting, the OECD

Council adopted ten recommendations ameng which a very important one

cencerning noise abatement. The text of this recomrnendatlon is as

fellews :

I. That member governments strengthen their noise

prevention and abatement efforts through advance

planning and threugh the applicatien of the best avail-

able technology, taking into account the cost of

implementation.

2. That these e/ferts include the following elements:

a) The premulgation of noise emission standards

fer products which are major seurces of noise,

and in particular, transportatien equipment,

,constructien equlpment, and internal combustion

engines ef all kinds.

b) The requirement to consider _he impact of noise

and the desirability of reducing existing noise

levels and ef avoiding the creation of new noise

conditions in the planning, design, approval,

construction and operation of all major facilities

incit2ding housing, highways, public transportatlen

.... systems, airports, industrial develepments, etc.

c) Adequate education programs and information

campaigns designed te make the public more aware
of the need te behave in such a manner as to avoid

producing unnecessary noise.
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2.6.3.2 Present and Future

As a result of this recommendation, a two-year Ad Hoc

Group on Noise Abatement Policies was set up at the end of 1975.

The mandate of this new group is as follows:

I. On the basis of available evidence regarding the

in,pact of noise onpoputatioas, the Ad Hoc Group

shall undertake a systematic study of instruments
and policies for preventing and abating noise with

particular reference to the instructionsOf the Council
RecDmmendation on Noise Prevention and Abatement.

Taking into account the administrative structure of '
countries, such a study shail in particular-concentrate

on an analysis of the various instruments, their
respective advantages and drawbacks, possible useful
conlblnations, an evaluation of the cost and effectiveness

of the different atternatives, as well as the conditions

for implementing them in the framework of policies
for improving the environment.

Thls study shah be based both on case studies and a
systematic analysis ofpossible strategies, and itshall
attempt to identifythe essential components of an

integrated and effectivepolicy for noise prevention

and abatement, _nch_ding those which can be implemented
St lOW COSt,

2. The Ad HOC Group shall identify prioritiesand essential

steps for gradually strengthening the emission standards
applicable to the principal noise sources, taking into
consideration technical and economic constraints.

3. In order to avoid non-tariffbarriers to trade, as we_i

as Crass-frontlet pollutionproblems associated with

noise, and to reinforce internationalcooperation, the

Ad Hoc Group shalt_ in consultationwith appropriate
international organizations _
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i) establish the basis for harmonizing standards

applicable to products.which are sources of

noise disturbance) in particular those which

form a significant part of international, trade;

ii) establish the basis for harmonizing technical

and economic criteria necessary to introduce
noise control incentives - such as economic

instl-unlents and noise labelling of products;

ill) study various methods and indices for noise
measurements.

4. In carrying out this mandate, the Ad Hoc Group will

focus lisa[ten[ion on major noise problems such as

transportation and construction of noise.

5. The Ad Hoc Group shall develop a procedure in order

to report to the Environment Committee. on the action

taken by member governments pursuant to the Cottr_6il
Recon%mendation on Noise Prevention and Abatement,

6. If necessary, the Ad Hoc Group shah present proposals

for internatlonal cooperation with regard to spsclfic

problems llkely to necessitate concerted policy and
action.

7. The Ad Hoc Group shall submit its conciuslons to the

Environment Committee within a maximum period of

two years.

This Ad Hoc Group, chaired by Mr. J. Schettino (U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency). decided to carry out its work in

three separate panels: panel 1 on decision criteria, pane[ Z on economic

instruments and land use. panel 3 on direct regulations and low-cost

improvements o£ the ambient noise levels. Fifteen countries and three

international organizations are participating in this program, the

results of which should be completed by the end of 1977.
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2.6.4 Useful Data

2.6.4, I Secretariat Address; Contact Persons

o Dr. Ariel AIexandre

o Dr. Jean-PhilippeBarde

o Mine Francoise Feypeil

OECD Environment Directorate

2, rue Andre-Pascal

75016 Paris, France

Tills international organization maintains a branch office

in the United States located at the following address:

OECD

1750 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1207

Washington, D.C, 20006

2.6.4.2 Information shout Documentation Published by the Organization.

OECD produced the following reports, documents and

publications:

"Urban Traffic Noise", publication, 1971.

"Airports and the Environment", publication, 1975.

"Environmental Implications of Options in Urban Mobility",
report, 1973.

"Social Cost of Noise", document, 1975.

"Strategies for Urban Noise Abatement", report, 1975.

"Evaluation of Aircraft Noise Annoyance", document, 1975,

"Tentative Assessment of the Number of People Exposed
to varying Noise Levels in Seven OECD Countries",
document, 1975.

- "Charging for Noise", documenl_, 1976.
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"Noise Reduction aad Energy SavingPolicies', document,
1975.

"Decision Criteria for Noise Abatement Policies",
document, 1975.

2.5.4.3 Relationship With Other International Organizations.

Relationships are established with the European Community

(Brussels), with tile UN Economic Commisslon /or Europe (Geneva),

m.ithWHO, with ICAO0 with IATA, with the Council of Europe, with

U!MEP. AH these organizations send observers Lo the meetings of the

O]_CD Ad Hoc Group or, noise. (2-18)
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Z, 7 l_nternational Labour Or_anlzation ilL0)

The [LO, a United Nations organization, deals with the

general problems of labour and of the working condltioas and envlronment

in particular. It alms at promotin 8 improvements with regard to

protecting the worker agalnst physlcai injurles, atmospheric pollutants,

nolse and vibration, etc. and to working out appropriate standards.

(z-,9)

2.7. I Organizational Summary

At the 191st (November 1973) session of the governing body,

the employers' group and workers' group agreed that the agenda of the

61st (1976) session of the conference should include an itel'nconcerning

the "working environment: (i) atnlospheri¢ pollutlon; and (li) noise and

vibration". At its 193rd (May-June 1974) session, the governing hod),

placed the item concernlng working environment on the agenda of the

61st sesslon of the conference; it subsequently confirmed, at its 194th

(November 1974) session,that discussion of the item %vould be confined to

the two aspects referred to above, namely: (a) atmospheric pollutlon,

and (b) nolse and vibration.

The governing body of the International Labour Office (of

the International Laborer Organization) decldes on agendas and arranges

meetings of experts on partictl[ar subjects. As far as noise and vlbrations

are concerned, the flrst meeting of experts took place in December 1974.

Z. 7.2 B.ack_round

The protectlon of workers agalnst hazards caused by exposure

to harmful factors in the working environment has been the subject of

numerous studies and publications by the office, which may be sald to
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have been dealing with thisquestion, in differentforms, since its

foundation. The subject has also been raised on many occasions hy

various ILO indttstria[committees.

Several iLO Conventions and Recommendations contain

general provisions concerning Noise and Vibration, such as Convention

and Recommendation No. Ig0 (1964) concerning hygiene in commerce

and offices and Recommendation No. 97 concerning the protection of

health of workers in place of employment.

More specific provisions on noise are contained in the

ILO Code of Practice on Safety and Health in Building and Civil Engineering

Work, the Code of Practice on Safety and Health inShipbuilding andShip

Repairing and the Code ofPractice on Safe Construction and Use of

Tractors.

2.7.3 Recent Work

At the meeting of experts on Noise and Vibration which took

place on 2-10 December 1974 in Turin and which was attended by represent-

atives of eleven countries (plus officialdelegates of thelLO), itwas

agreed that noise and vibration in the working environment constituteda

serious human, social, and economic problem.

The experts emphasized the need for noise assessment and

ior exposure standards following the,health criteria of WHO and the

international standards issued by the ISO (R-1999 and otheFs) and the

IEC.
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The experts considered it appropriate to establish detailed

recommendations in a code of practice including noise limit levels.

This code should not be compulsory, but should provide guidance on

noise and vibration control. They stated that for prevention purposes,

correction information and training are of prime il_nportance.

2.7.3.1 Last Several years

The International Occupational Safety and Health hfformatton

Center (CIS) systematically collects and analyzes scientific and technical

llteratttre from all over the world and tile results of this work have been

made available to users in the forfn of index cards and data sheets

(inciudlng an information sheet on noise in industry). From 1974 on.

the CIS issues a single computer-produced abstract bulletin - CIS

Abstracts - where literature relating to noise and vibration is selectively

abstracted,

The International Labour Review has articles concermng

noise and vibration: "Protecting Workers Against Noise and Vibration"

(Vo[. 105, No. Z, February 197Z; and IJOccupational Noise and Vibration

Protection in the Federal Republic of Germany" (Vol. i05, No.2, May

1972).

Information on noise and vibration is contained in several

ILO publications relating to occupational safety and health, especially:

(i) the fLU Encyclopaedia on Occupational Health and Safety; (ii) various

publications of the Occupational Safety and Health Series, such as:

"Ergonomlcs in Machine Design" (OSH No. 14); and "Ergonomics and

Physical Environmental Factors" (OSH No. 21).
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2. 7,3.2 Present and Future

The comrnittee on Working Environment of tile hlLernational

Labour Conference (1976. Gist session) had a first discussion on a

proposed international convention and supplomentary recommendation

on the working environment: air polh_tion, noise and vibration.

Reports VI(I) and VI(2) to the 61st session of the ILC contain infor-

mation on law and practices concerning the prevention of air pollution,

noise and vibration.

The ILO Code of Practice on the Protection of Workers

Against Noise and Vibration wilt be published by the end of 1975 as well

as another publication in the Occupational Safety and Health Series,

whichwiil contain the report and the working papers of the meeting o_

experts on Noise and Vibration (Turin, 2-10 December 2974},

2. i.4. 1 Addresses and Contact Persons

International Labour Organization (ILO)
CH 1211 Geneva ZZ, Switzerland

Mr. E. Helien, Chief, Occupational Safety and
Health Brancl_, Working Conditions and Environment
Department.

2. 7.4.2 Documentation

ILO "Working Environment", Report VI for the International

Labour Conference, 61st Session, 1975o

ILO "Report on the Meeting of Experts on Noise and

Vibration in the Working Environment", at Turin. 10 December 1974,

21 pages.
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2.8. .Tile European Community "Common Market"
"EEC"

The European Community is an association of nine West

European countries working together to improve their peoples' living

and working conditions by eliminating as many national barriers as

possible The founding members were Belgium, France. Germany,

Italy, Luxernberg, and the Netherlands. The UnltedKingdom, Ireland,

and Denmark became members on January 1. 1973. (2-20)

2.8. I. ,Organizational Summary

The role that the EEC is playing in the problem of reducing

and suppressing certain categories of noise can best be understood by hrie

briefly studying certain provisions of the Treaty of Rome . Article 100

of this treaty states that the Council, acting by means ot an unanlmous

vote on a proposal of the,Commisslon, shall issue directives for the

approximation of such legislative and administrative provisions of the

member states as have a directive incidence on the establishment on

functioning of the Common Market. (2-21) Continuing further in this

vein, Article 189 states that directives shall bind any member state to

which they are addressed, as to the result to be achieved, while leaving

to domestic agencies a competence as to form and means. It is in this

legal framework that preparation of certain noise-related directives has

been started, (2-22)

2.8.2 Background

2.8.3 Recent Work
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2. 8.3. 1 Last Several Years

In the course of the last few years the Commission proposed

a series of directives concerning noise nuisances. Only the directive of

February 6, 1970 relating to motor vehicles, published in the Official

Journal L-42 (2-23-1970), has been approved by the Council. This

directive applies to all motor vehicles intended for use on the road,

having at least four wheels, with the exception of agricultural tractors

and machinery and civil engineering equipment. This directive, however,

is presently under revision. (2-23)

2. 8.3. 2 Present and Future

The EEC is in the process of determining environmental

noise crlteria as required by the Community's environment program

approved by the Council on November 22, 1973. The objective to be

achieved in this regard is determing at what levels of noise various

psychological and physiological effects become apparent. The principal

concern is with such areas as interference with sleep, speech inter-

ference and annoyance.

On the basis of this program, various activities have

been undertaken in the following areas: {2-24)

determination of noise nuisance criteria;

action on sources;

research into noise nuisance.
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1. Determination of Noise Nuisance Criteria

A resolution is being drafted, the aim of which is to

determine ti_e relationship between the exposure of a target to a noise

nuisance and the risk and extent of the resulting adverse effect.

Z. Action On Sources

Directives presented to the Council.

a) Driver perceived noise level of agricultural tractors.
The proposal is for a limit of 90 dB(A) measured
hy the OECD method.

h) Revision of Directive 70/157/EEC of February 6,
1970 on the noise emitted by motor vehicles.

The proposal calls for a reduction of Z to 4 dB(A),
depending on the vehicle category, on the levels
laid down in the Directive of February 6, 1970.
The measurement remains the same.

c) Civil engineering equipment
Method for the measurement of noise emitted by
civli engineering equipment. The aim of the method
is to classify such equipment according to their
sound power and directivity under typical working
condltions and on an acoustically defined site.

d) /ackha.m.._mers
This Directive lays down sound power emission levels.
It also contains the method of measurement which

specifies where and how the jackhammer is to be
set up and used as well as the method for calculatlng
the sound power level.

e) "rower cranes and power generators
The main source of noise on building sites are from
tower cranes and power generators. The Commission
has presented a proposal to the Council for a two-
stage reduction in permissible sound emission levels.
The levels proposed for the first state (ending on

, June 30, 19g0) reflectthe best existing technology.
(2-g5) Those proposed for the firststage are
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on laboratory trials and hence call for considerable

progress in this area. If the European Comfnissionrs

proposal is adopted, noise from building site

equipment will have to be kept within the following
limits contatned in table (2.g).

Table Z-2. PerrniuslbleSound Emission.Level

....... {Aqoustlc_o%Qer in dBA/referred to IpW)

•up to 30 Jtune1980 as from 1 July 198o

_ower cr_en 108 103

Current" _cn_ra%ol's
for wel0/n_:

RO0 A or less 107 102

more 'than200 A I03 98

Cul-ront _enera%ors

fo_ p0weP _pply:

8 kW or less 103 95

8 kW _o 60 kW I03 98

60 kW %0 240 kW .lO5 loo

mi,ro_I/.240kW lo7 Io: '

f) Motor cyctes

Noise emission |halts are presently being proposed to

the Council based on measurenlent n_ethods. A

directive has been drafted to fix sound emission levels.

A method of measuren_ent based ell engine speed lays

clown the motorcycle's operating conditions during
the test. Measurements are carried out under static

conditions,

g) Measurement of airborne noises emitted in open

area upon a reflective area.

A genera[ directive specifying in particular the
method for measurement of airborne noises emitted

in open area upon a reflective area, has been

proposed.
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2. Directives being drafted by" the Commission

a) Four-wheeled vehicles

.4 panel of experts has been given tile task of devising

a metbod of measuring the noise emitted by motor

vehicles as a function of the nuisance caused.

The panel has not progressed su/ficientiy for any
conclusions to be drawn. Several member states

are at present _tgdying this problem,

b) Domestic appliances

The Commission hopes that it will soon be in a

position to draw up, witb the help of national

experts, outline criteria for tile measurement of

noise from these appliances with the aim of

producing a test code.

c) Labelling

This is planned for various equipment, especially

jackhammers and pneumatic drills. The level

shown on the label will be tbe one guaranteed by
the manufacturer.

3. .Research

Preparations are in hand for an epidemiological survey

of the effects of noise on sleep.

2. 8,4 Useful Data

2. 8.4.1 Address and Contact Persons

Commission Des Communautes l_uropeenes Service

de l'environnement et de protection des consommateurs

Rue de la Lol 200. B-1040, Brussels, Belgium.

Contact: Mr. /vi. Carpentier (Director)
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2. 8.4.2 Information About Documentation Published by the Organization

1) Reference (Z-16)., This report was produced in response

to a recom,nendation made by the first meeting of national

cxperLs on noise organized within Lhe framework of the

Commission of the ]European Communities at Luxembourg

Noven, ber 28-30, 1973. At that meeting a group of

rapporteurs were requested to prepare a joint reporL

0*% the most significant effects of noise on man. Con

Consequently, the group met in Brussels and agreed

to undertake the production of this report. This report

stands as a scientific background and support to document

number V/F294974

2) Reference (2-26) was prepared by the Secretariat in

1974.

2.8.4.3 Relations wid_ International Organizations

in principle the Common Marke_ has agreed that it is desirab[e

to inc0rporate. ISO measurement methods in EEC directives involving

noise. In practice the EEC noise measurement committees and ISO

committees continue to have their differences in recommendations

concerning noise measurement methodology.
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3. COMMUNITY NOISE

3.1 What Is Community Ngisc?

The environmental noise problem is a complex one

becatlsc in any setting, many different sources elegise are interacting.

For example, a family in its living room may be e_,posed to its own

noise, noise /roe] the next apartnlent, and many external sources:

road traffic, aircraft overflight, the railroad yard, the air conditioner

on the next building, and so forth. It is the sum of all of these external

sources that we call community noise• Community noise is the noise

in our outside environf*lent, wherever that may be, and of course,

the problem of this noise is usuaIIyworse in urban areas where sources

are more densely packed. Many countries [lave detailed programs for

dealing with the various external sources, and we dover these activities

source by source in the chapter_ ti,atfollow. [n this chapter we look

at progranls that tie noise control of all el the seurcss, into an integrated

program. This is usually done at _le local level. 0I_CD experts believe

it is done best at that level. (3-i, p 30} His_nrieally such action has been

initiated at the cornn'lunlty level, usually in highly" urbanized areas.

Most of the foreign communities began tilelrcampaigns in the late

£iftles or early sixtles. However, alti]ough we l[ocus on situations

nn thn community level, there has been a growing treed to recognize

that actions at the national level are essent,lal inputs to [heal success,

and there ls a trend for national goverur_t4nts, eve_ in federally

organized cnuntrics like the U.S.. Switzerland. and Australia.

to accent more noise control responsibility,

.,,•%
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In general, limitations oa new products and standard

road designs are best done nationally or even internationally (3-1, p, :tO)

But each locality has its own unique noise feal:ures and its own wishes

about how much effort it thlnks nolse control is worth. Specific programs for

community noise can proceed at both the national and local levels

(Table 3-1), in addition tona_:iorlal new product limits and the llke.

National Local

National surveys of problem. A noise survey.

National criteria newly developed. Integrated local plan development

National• model ordlnances for local use. B.egutatlons.

Nationally developed standard community Organizations and funding.
noise survey" methods.

Monitoring of results.

Table 3-1. Division of Noise Control Activities between

Government Levels. {Examples)

3. 2 Decision Criteria

In this section, the various factors affecting decisions

on community noise regulations are discussed, These include:

I.) general health cause aadeffect criteria; 2.) survey results showlng

degree of the local problem; and 3.) nolse standards, which are

authorltative published guidelines on noise limi, ts which may be

either recommendations or mandatory.
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Noise indices

Implicit in any statement of noise criteria or standards

is.an assumption concerning the proper noise metric or unit of

measurslnent,

For an additional community noise Pneasurement,

excluding the measurement of aircraft noise, use of the A-welghted

decibel has becolne standard in most countries, although some of

Japan's regulations still use the phon::_.

For telescoping a time series of noise level fluctuations

data into a single meaningful indicator for tim perioa, tho Leq _:_#

(equivalent continuous noise level) incorporates the A-weighted

decibel and is at present the best candidate for a standard unit,

although the Lnp ("noise pollution level", developed in the United

Kingdom is an alternative. (3-i, p 7) At present there nre still other

units being used /or special situations or in various countries

(PNdB, NNI, TNI, CINR, Lexp, Ai) (3-4). Although it is often

possible to convert one unit to another, such comparisons are

sometimes difficult. Therefore, it has been suggested that from

now on, noise measurements be taken everywhere in Leq as well

as whatever other metrics are prescribed. (3-I, p Z4) The following

graphics have been included in a report issued by the Commission of

the European Communities to indicate the extent of the commun£ty reaction

to noise,

Japanese Phon A are usually compel-able wlth dBA for most
environmental noises.

_. The equivalent noise level, Leq, (also called the average sound

level) is the level of a constant sound which, in a given situation

and time period, has the same sound as does the
energy squaz'e

A-weighted sound pressure, over a time period that must be
stated.
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3.2. I Health Criteria

Many countries have natlonally-issued positions on the

cause and effect relationships between levels of environmental noise

and adverse effects on peopie_',% One of tile better-known ones is

the "Criteria Document" issued by the U.S. EPA in 1973, (3-Z)

Other countries have similar works or have incorporated

assumptions into nolse standards.

A recent OECD study sumn_arized the environmental

noise effects as follows:

"]Effects of Noise

It was said that noise at the levels at which it normally

occurs in tbe urban environment does not usually lead

to any identifiable {or slgniflcaat) direct physlotogical
harm. The current medical evidence is that non-

h'nputslve noise at levels below 75 dBA (Leq} probably
causes no lasting direct physiological damage to the

human body. Work by the United States Envlronmenta[

Protection Agency suggests there may be some very

slight hearing loss to normal adults in industrial noise

situations after ten years exposure to daily 8-hour

continuous levels of 75 dBA (Leq), although a British i
Governnlent code of practice accepts that exposures

of up to 90 dBA over an 8-hour working day limits the

risk of "significant" hearing loss to a very small j

proportion of the exposed persons and some experts

do not regard trafficnoise of this level as a risk to i

hearing (because traffic noise does not contain very

loud peaks). According to a survey carried out for

the United States Environmenta[ Protection Agency
fewer than I0,000 peop|e in the United States are

exposed in their resldentia[ surroundings to outdoor

day/night average sound levels above about 86 dBA

(Ldn), and fewer than 500,000 to levels above 80 d]3A

_ The same holds true for occupational noise, but these criteria

are covered in Chapter 8 on "Occupational Noise".
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(Ldn). Allowing for tile noise attenuation provided by

house structures, it can perhaps be inferred that tilerisk

that urban dwellers may suffer hearing damage due to

noise exposure outside their occupational surruundlngs

is probably very small, although complacency in the

present state of knowledge could not be justified.

Apart from direct hearing damage, noise rn,'iyhave

indirect physiologlcai and psychological effects. Inter-

ference with sleep typically begins to occur at levels of

about 35 dBA. It is not clearly established how far this

interfel-ence, which need not amount to prevention of or

arousal from sleep, affects the subsequent well-being and

performance of the sleeper. Interference with normal

speech communication is present at about 55 dBA and

thin aspect of noise intrusion contributes both to

subjective annoyance and loss of perforn_ance. There

is the easily entertained suspicion that feelings of

severe annoyance aroused by noise may contribute to
overall "stress" and so to stress-related conditions

such as heart disease oi. mental disorders. In this

case direct "sound arousal" effects are less likely

to be n'*ore slgnlficant than subjective responses to the

source o£ the noise, e.g. feelings that the noise could

he more efficiently controlled or oven. in the case of

aircraft noise, fear of aircraft crashing. "Significant"

noises such as human voices or music ,-nay be subject-

iveIy jest as annoying as much louder noises of an

inanimate kind, It is worth noting that, conversely,

actual hearing damage may result from noise to which

people voluntarily expose themselves. Thus, it has

been found that industriaiworkers are somethnes

reluctant to take measures to protect themselves

against very severe occupational noise, and one m_y

also mention the suggestion that some amplified pop

music may perhaps cause hearing damage." (3-1, P 4)

As to the extent of the noise problem and its inteosity on the

people in different countries the same OECD reported in October 1975 the

following figures zts contained in table (3-2) and fizure (3-4).
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, ,, , , , i

Federal

•"'else I_vel P,epublic r • Uniteg ,_even
,.: Ld. in riB(A) _el_it,z of Gerzany_ _ Japan :Luxemteurg SpaL_ 8wltzerland States Co',ultrles

50 ,96 87 91 35 8S 84 89 P.9
, ,, . , ,., ,. • , , • • ,

55 68 72 80 67 7_" 66 76 76

60 39 _6 58 37 50 38 52 49

65 12 18 31 11 23 12 24 24

70 1 & 10 1 7 1 6 7

CO

75 0 O 1 0 1 0 1 1

Table 3-2 . Percentage o[ Population Exposed to a Noise Level Equal to
or inExcess of a Given Value.

Source: (3-4)
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Figure 3-4, Percentage of Population Exposed _o an Outdoor

Daytime Sound Level o_ or Above a Speei/ied Value.

Source: (3-4).
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3.2.2 Survey Results

3.2.2. I Complain;s and Annoyance

English Genera[ Community Survey (The WilsonReport)

Virttla[iy every survey ranked noise from surface traffic

as the most prominent single factor in the urban noise environment.

However, the figures fro,n a 1968 British survey (Table 3-3) show _hat

surface traffic is by no means the only source o[ annoyance:

Number o[ Peop/e

Annoyed Per 100 Gues'donsd

Denerip¢ion of Noise ..... When at I_om¢l When Outdoors Whenat Wnrk

Road tratfle 36 20 7

'Aircraft 9 4 I

'Traina 5 I -

Indus try/cons tructicn work 7 3 I0

Dorneetic/Light app|iances 4 4

N©Ighbors _ impact nolae
(knocking, walking, etc.) 6

GhBdren 9 3

Adult voice_ |0 _

Radio/TV ? ! 1

Bella/alarrnn 3 1 1

P_tJ 3

" Table 3-3. Sources of Noise Annoyance in England.

Source: (3-7)
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While the absolute percentages vary from community

to community, th_ foregoing list is _airly typical. The san_e noise

sources appear ropeatedly, augnlented fron_ time _o tlmo by sources

o[ particular concern in certain [ocailtie,_: river boat whistles on

the Danube, n_otor boat exhausts on Swiss lakes, radios in Russian

apartment con_plexes, etc, On d_e question of urban vs. rural

disturbances, a clue is given by data from a poll of 1600 people

in Norway (Table 3-4).

Number of People ,Annoyed

Per I00 Questioned

I Area

_pe of Noise All Questioned Urban Rural ....

A. Noise from motor vehicles 17 20 11

B, Noise from aircraft 3 4 I

C. Noise from railroads 4 5 I

D. t4oise from neighbors 5 6 3

Ta'ble 3-4. Sources of Noise Annoyance in Morway.

Source:(3-8)

More r_cent surveys continu8 to confirm tha£ road

traf/lc noise is the chla/ factor in community annoyance (3-I, p. 8).
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The Swedish-Italian study

The percentage of people annoyed by the same noises is

likely to vary as a function of national life style. It is true that the

train noise annoyance studies already described coincided well for

the United Kingdom, Japan and France. On the other hand there is

the now-famous Swedlsh-ItaHan study.

This comparative study with a sample population (matched

in _erms of age, social, and occupational status) of 200 people in Stockholm

and 166 people in Ferrara, Italy, canae up with a statistically slgniflcane

difference -- 92% in Stockholm versus 63% in Perrara spontaneously

mentioned traffic noise, and 61% in Stockhohn versus 43% in Ferrara

were disturbed by traffic noise. Tile cenciuslon was drawn that

results concerning annoyance reactions to traffic noise in one country

cannot be dlrectly extrapolated to another. (3=9) See also the Japanese

and the French Train Noise Surveys in ChalSter 5. ",Surface Noise" of

this report.

?
3.Z.2.2 NoiseSurveys !

i

3.2. 2.3 Noise Standards

Besides investigating criteria, znany countries have

gone one step further and issued suggested levels o£ noise that [

should not be exceeded if the public health and welfare (including

freedom from annoyance for most of the population) are to be

preserved. We shall refer to such levels as "envlronmental noise

standards" whether they are national laws or merely suggested

guidelines.
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GeneraLized desirable noise levels

One wa 7 to express desirable levels is in terms of

total exposure of an observer in various settings. For example,

TaMe 3- 5shows desirable levels identified by Lhe U,S. Environmental

Protection Agency, where annoyance is assessed on the basis of

speech interference.

Table 3-5. Noise Levels Identified by the U.S. EPA as Requisite
to Protect Public Health and Welfare

Effect Level Area

Fiearlng loss Leq(24) 70 dB::: All areas

Dutdeor activity Outdoors in residential

interference and Ldn 55 dB areas and other places
_nnoyance where quiet is a basis

for use

L 55 dB Outdoor areas where
eq people spend limltcd

time, e.g. playground.,

Indoor activity Ldn 45 dB Indoor residential
interference and

annoyance L 45 dB Other indoor areas
eq such as schools

*On the basis of annual energy averages of daily level over
40 years; this level makes allowance for occupational
exposure of up to 75 dB L (8 hours).eq
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A recent French compilation showed that in general,

long range target standards adopted by other countries did not disagree

with U.S. levels in Table 3-5. At the same time, typical existing

outdoor standards of some countries were now about 10 dBA less

stringent (equivalent to about Leq = 65 dBA) than the long term goals,

and it was recommended that the various existing country standards

could and should be "standardized" at Leq : 67 dBA outdoors and

47 dBA indoors:

"In the UnitedKlngdom, the following limits are
prescribed: 50 NNI for airplane noise and 68 dBA LIO
for ground traffic noise. The indoor noise shall not

exceed 50 dBA, if construction is forced in a very
noisy _one.

In Japan. the limits are: 65 Leq dBA during the
daytime, evenings and mornings, 60 at night for

ground traffic noise and 70 WECPNL for aerial
traffic.

In France. N = 84 threshold is retained /or aerial

traffic and Leq = fi5 dBA ( 8:00 a.m. to 8:00p.m.}
threshold for ground traffic.

Taking into account the fact that Leq, LIO and NNI
are closely related, the cited limits can be assumed
identical within 2 dB error. We propose to retain

67 Leq in dBA as the outdoor noise level limit above
which construction of dwellings can be authorized
only under special safeguards. The indoor noise

level indwelllngs should not exceed Leq = 47 dBA."
(3-3 p. 26 + 27)
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One International Criterion

ISO passed Recommendation 1995 in 1971. R 1996

uses a different decision criterion for identification of noise problems

requiring action, a criterion based on prevention of annoyance and

complaints due tea particular source rather than all of the noise

sources acting together. The R 1996 principle has been incorporated

in some oational standards and thus passed on to localities. ALthough

it suggests a "basic criterion" of 35 to 45 dBA (Leq) outdoors in

residential areas, in essence, its principle is that if a contemplated

new source will not produce noise more than 10 dB greater than the

sum of all the existing sources, widespread complaints are not to

be expected in spite of what thenewtevelmsybe. (3-1i, p. 8) Ills

clear that while this method is useft_t _or complaint prediction, it is

not suitable as a noise standard, for if this principle alone was

used without any absolute limits in addition, there would be nothing

to prohibit community noise Levels from increasing indefinitely,

A creeping (gradually increasing) background tevel would be possible.

3.3 Direct Regulations

3.3.1 National

Some national Land zoning schemes have legal force.

See Table 3-5.

Finally. source emissions regulations imposed at the

national level (or for Common Market countries, potentially the

international Level), may be a contribution to corrtmunity noise

programs on the one hand and a iimitation on the other. There

I 3-L5
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TABLE 3-6

Comparative Table of Noise Elnission Standard Values in Federal Repl/blic of Get*nan Z

and Selected European and Non-European Countries

No_e:, An of now we have no specific laws for Belgium, Denmark. F_-anco. Ifo[|nnd and Norway,

thc_ugh nolso abaten_ent provision8 are available in thes_ countries at local levels_

i.e. poilc_ l*egulatlons)

Cot*ntry Industria| Area h_ixed Area Residential Area Criteria _or _stahiishin_ a

Vxistl,g law# and standard or issuing J regt/latlon

regulations, in force since: De), Night Day Night Da_' [Nil'_ht

Federal KepublI¢ (Leq) I. Avoidance and iota| acceptance

_. B/m Sch G (formerly versus noise.
t _. ExisLin_ level of technology'..

GowerZeordnung} 1974 3. Exceedin K the L_v¢I _/p to Z0 dBA.
Industr),:

TA nois_ 1968 , 70 70 h0 45 5/) 35 4. Me regulation on zoning; traffic
noise and sound propa_ation a_:e

VDZ 2058 - 1960/73 not taken into account.
Construct ionl

AVV constt', noise 1970

(_mission like TA noise)

Great Britain (Loq) I. ConsidcratlOll /or traffic.

BS 4i4_ (1967) 75 &5 70 &0 5/) 40 rural 2. Older workshops h,%ve noise
t_ve[s [tigher h_, |O dBA

Industry: in pruparation, hO 50 urban {B_175 dBA)similar to BS 4142

Austria (hcq] i, Consideration for traffic.
Indoor vahtes are lower by 5 dBAOAb directive 3 "'

Bl.1- 197Z 70 7/) 60 5/) 5/) 40 whhopenwiadows, by 15dBA

95._ of OAL_ dir. 3 whh close windows (3 and.J]

.. BI.1 - 1.972 . . . 6/) (,0 50 , ,JO 40 30



Table 3-6 (Continued)

Countr F Industrla_Area Mixed Arcs l_.eslduatialArcs Griterlafor establishlnga
Exl_tln8 |aw_ and standard or issuinga regulatlon

regul_tionspIn /orco Binc_ Day fNight Day Night Day lqi_lht

Swudun |Luq} l{uh:shid down frow=ca_e to caut_
Environmental P_'otection {i_vuluf technotogy|,
Law 1969

I Switzerland (h q) I, Considerationfor traffic.
2. Permi_ib[_ day/night peaks, in

-4 ¢:_rt;liNCurctlIn_tLin_e_high_r
hv 10 dl_A

USSR {I_eq) "sanitary_afety I, _trictzonin8.
zone"= day"= 60; 2. Sanitary z_JLusaround industrial

Laws (Industry):
•_N norm 1956 . nlght_ _O comptexes,
205-56 ff 3. I;'ollowiag tim ISO TC-43,

4, Rulin8 from case to case (l_vefSN norm 1965 60 50 rural 45 35 subarb
535-65 70 60 urban 50 60 rural of technt_logy.).

5. Consideration for traffic.
b0 50 ttr tlata

t+. I'_r_in_ibtu peaks hi_lmr by Z5 dlBA

USA - New Jersey onty. (Lcq) ilay. = h5 night = 55 O_ity .he Icv_! ft_r the day. and one
lot tile IlighL timt_,

Japan I. ,'qlritt zo_linll.
Noi=t_ Centre/ Law for ,_. l:tmsideriltion l'or traffic,
lrlduutry & Constrttction 1968 70-65 65-55 )5.t_0 55-50 50-.15 .15-40

Note: Japanes_ ilnlits ar_ not exact cOtllltt_r[)arl_ for _I_A ]ill_[t_ bill fur IlttllJel'_ltt!

and hi_qll levels ( _. 50 dBA) phon (A) and IIA are rutt_,illy t.,it:ivalerltl.



Table 3-6 (ContLnued)

Gotlnlry [ndustriaiAroa Mixed Area I ResidentialAre_ Criteria [or establishing a
Existing lawm artd [ s tandal-d or is_uhag a regulation

I D_ylNighl, _ N_ght_.egulation_, In force nlnce; Day Night

Z50 1. Consid_ration for traffic.

(Leq) 2. Departs from basic values of
ISO Ri996 70-be 60-fig 60-50 55-45 45-39 i 35-25

35 or 45 dBA allowing /or traific55-45 45-35 3_)-20
and irtdustrial heine and deducing
i0-1g dBA for night time.

t_ 3. For heine levels lasting lens than
56 pergent of tl_e total, tower

_0 linaits are proposed,
4. Nolsu peak_ may exgeod not more

titan 30 dBA.



may be a limitation if they prempt locaIH:ies who desire to enforce

sottrc(_noise Hn_its stricter than the naLional ones.

3,4 Other Government Actions

3.4. I National

One e:.:ample of non-regulatory" contribuLions from tile

nationa[ governnlent to conamuni_y noise progran, s is the criterion

developed on the national level for local use. This topic has been

covered in a preceding section. There are also other national

non-regulatory actions.

Examples :

Model building codes

Model ordinances

Helping with measurement: me_hods for enforcement

Environmental Impacts Statement Process.
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4. ALR CB.AFT/AIRPORT NOISE

This section deals with noise control approaches other than

source reduction of the noise from aircraft itse|f, which is presently

being addressed chiefly at the internatlonai level by'ICAO(see Section

z.l).

This section will cover such abatement topics strategies

as:

4. 1 Evaluation {Decision Criteria)

4. 1. 1 Criteria for evaluating the effect of noise aro,md
airports

4.1.2 Noise monitoring systems for airports

4. 1.3 Estimates of numbers of peopLe exposed

4.2 Regulations

4.2. 1 Operational patterns {takeoff and landing procedures}.

4.2.2 Curfews

4.2.3 Banning or limiting certain types

4.3 Other Measures

4.3.1 Noise taxes incorporated in landing fees.

4.3. 2 Zoning near airports.

4.3.3 Purchase of houses to create
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4. AIRCI_.AFT/AIB.PORT NOISE

Aircraft noise poses a major enviromnental problem primarily

near nlajor airports. The most impact is felt in residential communities

exposed to aircraft flyovers during takeoff and landing operations. The

implications o£ t}fisphenomenon are extren'_eIy complex especially in

industrial countries with heavy air transport.

[n their attempt to control or decrease the effect of aircraft

noise near airports different countries have taken different approaches

and measures ranging from operational to zoning plans. It is the purpose

of this section of the report to examine the extent of this noise problem

and to explore the different nleasures and plans undertaken byvarious

countries Io deal with this issue.

4. I Evaluation (Decision Criteria}

4. l,l Criteria For Evahmting The Effect Of Noise Around Airports

Criteria for evaluating the effect of noise around airports

has been made according to certain circumstances which are consequently

different, To present an overview of various approaches to aircraft

noise assessment, some criteria are presented, lnSweden, for instance,

(4-1} the Swedish criteria for airport noise was presented in 1961 by"

a governmental investigation named "Flygbuller sore samhallsproblem"

(.Aircraft nois_ as a social problem}, The criteria given in this investigation

is called )'critical noise limit", CNL.

In the Netherlands{4-2_) the extent of the aircraft noise

problem is assessed by computing the noise contours around all existing

airfields for various noise-load values and by subsequently computing the

nutnber of houses, schools, hospitals, etc. within these contours. The

noise-load contours are expressed in so called Kosten-Units (KE);
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these units were developed during a 6-year study in the mid-sixties

and are closely related to the Noise and Ntmaber index, used in the UI<.

Input data for tile computations are based on the results of monitoring

stations around the main airfields and a recent investigation of tile noise

characteristics of the military aircraft in use as well as on tile lllght

characteristic s.

More than 5% of the total land area is subjected to a noise

load of 40 KE or more (corresponding with an Ldn 60 dl3A), which is

considered to be the naa-,dmuna allowable noise load for now bousing

devolopmen;:s,

The impact of aircraft noise on people is assessed by using

the results of aircraft noise surveys. The male survey was performed

around Schlphol airport in 1963 but additional surveys and checks are

regularly being made.

In Romania aircraft noise is determined by tile effective

perceived noise level (EPNL) in units of EPNdB. In tlle United Kingdom

noise standards take into account any pure tones and also tile length of

time for wbich the bighest noise levels are experienced. Accordingly

they also are expressed in terms of EPNL, Meanwhile social surveys

around Heathrow have shown that the daytime annoyance caused by air

traffic depends on both tbe ma._:imum perceived noise level (PNL) in units

of PNdB and also the number of aircraft heard during a given period. The

so-called noise and number index (NNI) combines both these quantities.

Where traffic at a particular civil airport is busy enough for the setting

up of an insulation grant-aid scheme covering nearby dwellings, the

entitlement under it corresponds generally with the 55 NNI contour.

In Switzerland, xircraft noise is generally evaluated with

the NNI, NNIcurves have been developed for the large civil airports in

the cities of Zurich, Geneva and Basel. About 4,000 peoplewerc inter-

viewed during 1971 and 1972 on the subject of noise annoyance in the

airport regions of Zurich, Basel and Geneva and valuable results were

made out of that survey. South Africa, tbrough tile South African Bureau

of Standards (SABS) has developed its own national standard codes of

practice for measurement and assessment of aircraft noise at airports.

4-3
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Tabie4-I gives an overview of the different criteria and

assessment n'zeasures of aircraft noise at airports in different cn,m_rias,

_BBR_- COUNTR_ OF

80
index

st_i_o_ _ o_,_ (i/_) Io_.0/_) _T_o_Q(t).dt i

I_dices cle R Franco _m_.x- 16 + 10 log (N/gGO) 2

Annoyanco indez AI Auatralia 10 log _,10 _ma¢/lO

_oleine DQ in,or _ South

*f,lca 1olo_ 2[_2Gl_),oLAIml

Holse ezpoauro _'exp Notherlanda LA/1512o log _(k.lo - _o6 4
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Scarce (4-34)

No.tea: 1. The value of ¢_ and _he choice of the measure Q (t) are left £_oe,

but in practice the foz_aor iB take to be 1/13.3 and the latter to _e

2_ _ 1_ the annual average _nw_y utili=ation £actor°

3. E2 iB a timo-of-d_, teeter, 1 from 08.00 to 18.00 hrs.

4_ k i_ a tim_--of-d_ _ctor, the re-.mea. K2 in the South Afric_
foz1=ul_ j
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4. l,Z Noise Monitoring Systems

The act of monitoring automatically constrains the aircraft

into some kind of maneuver in order to comply. Microphones are

stationed at certain distances frovn the eod el the runways representative

of comrnunity/airport interface regions. The ptlrpose of the microphones

is to monitor the aircraft noise on take-elf, since it is considered to he

the main source of noise distL1rbance. To achieve the noise |evei standard

most aircraft have to reduc_ engine thrust over the monitoring positions

which also means that a re-application of power is necessary some time

later. Of cou1"se, variations in the perceived effects of noise levels

e_ist according to day, evening_ and night rake-offs. Monitoring was

first used at London and New York.

The second approach, and the one a(lopted at most major

European airports, is based upon the estimated performance of a

partlcular alrcra_t type or class of airplanes. Noise levels are set

from this performance data, and the monitoring positions measure and

record the actuai levels,

The third system is one just being initiated by the State of

California. This is the most comprehensive, and consequeotIy the

most complex to implement, and includes the concept of single flight

monitoring, and the monitoring of a noise impact boundary. (4-5)
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Presently, there are a nul_lber of ll_onitoring systems in

operation around the worM. Most systems are automatic and

computerized. When an aircraft exceeds tile threshold noise level.

it is identified anti data is presented through an automatic prlnt-out

of tile results whlcb gives the maximum level of noise. In this respect

besides n, entioned cities, a shtart stlrvey of t:otlntries seelT_8 necessary.

Aircraft noise monitoring exists at the following airports

in France: Orty, Charles de Gautie, Nice-Cote d'Azur, Bordeaux-

Merignac and Toulouse-Blagnac,

Swiss airports have noise monitoring system5 Lo assure

that individual aircraft do not make excessive noise, The noise limits

are based upon statlstical distribution of typical flyovers. Warnings

are issued to violators, anti if an aircraft is repeatedly noisy, the

airport authorities confer with the respective airlines. Geneva and

Zurich use moaitoring installations of the Hewlett-Packard type,

(4-6)

In West Germany all the international airports are required

to maintain monitoring systems. Frankfort is the only airport which

assesses a penalty against the airline that violates the noise standard.

A monitoring system for aircraft noise is working at

Arlanda, Sweden, and a similar system wilt be installed at Landvetter,

the new airport in Gothenberg, which will be opened in 1977. Regular

monitoring of aircraft noise is also carried out at fixed and mobile

points.

Mobile noise measurement vans are operated in Canada

in the vicinity of the Toronto and Montreal airports. In other regions

inspectors take isolated readings with portable meters. (4-7)

Mobile and fixed monitoring systems are also carried out at major

airports ia Austratla.
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Japaars experiment with aircraft noise monitoring systems

is rather interesting since it operates according Loa time zoning.

With two and five noie6monitoring towers installed in the vicinity of

Tokyo and Osaka international Airport, respectively, aerodrome

officials in charge w_rk at the central abservation station at each of

the aerodro_r_e to supervise tile enforcenlent of various sorts of cotltro[

L-neasures for noise redtlctio_ and a[so record the data on noises.

At Osaka international Airport, under the above-mentioned

noise supervision system, regulated noise levels of the noise volume

classified by the time zone were established in February, 1970 on the

basis of noise levels measured at th_ noise monitoring tower installed

hi the Kushiro Primary School located about Z. 4 kliometers northwest

of the airport. Tile airport authority has takell measures to prohibi_ such

flights that threaten to cause the noise above the established, regulated

noise levels as shown in TaMe 4-Z.

Time zone 6:30-7:00 7:00-Z:O0 ZO:OO-Z2:30 ZZ:30-6:30

Noise intensity i00 I07 100 (107 in 75

(phons) thecaseof

landing)

,,- r- ,, ,, ,,

Table 4-Z. Noise Levels tinge - zones at Osaka International Airport.

Source: (4-8)

As a result of the enforcement of these measures, aircraft

for international service departing from this aerodrome have become

subject to limitations on their "takeaff" weigtlts and so, they have

now been restricted by flying distance (4-8).
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Concerning the noise monitoring system of the Heathrow

airport in London, the following diagrm_l gives an idea of the present

and the proposed monitoring positions around that airport.

Figure 4-1. Proposed and Existing Monitoring at Heathrow Airport,
London

Ilk n
\

/<-.o
tT_" _..,,4,,,/ _ _N_ "_x

£;_hdn9 monHor$,

" Propos=dmonHori.g posit[on,s at 7 miles,

A AJ|ernetlve at 5 miles.

Source: (4-8, p. 15)

4.1.3 Estimates of People Exposed to Aircraft Noise

Although aircraft noise is not the largest source of noise

nuisance, ie affects a significant proportion of the population. Th_

following table 4-3 gives a general estimation of number of people affected

by sources of noise among which aircrMt noise.
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Hod_ Nlxr_bers P*trcen_ Popil[a_ion

"_rafE£c 112 _tt llon 45

Aircraft 3 m_l l{on 2

Indust r£,II 7_ mltllon

(til_c_t_tent t_xpos urt*) 30

Raltways -noc kno_l yet-

Table 4-3. People Exposed to High Environmental No_.se Levels

Hole: High Environmental Noise Level_.s not deflned in tl_csource.

Source: (4- 10)

4, 2 Regulations

4. Z. i Operational Patterns (taicesffand landing procedures)

An important element in noise control is to reduce the noise

output el _.nairplane during a takeoff or landing maneuver, particularly

over areas of high population density, In an attempt to minimize the

effect of aircraft noise, a variety of operational procedures, in this

respect, have been introduced around the world. Different measures

and regulate.one have been made corresponding to certain elements

existing at each particular airport. An overview of the different

approaches some countries have made ispresented.

Japal'* has taken different operational countern_easures to

combat against aircraft noise. At Tokyo International Airport for

instance, a measure was put fort_t to make all aircraft takeof[ and land

on the side of the sea between 10 a.m. and 7 p,m, Additionally,

other countermeasares for improvement of aircraftoperation systems

are now in effect. The noise reduction climbing system (the cLltbRck
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system) is designed to make the aircraft resLrict its engine

power over densely-populated areas, This system is now in

effect at Osaka International Airport. (,t-8, p 7)

Preferential runways for takeoff or landing of aircraft are

spe_:ified to maku aircraft takeoff or landing in areas less affected by

aircraft noise. This system is presently in effect at Tokyo and Osaka

International Airport and Matsuyarna Airport. (4-8, p E)

The Canadian Minister of Transport has specified noise

abatement procedures for the operation of aircraft in H_e vicinity of

the international airports at Vancouver, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Toronto,

Ottawa, Montreal/Dorval,

London l-feathrow has the so-called minimum noise routes

for aircraft taking off. There are also preferential runway systems in

operation in Zurich, Switzerland anti Amsl:ecdarn (Schlphol), Netherlands.

Canadian Ministry of Transport. is considering the possibility of

restriction of specified runways at some airports for usage only by

quieter aircraft, (4-7, p 2-4)

As For Switzerland, a special instruction was issued on

March g7, 1975, concerning "low drag-tow power" technique of tending

in order to reduce noise naisance in the approach zones of airports.

Tile text reads:

During descent on IFR and VFR approaches an optimum clean
comQguration "low drag-low power" should he maintained
as long as possible, i.e,, landing gear, flaps, etc. should
be extended as late as possible.

Furthermore, cruising rmp shot_Idbe maintained as long as

posslb[e in the case of aircraft equipped with variable pitch

propellers.
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During IL,S approaches the speed Mlould be reduced on

glidepath by extending gear and setting flaps gradually;
however, when passing "Outer Marker" at the latest
(in VMC at 500 FT AGL, at tile latest:), landing configuration
and proper approach speed should be established.

During visual approaches the final approach should be
carried out at an angle of not less than 3°. 14-6 p 2)

This "low drag-low power" policy was introduced for the

Swiss airports in compliance with the international Civil Aviation

Organization (ICAO) recommendations (AN 1/54.3 - 73/220) of January

11, i974. (4-15)

The Swiss government intends to re-examine the existing

regttlations on noise abaLement for piston-engine aircraft with a takeoff

weight of up to 5,700 kg For aircraft with a heavier take-

off weight, the standards established by the ICAO have been applied

since 1972, (4-9, p 2)

.t. 2. 2 Curfews

Countermeasures against civil aircraft noise in some airports

are in the form of curfews aimed at prohibiting the takeoff and landing of

airplanes during certain hours (usually at night).

The Japanese government has taken a measure towards

"prohibiting takeoff and landing of jet aircraft betweeen 11 p. m, and

6 a.m." at Tokyo Internatlonai Airport in effect from December of

1962, and at Osaka InterJ_ationai Airport in effect from November of

1965. Concerning Osaka International Airport the government took

action to prohibit takeoff and landing of all aircraft, except for

propeiter-driven"midnlght" mail planes between 1.0 p.m. and 7 a.m.

(4-8, p 6)
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In Germany, the airports have a partial curfew generally

between 10 or II p.nl. and 5 a.m. Swiss airports maintain restrictions

fron_ t0 p.m. to G a.m. When granLing authorization for takeoff and

landings of power-driven aircraft between 10 p. Fn. and 6 a.n_., utmost

restraint will be exercised regardless of tile number of Inovements.

Non-schedule commercial flights are restricted [or rnovement at

Zurich between Hm hours of 10 p.m, and 12:30, and for landings between

l0 p.m. and 12 midnigbt. (4-6, p 3J

4.2. 3 Banning or Limiting Certain Types of Airplanes

Certain types of airplanes are either banned completely from

operation or are operated only on a limited basis determined by time,

zones, or other factors. Due mainly to the noise effect on th_ environ-

ment many countries enacted regulations to prohibit planes flying sonic

or supersonic flights.

fretaircraft has been prohibited from landing or taking off

between 11 p.m. and 6 a.m. at Tokyo international Airport since

December 196Z, and at Osaka International Airport since November

1965. (4-6, p. 6)

Supersonic flights are forbidden over Swiss air space,

pursuant to Paragraph 14 of the Federal Law On Air Navigation, as

of January I, 1974. Federal regulation also forbids flying the SST

illSwltzerland and it is not certain that SST aircraft would ever be

permitted to land in Switzerland even at subsonic speed.

In Canada pursuant to regulations issued on September 13

and October 1972, no person can operate a civil aircraft in sonic or

supsrsonic flight unless authorization has been received fronl the

Minister of Transport. {4-7, p 2-4)
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Swedish autht)rities, (or lluisc consideration, do not allow

certain alrpialle l_lode[s to land at Swedish airports. Also, for the

sarl_e reason s_rls art_ not allowed to fly al stlper_ozlic sp_ed over

Swsdish territory, (4-11), The same negalive attitude agah_st

supersonic flights also prevails in the Netherlands,

4.3 Other Measures

4, 3. 1 Noise Taxes Incorporated in Landing Fees

Some countries impose taxes t_n aircraft taking certain

routes in landing or taking off. An exampie of Ibis measure presently

exists at Charles de Gaulle and Oriy Airports in France. According to

the Decree of February 13, 1973, a tax was imposed on air transport

companies which was passed over to travellers using these routes, It

was easier to collect taxes this way than to tax companies in direct

proportion to the decibel fever produced by their planes, Taxation by

decibel level per company is being studied. (4-12)

4.3. Z Zoning Near Airports

Noise zones bare been established in the vicinity of airports

iamany countries° in each zone, tlae land use is specifically prescribed

in certain regulations and the noise level to each zone is usually

determined by dlffereat surveys. The following survey of some countries

wilt give an overview to what is being done in the area of noise zoning

around airports,
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Switzerland

Based on Lh_ NNL-Carves, noise zones have been established

in tile vicinity t)f the natio/ifli ;tirporLS. in each zone, the land use is

specifically prescribed in a federal regulation, The respective NNI

[i:l_lts wer_ confirJlled by a lal'ge-5c/ll¢-" soclo[ogicaL _:rvey LlnderLaken

in Switzerland. (4 -9)

Federal Republic of Germany

In or(/_r Lo protect tim public against the effects of jel-

aircraft noise, Lhe Ge_ctz z_ln SehuLz gegel_ FLuglaerrn (Air Traffic

Noise Control Act) has been enacted in April 1971. As a result, two

zones of noise around jet airports (civil as well as military ones) have

been specified. In zone I the equLvalent noise leveI(L,_el ) Ls hlgher fl_an 75 dBA,
while in zone 2: file noise Level is between 75 dBA and 6TdBA. Noise at

nlght is judged move serious than during fl_e clay. The zones are hein G

calculated usin G complex procedures whLch include, among other factors, the

types of aircraft using the airport and the routes. The zoning is based

upon the estimated traffic result in 1981, There are _everal regulations

as to these zones: _o homes or apartment buildings can be built in

zone l, PeopLe who already Hve there can Get up to 100 DM per m 2

(approximately 3.5 $/ft 2) of their home for measures to protect them

against noise (improved windows, doors, etc.). In zone 2 all newly

constructed buildings have to be specialty modified to protect against

noise. No hospitals, schools, homes for the eideriy, or the llke are

allowed Lo be built there. So far about half of the jet airports have

officlaily been assigned noise zones of this nature. (4-13)
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Romania

1) The l_ucharest-Optopeni Airport region was zuned

as a ftmction of the value of the weighted equ_vo.lent continuous perceived

noise ievei {WECPNL) in the following m_xnner:

-- zone 1 WEPNL > 90

-- zone II 80 < WECPNL < 90

-- zon_ iII WECPNL < 80

2) All inhabited regions in the vlclniLy of Bucharcst-Otupeni

Airport are located in acoustic protection zone [II, (Figurc 4-2}

-" LL"-_"-_r---Lf.._-7--- :_ .,-;.z.:-,,_.._,
• .j• _ - %.• _.._.Lf .... .

Figure 4-2. Noise zones in the Bucharest-Optopeni

Airport, Romania,

Source: (4-14)
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Th¢_ tJrhne Mhtistcr's cir_:ular from J.ly 30, 1973 establishes

th,_ principles of housing devviopmenL in the area of airports. The idea

is Lo resLrtcL the construcHon of dwellings in zones which are, or will

be in the near ftlLL_re,exposed Lo excessive noise lavels. Of particular

conc_ra are wayside and riverside communities near Charles de Gauile and

Orly Airports. (4-12)

Japan

_ursuant to Article 9 of the Basic Law for Environmental

l_oliution Control Measures, ]_nviroament Agency Notification of December

27, 1973 was issued establishing the following measures to control noise

around Japanese airports according to the following standards and within

this Lime schedule contained iu the following Table (4-4),

Table 4-4. Environmental Quality Standards for Aircraft
Noise

Based on Article 9, Basic Law for Environmental
Pnllution Control Measures,

Environment Agency Nefificatlon, Decembe_ 27,
1973

. e_e_orv 9f Area ..... _aT_aed Value (in W_CP_L_

] I 70 or less d8 I--- , Z1 75 or Less _ ,
Na_e; Prefectural governor shake das:Lgnal;e the category of area,

Area category I scands for the area for exclusively
re_idencial u_e and ,_rea ¢acegory tI fo_ o_h_r area _here
normal living conditions_hould b_ re_erved.

log:_ N -WECPI;L- riB(A) + i0 27

t:oCe: dB(A_ stands for energy _eans of a11 peak level of
any one day, and I; stands for a value c_Icola:ed by ch_
following equation: S - Nz ÷ 3N3 + 10(Sl "_ :;L,), where NI

-- . is the number of aircrafc between 0:00 a.=. and 7:00 a.m.,
19j =he number between 7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.=..and N_ _he
number between 10:00 p,_. and 12:00 p,=.,

"N;- is the number between 7:00 am and 7:00 pro"



...... . TaFpet for porforn_ane_ of standards

• Adrport Cate_orl_s Target D;ires Inprovemonr Goals ----

Airport to be built l=ncdlat_ly - - -
in future

Existing airports

Third cl_%s and

equivalent airport I_aediately - - -

Second calss airports
except Pukuoka Airport (A) Within five years - - -

d.o. (B) Within yen years Within five years to attain
less than 85 WECP_;L (or 65
WgCPh% or less indoors _n areas

: exceeding 85 SECPNL)

New Tokyo International d.o. d.o.
Airport

First ¢],4S airports As soon as possible I. Within five years to attaln I

(excepting New Tokyo wILhl, ten yea_s or less S5 WECPNL (or 65 WECPh%I

Internntlonal Airport) more or less indoors in areas

and Fukuoka Airport exceeding 85 WECPNL)

2. Within ten years tO attainless than 75 WECPNL (or 60

# WECP_L or less indoors in

; areas exceeding_ 75 WECPI;L)
i : NQta_r

I• "Exlsting" airports are those existing on the dat_ of establishment of the en-

vironmental qtall v standards.
2, Airports of category B of second class arc those where there are regular co_er-

clal landings a*Idtake-oils of aircrafts cqulped with turbo-jet engines, and

category A mean the othe_.
3• Tiledates indicated in Table 2 are to be counted from the date of establlsh=eat

of the envlronmenta[ qoality standards•

Source: (4-15)

Canada

The Minister of Transport has catcuiated NEF contours for

Canadian airports. These are used by the Centrat Mortgage and llousing

Co_-poration to determine whether or not proposed dwellings near airports

may be financed under the National Housing Act . (4-7)
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4.3.3 Purchase of Houses to Create Buffer Zones and/or

Subsidizing of"Soundproofing" of Homes

Countermeasures against civil alrcrafL noise were first taken

in the form of measures to regulate aircraft operation such as the

prohibition of midnight takeoff and landing. However, with the heavy

increase in aircraft transportation and with tile introduction of new

aircraft such types of jets, it becatl_e necessary to take further measures

to install soundproofing to homes in the vicinity of an airport or even to

purchase thetI1.

In Japan (4-8, p 9) pursuont to the Aircraft Noise Prevention

Law, the Minister of Transport embarked on legislatlon regarding measures

to compensate for troubles caused by the aircraft noise and in August,

1967, the Aircraft Noise Prevention Law was established and pat in force.

Actual results of these compensation measures and the

budget is included in Table (4-5)

In the Netherlands a pilot-soundprooflng project involving

some 500 }louses is now being carried out in the Schiphol Airport area

in connection with social surveys before and after the installatlon of an

additional sound insulation (4o16) User changes are forseen to finance

soundproofing and rehabilitations.
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I l_Fiscal 1957 19h0 1969 1970 1971 t97Z 1973 ° Total

I ¸Type o_ year

(l)tlolse insulation
work

School, number 14 17 29 51 57 91 I17 576

i (7} (141 (Z6) (40) (49) (70) (S41 (290)

Hospital, number - | 1 2 4

o . (I) (Z t)0 (2) ( 4',ON Public t_ttlization 2 2 5 11 13 51 84

_l:' f_cillt7 (Z) (Z) (5) (U) (131 (19) (ZT) ( 79

i _ _ Private hou_es - 400 400

: _ _" (300)(3oo1.
} _ 2)Measures fat'TV - 107.300 139.300 246,600 [

oai m reception, number (85,000_ 85,000)(170,0001

m _ of households

_ (3)Compensation for

_ removal

o Lnnd_ hR. - - 0.59 1.5 4.53 5.59 12-01

.__ (0.59) (1.3) (,I,5_)(2.6.11(9,26

) _ .Structure, number -. 6 70 Z II0 188
,_ ( ,S) (70) (2) (i00) (178)

Budget, ).0 5.3 I0.0 18.0 )0.8 5_,I 110.3 _15,5

¥100rnilllon (Z. 41 (4.11 (7.51(14.4) [27.8) (50.8) (88, I)(i95.1

1) Noise tn_lation
work

_I_ School, number ." 3 9 6 10 28,_ ilospit_l, number ] I

_ Pdblic utiltzadon - 4 6 I0

facility

'i_ Prlvate house. - 76 252 380 708
_ number

,_)Cornpcnsa ion for
o p_ removal

[_ Land, ha, ? 42.7 49.4 50,6 3F..7 50 Z25.4

_ Structure. number " _7 44 61 48 50 Z'10

Bu_Bct.
YIO0 n'dlllon 7.1 11,1 17.5 14,0 27.7 77.4

Note.: (I)* 1983's figurcsarc e.qtimatcdo,los

(Z) Fioures inpnral_d:cse_m for specific aerodron_.es providt.d by the
Govcrluncllt arc those for _llviron, of Osah_l lntern_lion:d Airport.

(3) One million Yen (_) is approximately equat to $3335 U. S,

Tab[o 4-5

Actual Res_t[ts of Noise Insuiation and Con_pensation

For Noises in tile Vicinity of Aerodromes in Japan

Source: (4-8, p Z3)
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4.4 Helicopter s

Helicopter aircraft z_oise has received attention in some

countries while others have already taken measures to control it.

Thus, in Swl.tzerland, since September 19, 1975, a special

working group has been st_ldying the problem of noise emission standard-

ization for helicopters, lot/owing the policies of an overall redt_ction of

aircraft noise for every type of aircraft. Although helicopter noise has

presented no specific noise problem, Switzerland already has strict

rules on helicopter traffic in resldentiai zones. These permit landings

only for elnergency delivery of patients to hospitals.

In the Netberiands, no specific rules for helicopter noise

exist. However, helicopter noise is a growing concern, especially in

view of the rapid industrial development in the North Sea area where

helicopters perform an important transport and communication role.

(4-16),

IaSouthAfrica, helicopter operations are

tentatively controlled and restricted where necessary pending the

development of accurate techniqt_es for noise zonlng. _4-4)
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5. SUIIFACE TRANSPORTATION NOISE

The disturbhag effects of transportation noise have become

a major environmenLal problem. Tile intensity of the problem is more

noticeable in urbanized areas whert_ the rapid growth of different types

of transportation has resulted in traffic noise as a social problem.

k4an, in his struggle against this probiezn, has used different

ways and means to assess the extent of its detrimental effects on human

health and also has utilized different tneasttres in an atto_'npt to reduce,

abate or control noise and its consequences on tbe human environment.

i, The purpose of tbis cbapter is to explore the metbodologtes used by other

i countries to develop criteria for the noise problem and to assess various

technical measures, actions, remedies, laws, or regulations undertaken
]

! to bring noise limits to a reasonable level.
I

5.I Decision Criteria

5. 1. l Decision Criteria - Road Traffic

As the foundation of any regulatory action, it is critical that

legislative bodies of governments be provided with information regarding

the quantitative basis of traffic noise regulation, required noise standards,

noise reduction ieveis and technical and economicai feast bility of such

noise control actions.
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5.1. i. I Assessing Noise Leve!s

Assessing Single Vehicles - Measurement

To assess noise levels o£ single vehicles, a number of

countries hav<_ used dif(_rent means to develop several scales for assessing

noise emitted by motor vehicles. In the process, many elements have

been taken into consideration such as environmental, technological and

economical feasibiLity, Other factors relating to the size, weight, speed,

structure, and type of vehicle are also weighed. Together with surveys,

research and tests, correlations have been established to assess and

determine the extent and limit of noise from slngie motor vehicles.

The /SO standard for measurement of noise has been wldeiy

adopled by" many countries, With the exception of one Swiss stationary

test, virtually aft foreign regulations ase the ISO reference test ISOR-302,

adopted in February 1964, as a measurement standard. This method

is designed to measure noise fromall types of motor vehicles. The

acceleration test, at full thro?:tle from a stated running condition, is designed

to measure the "hi,host noise level consistent with normal driving". *

The principle difference between /SO-36Z and the U.S. SA:E standards is

that the SAN measuring distance is doable that of the ISO distance.

(IR-362 is 7°5 na or about 25 ft. and SAN is 50 ft. from the center line

el travel of the vehicle).

Among the other differences, the most important is the

way" tile running condition is stated: A condition ofSAE J-3b6 is speed

at tlleend point of the measurement area, whereas theISO R-35Z method

Limits the initial speed before acceleration to a maximun_ of 50 km/hr.

" " ' {31 mph), but sets no explicit limit on speed at the end point of the

measurement area. However, in practice, the selection of an intermediate

.u

"There is also a st:ationary test. See next page.
i 5-2
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gear speed ir_akes it tinlikety that tile I'Ll:at speed would ever be in the

ral_ge where tire noise wottid become signigicant,

Another differellce is tliat whereas J-366 speciflcaliy is

designed to produce maximtim noise by ilasuring that accelerati.ol_ while

the vehicle is [n the l_leasurei'aen[ area proceecls to lnaximum rated

englae rprl_, the ISO l_aetbod will not get tl_e engine to maximum rated

rpm in every case. ISO R-362 is due to be revised sool',. However, the

basic procedtlre will not be changed; only the wording of various sections

wiil be clarified.

ISOStationary Test. -- AppendixAl of ISO R-36Z contains

a stationary test method which is not presently used in any national regulations.

Noise is measured at fotir points each located diagonally 7 m away from

a corner of the vehicle.

perimeter

>

,i
• , ,, i

I I11

Figure 5-1 ivioasuring Positlons for Nieasurement with Stationary Vehicles.
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The en_iae is run either 1) aL Lhrce quarters of its Jna×in_um hp rpnl,

ifit has no speed governor; or 2) aL nlaximum governed speed, if it

has a speed governor.

There doesn't appear to be good correlation between ISO

Reference Test results and JCSOStationary Test results.

The Swiss have been using a similar stationary lest. This

test also does not exa.ctly correlai:e with results of the [SO Reference

Test.

Son'_e European countries feel that there exists sufficient

correlation between the two Lests so that the Stationary Test could be

made an alternative to the Reference Test. llowevcr, the general view

is that the Stationary Test should only be used for preliminary screening

of vehicles in use.

Single Vehicles Da_a San_?le - S%veden

Vehicle noise is measured individually iaSweden in connection

with the app:coval of new designs but not as yet in connection with Lhe

inspection required of every single vehicle as part of the registration

procedure. Consequently, no thorough review i_ made of the _ound

levels of new truckss the overwhelming majoriLy of which are inspected

according to the latter procedure. Noise from trucks and cars in the

urban environment has been determined, however, in a number of field

surveys. In one study the difference between the maxin_um sound level

of trtlcks and that of cars was found to be 8-10 dBA. The truck is the

individual noise soul'ce for whlcb silencing measures are most ,_rgentiy

needed.

i
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Buses of ear[ier models are about as tlolsy as _rueks,

Figure 5-_ shows Lhe r_sLlIL_ o_ n_easurc_c_nLS tattled ul|t c_n buses in

regular service in the SLockholtn area, Modern town busc_ are u[Len

far more silent running. For example, dmre is a Swedish built "silent"

bus which floes noL e*_niL sound levels higller Lhan 77 dBB, measured

as per /SO R362.

do*

3s-

"a2"_3 84 g5 8_ 8z 8_ g_ 3_ 91 9;_ 9:1 g4'_IA]

Figure 5-2 Percentage Distribution of Noise Levels for

Service Buses in t/m Grea_er Stockholm Area (200 DIN HP)

Measured as per ISO R362 for Mov[ng Vehicles.

Source: (5-1, p. 18)

The sound Levels of new cars are checked during the

inspectlon of new models and designs. Figure 5-3 shews the result of

rneasurenuents carried out on about 300 vehicles in 1972 by the NaLiona[

Road Safety Board. which is responsible for the inspection Of vehicle

designs.

t
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Figure 5-3. Sound Levels for Cars, Measured During Design
Inspections in 1972.

Note: Noise was measured as per ISO R362 with the
vehicles in motion, it should be noted that 84 dB(A)
the maxlmum permissible noise level for the approval
of the silencing arrangements of the vehicles inspected,

Source: (5-I, p. 18)

The majority of motorcycles are submitted to registration inspection,

which means chat at present their noise emission is not measured though

the law stipulates that they must be provided with efficientsilencing

arrangem ants.

Figure 5-4 shows the sound level_ of 52 motorcycles

undergoing design inspection. Corresponding data for mopeds are given

in Figure 5-5.

,_ s-8
).
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Figure 5-4. Sound Levels of Motorcycles, Measured as
per ISO R362 During Design Inspection.

Note: Itshould be observed thatthe applied maximum
limit is 86 dBA.

I

I Source: (5-I)

_0.

10-

_f

'GT ,_ _U 70 71 ?_ 73 75 76 7? 78 ?9 G_ UGL,_

Figure 5-5. Sound Levels of R4opeds, Measured DurEng
Design Inspection.

Note: The mopeds were driven in Lop gear and at top

i speed, i.e. 30kin per hour.Source: (5-I)
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MeasureFnenLs of stationary reh[cleB were undertaken in

S_,veden. Table 5-1 shows the results o£these measurements, which

included both new and second hand vehicles

Satlsfetor_' e^haust sgst, Defective exh. syst.
Typ_ of whicio No, IIin. _lax. _leon No, gin. _iax. l,:ean

_otorcycles 44 78 101 93 7 94 114 10,)
Car_
Front engine 170 73 94 82 37 82 99 90
Roar online £g 7_ 95 89 5 92 101 95

Lorries
_>200 D_N HP 60 85 99 92

200 DIN liP 39 93 106 97

Table 5-1. Results of Noise Measurements Carried Out on
Stationary Vehicles.

Note: The method of measurement involved placing the
microphone 50 cm. from the end of the exhaust pipe,
whereupon the engine speed was ratsed from idling to
a certain constant speed.

Source: (5=l)
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Asses@ing Traffic Noise

Surveys, research sttldles anti experlnlents have been

initiated by many countries for assessing and predicting traffic noise

along roads and highways. In determining _:rafficnoise levels, various

approaches and formulas [lave been developed. In this section traffic

noise estimation and prediction illsome countries are discussed.

In Japan road traffic noise is assessed by the following

methods:

In March 1975, the Technical Committee of the Acoustical

Society of Japan published a report on the method for estimation of

road traffic noise. This method is applied to free flowing traffic, for

example the case of a free motorway or equal road. Here, starting

from the equal interval traffic model, a calculating formula was derived

for sound level L50, In Japan, b50 is now used for the evaluation of

road traffic noise in environmental standards and other r_gulations.

A-welghted sound power level and its relation with vehicle veloclty

were determined by the field investigations. Vehicles were divided into

three kinds: heavy vehicles, light vehicles and passenger cars. Effects

of the road constructions on the traffic noise propagation were also

included in this method by considering the diffraction at the edge of

the road. Excess attenuations due to the ground surface absorption and

air absorption were not included explicitly, but correction terms due

to these and other factors were applied in a lump, by" comparing the

results of this calculation with those of field investigations. (5-3)
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in order to improve tile accuracy of estimation, many

basic research works have been carried out in Japan. .As to the

calculatingformula, other trafficmodels were introduced, for example,

exponential dlstributionof _ehicle inLervals and l_oundpower level of

each vehicle. In Lhesc studies, the calculatingformula was derived

not only for L50 but for other evaluation values such as Leq, LlO

Scale model expcrilnonts have been widely used for Lhe

evaluation of road tralfic noise, especially in cases of complicated

road constructions, roadsLde geographicalposiHens and urban streets.

Incoherenl: line sources or moving poln_ sources are used for the sound

source in these experiments. Hybrid strnulation methods (comblning

the scale model experlmenf.s and computer calculations) wore also

applied to these lnvestlgatlons. Also, the effect ofmeteorologlcal

conditions on the' sound propagation are now being investigated by" the

scale model experiments and fieldinvestlgations. (S-3)

In the Netherlands the following formula has been developed,

based on previous investigations, fromwhlch the traffic noise produced by

motorw_ys can be approximately calculated: (5-5)
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5eq = _7s5 ÷ 10 log N - 10 log V - 10 log A - 7,5 - D

_n which

_eq = the equivalent sound level in dB(A)

_gj5. = the sound level of mo_r-vohioles measured at a distancs of

755 m from the source, in dB(A)

N =.the n_mber of vehicles per hour

V = the speed of vehicles in k.n/hour

A = the distance to the road in m

D =.a term in which the local conditions influencing _.o_G.oth_.

things sound absorption and proofing, are taken into accoun_

From.thls investigation it has further appeared that on an average for

passenger cars I_ *i __,5 = 63 O,16 V

! trucks _7,i 5 = 72 + O,16 V

trucks with trailers r _L. & = 74,5 + O,q6 V
I

In Denmark trafficnoise is measured and calculated on

the basis of Leq, dBA , Z4 hours average.

Norway has developed one graphicsl and one computerized

method for the ca[cula£1on of noise levels. These lnethods also take

into consideration the effectof structural devices £o reduce noise.

A simple method hywhlch noise levels in streets can be ceiculated

isbeiagdeve]oped. (5-6)
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In Sweden several studies have been carried out to determine

the disturbing effect of traffic noise. A government report on measurement

of trafflc noise has proposed a combination between several

different measuring actions which comprises noise origin and diffusion t

conditions (5-7)

A prediction model for traffic noise has been established

for local conditions in South Africa for annoyance and impact of traffic

noise, blO is being used to qualify complaints and to establish guide°

lines for new roads. The South African Bureau of Standards document

SABS 097-1975 "The Measurement of Noise Emitted by Motor Vehicles"

(5-8) is the method used to assess noise emissions from individual

vehicles and is based on ECE practice.

5. I. 1.2 Assessing Effects of Noise On iDeople

Because of titerapidly increasing number of motor vehicles

on roads and streets, more than ever peopte are subject to the effects of noise

expom_re. Repeated daily exposure to traffic noise over many years

may cause various adverse effects ranging from permanent hearing lose,

to sleep disturbance, and other health problems to interference with

conversation. To assess the extent of problems associated withvarlous

noise levels, studies, research, and surveys have been undertaken by

many countries. Thls section will present sample results of some

studies.

In Sweden, two recent studies were conducted as follows:
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1. Study of tile Impact of Traffic Noise in the Municipallt?
of Stockholm, 1975.

This study was carried out in eight housing areas with various

traffic volumes (800-g,800 vehicle_ per day) and varlous proportions of

heavy traffic (3-17%). Some 85 persons were interviewed in each area.

Disturbances were evaluated by calcnla_:ing the mean reaction in each

area as the percentage of persons who were "seriously disturbed

Exposure was measured by the equivalent sound level, L , the level
eq

in dlB(A) exceeded for 1% of the time (L01) _and the average maximum

noise leve! in dBA from indlvidual passing vehicles.

Analysis of the relation between exposure and dim_urbance

showed that there was a relatively good correlation between the L
eq

value and dlsturbances (r = 0.77), The c0variaace between the
xy

disturbances and L01 was of the same order of magnitude (rxy 0. Tg).
Closer analysis revealed, however° that disturbances were mainly

determined by the frequency of heavy traffic. Thus it could be established

a growing proportion of heavy traffic produced a wlder d_ffuston of

disturbance up _o 1,200 heavy vehicles per day'. On {:he o?:her hand

a fur,:her increase of heavy vehlcular ?;rafflc up to g, 800 per day

did not lead to a corresponding increase Ln disturbances. (Figure 5-6)
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% seriously dlsl;uwbed

10-

1000 2do0 3600 No,_ lorries per day

Figure 5..6. Relatlve Frequency of Seriously Disturbed
fatervlewSubjects as a Function of Exposnre Expressed
inTerms of the Number of Trucks Emitting a Maximum
of 80 dBA approx.

Source: (5-I)

So far this sttldy bas covered a relatively limited selection

of experlmenta[ areas, and additional areas with different types of noise

exposure will have to be investigated before any general conclusions

can be drawn. These further investigations were carried out during

1975-77.

2. The Effect of Traffic Noise on Sleep 197b.

In this stttdy, EEG, EOG, EMG and ECG recordings

were used to investigate the effect of trafficnoise on sleep disturbance.

Introductory pilotexperiments, which have been

conducted in laboratory conditions, have shown that the disturbance

-, of sleep tends to vary depending on whether the subject is exposed to

nolse from randomized truck passages with a peak level of 55 dBA

or to steady traffic noise of the same equivalent level. The total of
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waking periods was found to rise by 7 per cent during nights with

passing trucks, compared with reference sights characterized by

"silent" conditions (Z7 dBA), but exposure to steady traffic noise at

the same equivalent level [5 dB difference between minimum and

maximum levels) resulted in an increase of only 3 percent.

Light orthosomnia increased by 5_0 in relation

to the reference night during nights when there were lorries passlng

by. This occurred at the expense of deep orthosomnia

and REM or parasomnia, each of which declined by 3%.

During nights of 40truck passages, %vaklng effects of

various kinds were obtained in up to 70 percent of all passages; these

effects varied from brief ECG and EMG changes to transitions between

depths of sleep. Up to 18_0 of the passages caused the subjects to become

completely awake.

The project is being continued in 1976 with a field study

of an experimental group living in an environment where there is

nocturnal traffic noise. The aim of the project is to determine the

long-term effects of traffic noise on sleep.

In Denmark, the followlng results concerning nuisance

due to traffic noise in Copenhagen were reported. (5-I0)

Nine hundred sixty persons living in Z8 different residential

areas were interviewed. Half of the areas have an energy-equivalent,

constant, A-weighted sound pressure level Leq(Z4 ) d_eterrnlned on a 24

hour-a-day-basis which is within the range ef 46-58 dBA. For

other half have a level which is within the range of 46-58dBA. For

reasons of simplicity these two groups will be described as areas

with high noise exposure and areas with moderate noise exposure

respectively. In the former group the noise exposure was determined
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by road ira/fie noise, whereas the road tra//ic noise was oni), a more

or less dcLermining factor for the noise exposure in the latter group.

The areas were paired in such a manner that one area

with a high noise exposure and one area with a moderate noise exposure

were as equal as possible in o_her respects, i.e.:

a) For tile buildings: age, general Look, size, and - if
relevant - the fiats, price level, etc.

b) For the residents: age, matrimonial status, school
education, socia! status, number of children living
at holrle,etc.

(only women were interviewed) who indicated that they were disturbed

by traffic noise was 83% in the areas with a high noise exposure, whereas

the percentage in the areas with moderate noise exposure was 13%

only.
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A detailed analysis of tilesituation in two corresponding

(paired) areas, One in the group with a high noise exposure and the

other in the group with a moderate noise exposure, is shown in

Table 5-2.

T

Percentage of ihtervlewcd

person, Leq(24)

7._ dBA 56 _IBA
wha indicated nuisance
due to road traffic uolse 97Z 37Z

having a high d_grec o£
physic well-being 3OZ 63Z

who used sedatives 43% 23Z

who consulted a doctor 30X 3Z
due _a psychic probleml

hawing interference problems,
when using the telephone _0_ _Z

having interference problems
whe. reading 7OZ tOZ

vho did noc open windows
(often or occasionally) due• 93Z 17X
¢o road traffic nols¢

Table 5-2. Comparis, on nf the Nuis,ance Due to _*oad

Traffic No[:_e, Found t_ _ Danish Stu_y. "

Source: (5-10)

in England a pilot study was carried out at three of the

Greater .London Council housing estates to see what remedial measures

can be undertaken regarding environmental conditions for resldents

when motorways or new major roads are constructed nearby.

Table 5-3 shows the answers to a specific serLes of questions about

pereeLved effects of traffic noise. (5-ii) It should be noted that the

answers give no ind[catlon o1 elther frequency or degree of annoyance

experLenced, but they do illustrate clearly the effect of proxlm_ty to the

- road.
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PercenfaL.

Sfudyafer, Control4rel¢

P#z¢olvcd ef_cl o/ noiJa 4reo A AI¢." D . AteJ C

(ne_t [/,rth¢_ [ (._¢_t .4_eJ D

LO HWrl Ase,3 to ; (Qu_[_

_Te¢l[8 you/maxe you
jump 57 10 35 24 IO

KecD you from going to
ileep 54 27 42 29 5

Wake you up 54 27 42 20 5 '

Slop ycu¢ ¢hifdra_ from
going [o $lHp e (4) {2) {5) (2) [I)

}_t_|ele wlt_ lilt pnlr_13Io
"IV, ¢id;o o¢ leeerds 85 33 63 49 5

IfZler/ete Wiltl

62 [ tO 39 22 0

M_k_ TV _;cl_lc_ f$1,:ko_ SS } 4_ 65 57 13Mdlkdrthe h0uzl vlbralo

Of Shall 8S 27 i 61 [ 63 15

Make you close dools IIi

wlnzS_',_ B6 Z7 ' _0 I £_ S

i

.,,....0.o.,o,.,oro i I

you ;n JlnVolhel way 11 1 9 8 3

I II I

te$_>nd_nls 37 30 67 51 40
I

*_'hi| c_ueShOnWp| asked only Of houJowJves wllh ehdcflen _ndet

f_0c5o¢1v*js slton(;esI in Axel A _'h_ t*bm_)er| _l_n ,n °hlCke¢_
II_ I_e ID¢IUll nul?lbO_GI _lnswHa,

Table 5-3. Perceived Effects of Traf1"[cNorse.

Source: (5-11)
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5.1. I.3 Assessing Economic Impact

Information relating to costs of noise abatement and control

in £oreign countries has been limited and in most instances not available.

Information regarding these costs is not precise. However, the following

gives an overview of some aspects el noise control costs in [oreign

COt_1tries.

In the Federall_epublic of Germany, the Federal Ministry of

• of Transport prepared the /oilowing cost estimates for noise barrier

construction and sound insulation along newly proposed Federal aid

highways. {5-lZ)

(a)

Noble rln_'%qelThreshold V._lues F:stlmnled Cosi_ (Ig?5)

J'D_v _:venlng Night

[_r 70 65 60 dB(A) :J l]flllon/)M _I. 2 llllllun delhi,.s}
tST _S r,0 55 dl_{A} s IliXllanDM tJ. 4 Illlllo. d_llar_)
LST 6_ _S S0 dL]0%) IS _lJlllc,JiI)M {7. ,; X|illlo. dollars}

(b)

Nola_" T,Pvol lte, luvlton Cost/l_llomvtt, r of i_ew Mt fr Ill_:hwa_s

LST - IS ,Ilia 1.7 MIIIh.i I)31/klr_,,:L't,w Ih2 ._ltlllon ,Inllars/mll_)
I_T - 20 dflA _,_ Million m_/I.Ih_.l, I,,E. _:h I MIIHt,. dc_ll:lr:_/i,,ll_)
LZ_jI.- :Is dSA :Jr}MIIIhm IlM/I./hl,,,¢tI, E,II_..; .Million ,Ioll_tl'_/ll_lle)

Table 5-4. Estimation of Costs of Noise Barriers and

/3uildtng Insulation [n the Federal Republic of Germany.

(a) To_al costs for various degrees of quieting

(b) Costs per kilometer o£ new highway

Source: (5-12. p. 640)
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In Sweden, the State Committee on traffic noise estimated

the costs of implementing the Committee proposals (5-13) during the

first lO-year period, up to 1985, at Sw. Cr. 500-700 million per year

(about $111-$117 mlilion per year) of which approximatety half comprises

costs for noise reduction measures to vehicies, and haif the cost for

abatell_ent measures ill zones between noise sources and auditors

(barriers, replacement of windows, etc.). It ls anticipated that the

costs for the latter measures wilt be incurred from 1976 onwards,

white the costs for emission limiting measures witt first be fett at the

end of the 1970's. On the basis of information received from the motor

industry, the implementation of the first stage of the emission norms,

covering vehicle models dating frown 1979 onwards, has been calculated

to increase the price of a private car by an average ofSw. Cr. 1.000

(about $222) and the price of a truck approximately Sw. Cr. 4,000

(about $866) with unchanged performaace in other respects.

In the United Kingdom, the cos[ of in_piementation of

British legislation for highway noise compensation has been high. The

sum involved for 4.4 million homes subject to excessive noise would

be currently some L3,300 million (6.6 billion dollars)

5. 1.2 Railroad and Rapid Transit L

5. 1.2.1 Assessing Noise Levels

In order to reach acceptable noise levels emitted by trains

and rapid transit systems, many countries have conducted surveys and

initiated studies. These surveys and studies hav.e been mainly concerned

with the impact of such noise on exposed..population living in areas

affected by these means of transportation. This section attempts to
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provide a representatlve sample of thl-s information,

Federal Republic of Gcrn_any

The Following sample data w_s obtained for external and

Lnternal raLlway noise.

_o ]_y-p.e oi ra_- Type of track Saeea tkm/h)

_erz_u resets: za__a_c _,woo_e:_ __es- 8_ 9J 9c iJ_

_ailway pers
2 Passenger and ballast bed, concrete 78 88 (961 (9_

Freigh_ =rains sleepers

3 ballast-free,concre_ s!ab_ _4 9_ (102) _10L

4 ballast-free,metal bridge 97

5 ballast bed, metal bridge 85

6 ballast-free,tru_s bridge 91 _101) -

7 ballast-free, reinforced 82 (92) -
concrete bridge

8 ballast bed, reinforced 79 - -
concrete bridge

9 Rapid trmusit ballast bed, wooden slee- 72 79
;_Ste!2 Ders

undergroLLnd,on ballast bed, wooden slee- 72
open sir lia'b )ers

Elevated rail- ballast-free, concrete 78 -
way track

Tramway ballast bed, wooden slee- 77 -
)ers

tramway asphalt street 82

rraaway ballast bed, reinforced 78
eoncrot_ br_d_n

Table 5-5. Typical External 1R_[lway Noise Levels

Noise level of raLlway vehicles at a dLstance of 25 m
from the centre of the track, measurlnghelght 3,5 m

above the top of rail. Free propagation of sound.
Faultless tall surface and wheel tread.

i Source: (5-Z)
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Sample InternalRailway Noise Data

NoLse Level

Spe_ea (ku/h)

10 Railwayvehicle 60[ 120_0C
I Semi-fast, slow train, 2nd olals' 61 70

2 Fast train, Ist/2nd class 59 68

3 Inter-city train, open saloon, Ist class 59 68 74

4 Inter-clty train, compartments, Ist class 56 65 71

5 Inter-citybrain,diningcar 59 68 75

6 Fast train, couchette coach, 2nd class 58 67

7 Fast 'brain, sleeping car, 1st class 51 60

8 Rapid transit system, 2nd class, in the open air 65 73

9 Undergrotmd railway in the open air 69 - -

10 Rapid transit system, underground inside tunnel 7A - -

11 Tramway 79 -

12 Diesel locomotive, inside driving cab 72 77-95 -

_ E!emtri9 locomotive, inside driving.cab . 681 77 -

Table 5-6. Noise Level (avg.)inRa[IwaZ Stock.
Ballasttrack. FamltlessRailSmr_ce and Wheel
Tread.

Source: (5-Z)
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5. 1.2. Z Subjective Effects of Noise Levels on People

Japanese Train Noise Survey

A Japanese survey was made in 1971 Lo determine the

effects of high-speed train noise on people living between I0 and 200

meters [ron_ the tracks, Noise measuret_aents and interviews were

conducted along boti_ the Tokaido Line and the new Sanyo Lille. At

a maximum noise level of 70 dBA near the Tokaldo Line, about ]3

percent were distnrbed in conversation and on the telephone, but 55

percent were disturbed listening to television or radio. Near the Sanyo

Line, more than twice as rnany were dlstrubed in conversation and

listenlng on the telephone but the interference with _elevlsion and radio

was about the same as on the Tokaido Line. At the n-_aximuln level

of 70 dBA, 40 percent of the people near the Tokaido Line and 52 p_rcent

near the Sanyo Line rated train noise above d_e middle of the seven-

point noisiness scale. Other results are shown on Tables 5-7 and 5-8.

French Train Noise Survey,

A combination of social survey and physical noise

measurement survey was done near Paris in 1973 (5-15). A questionnaire

was designed and administered to 350 subjects living in different

locations where the £ralnnolsewas prevalent. Noise data included rate

of increase of noise level, maximum noise level during _rain passage,

(Lmax), duration of audible train noise; durntion of the maximum

level 'Lnrlax , rate of decrease of noise level, ambient noise level,

and equivalent noise level h over 24 hours.
eq

The best prediction of annoyance, tested on noise alone

was Leq. whose value increased when either the number of trains or

the noise of the tra|n increased (correlation coefficient = 0.33).
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Positiw Response in % iN_utr_-iItem Line .[P.'!nt of

[ 60 90 40 30 20 I0 S,:al,_

dB(A) d_A)Interference with sleep N.S.L. 80 78 75 72 69 66
(30,31) N.T.L. 87 84 82 79 76 74 85

Disturba.uc-_ of hearing N.S.L. 75 72 69 66 63 60 73
(32,33,36) N.T.L. 78 76 73 70 68 65 76

Disturbance of chi!- N.S.L. 82 80 77 74 71. 69 77
dren's life (43,44) _.T.L. 89 87 84 82 79 76 _5

Startl_ (35) N.S.L. 84 81 7? 74 71 68 81
N.T.L. 88 85 83 80 7? 75 86

Disturbane= of falling N.S.L. 82 78 75 71 67 -- 78
in sleep (30) N.T.L. 8? 84 82 80 77 75 85

A_-Icing from sleep N.S.L. 80 77 74 71 69 66 77
(31) N.T.L. 87 85 82 79 ?6 73 89

Xnterferenee _rlth telo- N.S.L. 79 76 73 70 69 64 78
phon, (32) N.T.L. 81 79 7? 74 72 69 ?8

Interference with lis- N.S.L. 71 67 64 61 .... 68tening to TV or radio
(33) N.T.L. ?2 68.65 62 .... 69

Intor£e_'enco _Tith con- N.S.L. 77 74 72 70 67 65 74
IVersation (36) N.T.L. 80 77 75 73 71 69 77

Bothering children (43)" N.S.L. 79 75 71 69 62 58 77
N.T.L. 87 84 81 79 75 72 85

Dinturhance of ehil- • N.S.L. 82 79 76 74 71 68 82
dren's study (44) N.T.L. 88 _6 84 81 79 '7? 85

Table 5-7. Relatlonshlpbetween Proportionof Positive
Response to Each Item and Peak.Level ofTraln Noise

{N.S.L. : New Sanyo Line)
(N.T.L. : New Toka_do Line)

Source: (5-21)
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NNI 30 _'I 35 _;I 45 I?:l50 ,_r.:i55 _,,
Item ....

A "S T A S T A S T A S .T A S T

Disturbs.neeof 23 24 0 27 38 0 38 66 28 _7 80 48 57 -- 72
falling in sleep

Awsking from sleep 41 20 0 47 39 0 60 76 30 65 9_ 48 70 -- 6?i
Interferonce with 43 53 34 51 70 49 7210081 17510088 79 -- 92
listening _o TF !

i

_ntorfem_.ncewith 36 26 0 45 49 7 68 94 56 73 100 80 78 --100conversation

_s}_.t_e ...._}!o.o is•aso.586425 59 8_44 _i--6_..

,I,Values in Table 5-8 were obtained after con%parlng con%_nunlty
responses to %rain and aircraft noise in NNI (Noise and Number
Index).

Table 5-8. Con%par[son be_veen CorornunltF
Response to A[rcraf_ Noise {Survey in UK) and
to Traln Noise inNNI

(A: A[rcr_ftNois_, S: Sanyo LLne, T: Toka[do Line)

Source: {5-21)

I s-z5
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Thu crLtcria accordin_ to L is shown in this figure
_q

and interpreted as follows:

"It is seen that the proportion o( favorabte responses

drops sharp[y and the proportion of unfavorable

responses rises sb.arpIF as the vatu_ of Laq increases
above 72-75 dBA. At this exposure, 3_.5_ of the

people responcled with annoyance above _he m_ddle

of the sca[e of overall annoyance. Accordingl)', i_

was concluded by the French researchers tha_ Leq

of 72 dBArepresents a..-naxin_urn acceptable exposure
to train noise"

1o¢ i i

to

|a

Q'_. /"-Re'SPONSEZ I, 2. AND3
e) ?0 --%%/ • "ACCEPTASLr'"
Id

,%oz,o \\\ /
RC'_PON,JES §TO7

e,. • INTOL£

:X

I

[qUlVAL[NI ZiOIS£ LZV[L [_a(_)]

Figure 5-7. "Acceptable" and IIlntolerablell
Responses vs Equivalent Noise Level, %vLth No

Cot'zectlons for Exposure or Attitude.

Source: (5- 16)
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A predictive model was built that included non-

noise variables like the number of rooms of tlae dwelling facing the

track, attitude toward noise in general, attitude toward trains in general,

and attitude toward the neighborhood. Use of these non-noise variables

as well as the L nearly doubled the ability to predict annoyance
eq

(correlatlon coefficient = 0,641.

The results of the French, Japaaese, and also an lZngiish

study suggest that the life styles of the countries agree sufficiently to

allow conclusions drawn for one country to be applied to another, insofar

as scaling of annoyance is concerned. (5-18)

Another result was that train noise does not produce as

much annoyance as other equally intense environmental noise sources,

possibly because of habituation to train nolse, the fact that the railroads

were often there before the adjacent occupants, and a positive

attitude toward trains.

Japanese Laboratory Study

A laboratory study of the noisiness of trains was conducted

in Japan parallell with the Japanese social survey. The purpose of

the study was to define how the perceived noisiness (as ppposed to

expressed annoyance --- though presumably there must be some

relation between noisiness and annoyance) depends on various parameters

of the noise pattern during grain passage (5-18). The study as reported

bySchultz included tests carried out by presenting to trained observers

a series of simulated and recorded train noises, having a variety of

different peak levels, peak durations, rise and decay times, etc.

These signals were alternated with a _'Comparlson Noise" whose level

could be adjusted until the test noise and the comparison noise sounded
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equally loud.

It turned out that a satisfactory rating for the noisiness

of train passages depends only on the maximum A-level during the

train passage and the duration of the passage, thus lending support to

the results of the survey. (However, despite the authors' claim that

the noisiness is best predicted by the total energy in the noise of the

passage, it is not; indeed, this ctaim is somewhat difflcttit to under-

stand, since lhey state: "The rate of noisiness change, however,

differs according as (sic) the energy change is caused bye change of

peak level of noise or by a change of its duration, even if the energy

changes are equal in both cases.

The formula tlaat successfully predicted the judged noisiness

was :

(LAma x
N = + log,0 _,/Td_LAma x 10

where L,A is the maximum A-weighted sound level (luring the train
max

pass age and TdiS the time daring which the noise level is within 10 dB

of its maximum value. The duraeion dependence thus depends on the

peak level, arelationship that hardiy supports the claim that the

aoislnessof the train passage corresponds to the toter soand energy

in the event.

There is enough scatter in all survey results that this

rather subtle dependence would likely be impossible to discover

outside the laboratory". (5-16)
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The genera[ conclusion fron_ L]lese si:udies as far as the

train noise is concerned and as slated by ShtLt_.z *'o , . L]I_ best correLal_on

with expressed annoyance is achigved when both Lhe maximum noise

level during train passages as well as Lhe train t_'affic votun_e are

taken into accounL; this can be done ei_ho_" explicitly, wiLh separate

_ern'is for each variable (the NNI is an e×ample, but not the besL!),

or by the use of Leq, whict_ embodies bo_h variables. The predicLion
of annoyance is equ-_'Hy good either way". (5-16)
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Swedish Survey

]inSweden, a study of the h-npact of train noise on exposed

population groups is now in progress. So far two test studies }lave been

carried out in order to formulate and test a questionnaire concerning

train noise. During ti_espring of 1976, in an initialphase of the real

study, interviews were conducted on some 400 persons living in four

areas close to railways. These areas were selected insuch a way

that all respondents are exposed to the noise of about 100 passing trains

per day, while the maximum sound level varies. The housing areas

to be investigated are of relativelyrecent vintage, in a second phase,

studies of areas are planned where trafficintensity is differentand

where the buildings are older, the aim being to investigate the occarance

o_ or habituation effects related to train noise,

The first test study showed that the respondents die] not

experience specific noise characteristics. Instead annoyance seemed

to result from the general noise emitted by the trains. Vibrations

were a relatively common cause of annoyance. In the second investigation,

50 persons living next to a railway llne we/'e interviewed. ]Exposure

varied between 62 to 80 dBA expressed as peak sound level, giving

an equivalent sound level of 44-62 dBA. Twenty-five percent s_ated

that they were greatly disturbed. Th_ae rest_ltscorrespond to those

obtained in studies of the annoyance caused by aircraft noise. {5-I)
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English ,Survelr

A_tudywas conducted in 1968 in England to evaluate

annoyance to surrounding residents cause d by the noise of the hlgh-speed

electric trains. The preliminary results as reported b)rShultz

suggested (to no one's surprise!) that people's annoyance decreases

as their distance from the t1"acks increases, though ihe dependence

was neither strong nor consistent. {As an example of this

inconsistency, people living at 70 m distance expressed more

annoyance than those at 45 m, according to one set of interviews.)

There was a suggestlon that people living in high background noise from

other sources (children, dogs, etc.) are n,ore sensitive to the railway

noise than people in quieter locales, contrary to our usual expectations]

This implies, perhaps, that in conditions of persistent noisiness,

people experience an increased, rather than reduced, sensitivity to

the occasional extra noise of the railroad. A simitar trend was found

in a French survey.

The British study very tenatatively concluded that the

external noise level must exceed 95 dB(A) daring train passages before

serious annoyance becomes evident: this implies hot*ses within 30

meters of the track. (5-16)
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5. Z Noise Control Actions

5. Z. i Re_4ulator Y Activity

5.2.l.I Direct Re_ulatlons

Proposed emission standards or norms do not have true

practlca[ value until they are established by legislation that can be

enforced. Legislation has been enacted in various countries pre-

scribing maximum levels of noise and methodology for monitoring

these lhnits.

Source Emission Limits for New Vehicles

Members of The European community (Belgium. Germany,

Italy, Luxemburg, France, The United Kingdom. Ireland and Denmark)

[lave adopted emission limits in the Directive approved by the Council of

the European Community of February 6, L970. LimltE are shown in

Table 5-9.

Since [965 all new types of motor vehicles in the Federal

Republic of German[ have had to be tested by licensed institutions for

their noise emission and whether they meet certain noise speolflcations.

There are many technical details for measurements, depending upon the

type of vehicle. Technical details are similar to the ones of ISO R 362.

(5-Z4)

Noise level standards for motor vehlcals have been established

in the Netherlands. Every new type of motor vehical intended for use on

the public highway must satisfy the required noise levels. Measurement

methodology and instrumentation are established by law. The method of

measurement was originally established by means of ISO Recommendation

i% 36Z-1964. Later, in 1971. EEC Directive No. 70/157 on the permissible

noise level of motor vehicles was introduced into Dutch Law. (5-25)
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Value

Vehlc[_ category expressed

t.l.l Vehicl_._ int_mh_d for tht_ carria_f.' t_f 82
_aS_cIl_l'_ _ncJ ¢oI_l_Irh_trlg i_ut rllor_ lhan

I.],2 Vchiclc_ i_itcnd_d for lhe c;irria_c _f 84
passengers, _-oIllp_'i_in_ f]it_'_ lJl;k¢l nii3_

BeaL_ i_c]tzding _hu drivt!I'_:/ ._L&, ;trill haviIlg

8. p_r_li_sihI_ iI_axinlui1_ w_i_h_ nt_t .Jxct!_¢_illg

t.t,3 Vehicle_ intended for lhe c,_rri_t;e uf g_od_ and 8.i
havt.g a _l_l"rlli_ibt_ _ll;_xinl_t:n Wt!i_,h_ nut

[.I.4 Vehicles i.te.ded for th_ carrl;_ _,f 89

inct_d[i_g th_ driv_rr_ _;_._t, and _l_viilg ;L

pcrn_isslb[e ._axi:_um weight e_cet_di.g it5

Lt.5 Vchicte._ inWnded for th_ carriage _f guod_, 89
ar_t] h_vin_q _ [_l'n_is_ib_ rni_×irr_tz3L %v,_ig_it

exc_ding 3.5 nl_tl'i¢: toils

.t.5 Vchicle_ intended fo_ the c,nrriagt, t_f 9t
pa_c_nt_'s , ¢_tltn_l_'i_ing llltl¢¢'. _h,_ nln_ :_at

engine pov_r equal to or ,_x¢_cding ZOO HI _ DiN

I.t.? Vchlcl_ IiLtendcd for the carriag_ of goods, 91
having an ci_gin_ po_v_r equal t_ or _xcec*ding
ZOO }Ii_ D/N ;ind a _l_r._i_iblc m;L_cirl_t.I_
weight excc,ngn_,. 12 ll_tri_: ton_

Table 5-9. Directive Approved by tile Council of the

European Comn_unityon Motor Vehicles and adopted
by member states.

Source: 5-4

Note_: Tbi_ Directive of 6 February 1970 deals witb tbe

approximation of the laws of the Member States relating
to th_ permissible sound level.

Tbls Directlve applies to all motor vehicles intended for

use on tbe road, having at least four wbe_ls, wlth the

exception of agricultural tractors and machinery and civil
engineering equiplnent. This Directive is under revision

at present. The revision proposal calls for a reduction o£

to 4 dBA d_pending on the vehicle category.
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Nolse emission from indlvldual vehicles in the United Kingdom

was controlled through the i973 Motor Vehicles (Construction and Use)

Regulations. 'these regulations specified an acceleration test, with the

maximum allowable level being 89 dBA for trucks and 84 dBA for auto-

mobiles, both measurements being made at 715 meters. The same

Regulations provided also for roadside testing of in-use vehicles.

Maximum levels for the roadside test, measured at no less than 5.2m.

fron_ the curb, are 89 dBA for automobiles and 92 dBA for trucks.(5-[2)

The present maxinmm noise lhnits for new vehicles are the EEC limits:

and 84 dBA for trucks up to 3.5 metric tons, 89 dBA for trucks 3.5-12

metric tons. 91dBA for trucks greater than 12 metric tons and 200 IIP,

etc., all at 7.5 meters. Manufacturers are required to certify that pro-

duction models are similar to the prototype submitted for the type approval

test. For in-use vehicle noise control throagh policing actions, stationary

vehicle noise tests have been legally adopted. The law provides that the

noise level of the vehicle being tested must be no more than 5 dBA over

themaximum value allowed in its type approval test. (5-12)

The Federal Ministry of Transport of Canada has regulations

lilniting the noise emission properties at the time of importatlon or manu-

facture of new motor vehicles, Noise limits are specified in terms of the

U,S. Society of Automotive Engineers recommended practices and standards

and in terms of procedures of the United Nations Economic Commission for

Europe (ECE). Accordingly, the permissible noise levels, measured at

15.2 tneters are 86 dBA for light vehicles and 88 dBA and 83 dBA for

tight and heaw/ vehicles respectively. (5-28)

In Norwayr regulations in connection with the Road Traffic

Act for permisslble noise levels are effective for motor vehicles certified

for the first time after January l, t972. Norway participates in ECE's

work in this fieldand the regulations are in accordance with ECE recom=

mendatlons.(5-'6 ) However, there are no emmission limits for road
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traffic noise in Norway, and no decision has so far been made to introduce

legally binding regulations. As alternative to the Latter is the introduction

of guidelines for varlouz areas and situations.

Other nations with source emission regulation based on the

ECE or Cos'anion Market (EEC) reconlnaendalions are listed in Table 5-10.

i
Japanese maxLmum allowable liraaits for autoz:caobile noise has been laid

down in Article t6-t, Noise Regulation Law as presented in tlae following

Table S-it.

dBA

Hagin_um

Allov,_ble Llmit_
Tl_tng Classes of Helot Vehicle ----q------

'10 rgaal'l] r,1 £ [ oilAlvays Hedtum, _mnlt and mint ¢_rs. and motor blcycle_; _5

_ledlura, small and rai.t cars (except _otor

biey_]¢_5 ,lnd p_l_en_t,I" c;irs w[t]l it ¢ap,qg_y of

less ch;ll_ l0 I_er_otis):
3.5 ton_ or p,ore ,nd _[J0 lip 80 97
3.5 tons or more and 200 itP or le_s 78 89

Certlfl- 3.5 t_n_ or les_ 74 85
¢'8_10 n

Pa_llger ¢;it'_ _'l£h ,'_ clli!_t_lty o£ le*_fl tharl 10test 70 84
_C_5011S

ltea'_l_eeled _mal_ car_ ?4 86

l_¢o-lvlleclc, d min_. cars 74 8t_

Clara 1 ,,ot_r blcycle_ 70 80

Class 2 motor bteycle_ 70 82

Table 5-11 Maximum AllowabLe Limit for Auton'_obile

Noise. Article 1f-L, Noise ReguLation Law (/apan).

Source: (5-29)i

i

Table 5-10 "FolLows on next page",
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Name of
_a_e :') ,I¢ 111

I I [GuildeILneadopted b7 many countries.

E,C.E. I ]5 Oct. { ISO l Revislon I of 1973 changed
-_ Reg, 9 [.1968; I R-362 i limit for trucks over 12 me and

I 1!200 hp from 92 dBA to 91 dBA, toicenfirm to E. E.C. {Common A_arket)

O;_ ii *Ray.19731. 26 L974March_1 [lin_it_,
t_ t Common A4arke_ (E _.C ) standard '_
< E.E, C. I 6 Feb, 6 Aug, ISO 'Once adopted by a mem)er country,
7., Dir. 70/ I 1970 1971 P.-362 p:'eempts corresponding parts of

..I=_i.__E_C! .-. ! 'any n,_.tional regulations,

h_ Amended i i

[_ 7]/350/hvD_r, i 719?3Nov. 19741March._,i test.1973revision did not affect: pa_s-b/
_-,,Z E.E.C. ! [

I IIt89 typo-,pp;o Odo oAI o
U.K. 1973 ]i i BS dBA for trucks

303425
Reg. 29 ] , .,]9o6" i unladen.

I_AII trucks first used after 1970.

Japan I i ISOArt, 30 R-362 i;

!iAdopting thei 6 Yeb. ISO E.E,C. Dh'ective,
France [ {

I _ I973 R-362 II

W. Get. i J i i',Adopt[ag the E.C.E, Directive.

;Z Ital 1, i l Mar. , i _iA.,Opting t_e old ]L'.C.'T'_, Reg. 9. --0 i 1969 ] ,

_ _' ' !IThe E: C, E. Directive to be1974 i

I [ i' _' To be applied administratively.- !! in stages. See Art. I-3, {Ref. 1)

] ! _ ': '::,;' (30 cst = 3360 ibe, oz' l. 5 /vIT)

Table 5-10 Vehicle Emission Regulations

Source: (5-4)
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(Continuation Of Ta01e 5-10)

Dat_ !o be,hl

Swede. |SIS
025131 Adopting E.C,E. Reg, 9. SISOZ5131

i equivalent to R-3&2.

; i
CSN CSN 3005]2 equivalent £o ISO

Czech. [ 1971 !
! : 300512 R-36Z. AdoEJting the old E,C.E.

! 1 i aog.9.
Spain ; II Mar. i 1973 i ISO

1970 ] , R-36Z Adopting the old E.C.E. Reg. 9.
i Will chan_ to new Re_. q.

,J i 1 " E.C.E. Reg. 9yugoslavi_

Norway [ 197Z ' "

Australia ] July ' Gas-powered
/Design _'ule [ 7/1974 like

I 197Z i Diesel: R-36Z Voluntarily adopted by

Z8 I [ 7/1975 all states except TasmaniaJ

Austra'ia [ i i

(Tasmania) ] ! now i25S 34Z5', :1966I
i '1 Jan 1

1975 "
I

i



Zone-Type Regulations on Road Traffic l'4oise.

The Japanese environmental quality standard relating to

noise levelwas establlehed on t]_e basis of the Basis Law for Environ-

mental Pollution Control and was approved by the Cabinet (May Z5,

1971),

(a) General Area dBA

Dtvision of Hours

Morning &

Ca_egor_ of AFea Daytime Evening Night Time

HOt more than 'Not more thai1 Sot more than

AA 45 40 35

^ 5O 45 40

B 6O 55 5O

N_te: AA-Areas _hich require particular quite. For [nslancel areas

where medical flcilltles are to,concreted.

A-Prlmar_ly residential areas.
S- Areas dn _h_ch a substantial number of resldonccs are located

among shop_ and factorles. .!

(b) Areae _order_ng on Roads dBA

Division of Hours

Categor|es of Areas Daytime Morning &
Evening Sigh_ Time

got more than Sot more than Ho_ more than

_ype a area_ bordering on 55 50 4_
two-laae road

type A area_ bordering on 60 55 50
a more-than-two-lane road

'_'pe B area_ bordering on 65 60 65
a n_t-more-than-twn-la,e _ead

Type B area_ bordering on 65 65 60
a zore-than-t_o-lane road

Note: Standard values vary depending on the area type. There-

fore, classification of areas iG left to the discretion of

prefectural governors.

Table 5-13 E.avlronrnental Quality'Standards for Noise

. Cabinet Decision on Z5 May, Based onArticle 9, Basic
Law for Environmental Pollution Control Measures,

Source: 5-Z9
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5.2. I.2 GUIDELINES AND PROPOSALS" "' '

(I) In the Ne_lerlands) in anticipation of the realization of the Noise

Act and tilestandards to be incorporated in due course, provision-

al limit values have been applied for some time. Thus, the imrni_-

sion recommendations for dwelling areas along motorways to be

applied forthe time being wel;e set up in interdepartmental consul-

tation in 1973. (5-31)

Basic limit va/ue_ to be applied provizional!y
to dlvclling areas a/onGsido motorv:ays

Leq in dB A
Limits

Outdoors Indoor_

\ .Situation partly opened extra front
Y_indow insulation and

clo_ed window

Day _ight D_y Night Day Night

t)_0w situations"

55 45 _5 3_,

60 50 50 _o

"t_ansitional
situations,,

60 5o 50 _ 4o )o

65 55 I 5_ 49 4_ )5
I

Table 5-13, P.eeommended Noise Immission Limits

in the Netherlands

Source: (5-31)

In this table, a dlstinctlon is made between '*new'* and "transitional"

sltua_ons. Besides there are "existing" situations. In "new"

situations, the design, construc#ion and _le planning of the motorway,
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t/_e residential quarter or botJ_ can reasonably still be modified
in such a way that without extraordinary measures t/_e recom-
mended limit values can be met (e. g. a new development plan
in which a residential quarter is projected close to a nlotorway).

In"transitional" situations the motorway or the residential
quarter is already present and the design, construction or
planning of the residential quarter along the motorway are al-
ready in such an advanced state that it cannot reasonably be
expected that the modifications or provisions, necessary [rom
an acoustic point of view, be fully rnet at short notice (e, g. a
resldentlal quarter under construction close to an existing motor-
way).

In "existing" situations both the motorway and the residential
quarter are present.

Widenlng of e_ieting metnrways in the middle of residential areas
£s considered to be a "transitional" situation.

(2) In Denmark, limits of Danish guidelines with respect to evaluation
of road traffic noise are shown in the following Table 5-14,

1 2 3

Satisfactory Unsa_i=faccory
Urban ared ¢ov_ro_en_ en¥_ tor_l_flC

or In Case in case

Buildlngs LA,e_f.%),g LA,eq(_) .>, ,, , ,

_urll reeiden_ial andrecrea¢io- 40 _ 50 a_
_al areas

Suburban re_[dential areas, Re-

creational areas in urban and 45 d]_ 55 dB

luburb_a zoaes, eospL_a_.'ones
City lre_l _h bu_n_, admi-
nistration, etc. 50 dg 60 dB
Indu#tri_l area= for trade and
lighter t_s_y 55 _ 65 d_

lndustrial area= for heavy
Industry 7e d]_ 80 d_

TabLe 5-14. Criteria for Road Traffic Noise,

Note: The table states when the environment can be
considered satisfactory or unsatisfactor_t using L

• e

on a Z4 hours-a-day bas_s as a me_sure of the quarry
of the environment°

Source: (5-I0)
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(3) The Swedish Traffic Noise Committee proposed in August 1974
specific emission standards as well as immission standards.

The irnnaission limits are given in the following table. (5-15).
As fl_ls table makes clear, the standards give one general, long
term goal: desirable lin_itsof 30 dBA indoors and 45 dBA to
55 dBA outside windows and in other outdoor areas.

The norms and standards proposed by the Committee can be
considered as a specification of future legislation, and should as
such facilitate the practical application of such legislation con-
siderably. The Comnxittee believes that this link can best be
established by issuing the norms as recommendations and direc-
tlves pertainin_ to the l_gisladon. In this way, the rigidity
desired in their application will be achieved, without the admini-
strative procedures involved in considering exemptions and so on,
which would result from legally binding norms issued as inju_ctlons
to the legislation (5-1 3).

Desirlble Exeelllh,n I Ez¢r :*ll,m II }:_.rel.lh)a Ill l__eel*lilm [%' E_¢t.plion for
stajldard No' Ne_ Ioulr io UD_I;nIIn_ -f rt'de_ eh*l."enl t:_t_l]llg

_¢_lily Li.fils n_aj.r rmlle_ r_i_li.L' area e,.l_nl*l_ r..le .I r_i_d,lg a_r_ _,ulc.w.t_

'Ndoot_r_llliICf Ind_t_ th,l,_dt I,.I.,.* I;ut.de /m/l,l,r_ I_ul_.lr In,ll,_fb iJrd.h I,.l_., lh,I.,/, h:d .,,_ OUl.lfe
u mdawl _.dau,_ u _.dau _ u..h,u_ u t.d,._ _ a l,,,_a_._

Dwelling 30 55 '.tO fi5{55)* 35 6D 40 65 30 7th55)" :fl 70
Healthand
}duealio.al
rembt._ 80 5_ 30 65 30 5,5 35 60 30 70 40 70

Educ..iolml
_¢¢rllilest 'pc
md to*Uln 25 -- .25 _ °5 _ 30 -- 25 -- 35 --

Worki.g
are.li_eS l'ttr

I_uicl arti_ilic_* 40 65 [ qO .... 15 70 50 -- 40 -- .50 --

luldeor flit.tiff OuldgOr I_l (luldl,vt _ltl f)_ld,et I_;t I 01,/¢/l_t_ Ittrl fJl_l,l_ml Ir_,l th,ld,_r I,'td

letrenlional
_cililies Ile;t r ;tit

_ategolle_ ot
)l'ellliSt'_ ill Ulb;ln

irea_,, e,g. p;i i k_

ind ltl;l)gl,*luld_ _5 55 60 65 70 70

Areas ;llltl n*¢lt'l/Or I i'll t';lliOll;l]
la¢fivilies 45 45 60 65 70 70 .

,,'l._ pl_¢¢IlIlWll, lit.ill il.la:,It" lb.. III¢ h'_r] s]lall I_"a_ll*t _l'tl .lll_id¢ lhe • ll.ll,_ _fl al hall l'.lll o I IIIt' I_I'11_ "I 'I ll_*ell"'g

Table 5-19 Immission Standards Proposed in 1974

IrnrnlssionLln_itsin Equivalent 24-hour Sound Levels (dBA)

Source: {5-I3)
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proposed Swedish Emission Limit_ for Moving Vehicle_

The Swedish Committee proposes fl_at vehicles tasted by the

proposed method of n_easurernent for moving vehicles should

not be allowed to emit noise exceeding file following levels:

Vehich, lif Vdlh h',ff '+'/t +,rod ,i:,gr"--

**I_*L_Vld,ii_ilg mi_ktd.IGilg a lIIupt,scd
frlnu J97_ iJr h'om I9;!h.I l lit di+.r d rl i ¢;l_l."
i'a tllvr ]all'r I_f .ig,.lil.iI h.t i.l_

MVa_lirilig Ih+.l Inec 7 _ al dBIAI d II(A) Illll %_ illlfCI

_l'livalg c_tr 8; I 76 73 :41

lml e_.l¢¢di g 35fi{) kg 81 77 75 8:1

'f ut:k llith glIl*,+ Ix +'i,ghl:g¢¢cllhlg _ 51ill k_q

f ,;2013 DIN h i 88 83 80 Sg>_ 0DIN lip 91 _5 _I) ,qP<

u5 hilt (t)x cl'_'d IN'fill+" Idlh

ro_ t_ gl cxt_cttilig
500 kg

_; _01J DIN ill+ 8_ 80 77 85

I >'200 DIN ill • 89 81 77 85

[ills I_illi gl llSS IxI.'[g[I l
IcxccrdSn'_35r10I,g li_rd h_r
_schc<hihll sl.'l xil t's Oil I i lilies
pa:*51$_ t I Y [llllg]l

urb._n ;lic;ts ' 85 77 75 83

I_it h ¢llghlc i;*p;ithi:

iolrxecc.,lingSOcc 78 74 7_ --
rCalrr [hilil _0 cc

ut rxl¢,c[ inq 1_5 ¢c 8ii 81 77
l re,_lrr Ih;in 1°.5cc '

i _ut Iml cxcvcdirlg ,19t)(¢ gi'l 82 79
grelltt'r t[lllrl .Ig0 t¢ !lO 8_1 _0 88

_'hrce.ldwcl motor {_crr 89 83 79 87

C ross.lmlrlt r ) _¢ullivr 87 81 78 I'h;
_Cross.c(lUlll r_" v_'lilde OI 85 7!1 87

Vehicle V+.hicle

b_oughl iriln h clnrglll into
operallon ollcrailnn
fallo_ ing fidlill+ing

nlaile hi. tire nil h. Jill_ +
• I J'_ly 1978 1!1_8 i,r laler

d|l(A) IIIIIAI

Moped 7_ 12 _!l
Tra¢lor 8g _1 81 89

Table 5-16 Noise _mission Standards

• Proposed in 1974

Source: (5-13)
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As can be seen from the table, the norms have been differentiated

137 category of vehicle. The division is motivated first and fore-

most by the fact that the technical and econ6mic feasibility of re-

ducing noise varies considerably for different types of vehicles.

This division was based, among other things, on surveys and on
emission norms in other countries.

Regarding these notions, it is proposed that the first stage should

apply to vehicle models dating from 1979. The norms for this

stage should become obligatory by statutory processes and give

lirnlting values which are approxlrnatoly 5 dBA lower than those

currently applicable in the EEC countries.

Proposed Swedish Emission Limits for Stattonar 7 Vehicles

The Swedish Committee proposed that the noise level from

stationary vehicles, n%easured according to the methods proposed

by the Committee. should not exceed the following values:

Vehicle of model V_hide of model
datin_ Irorn 1978 dalins from 1979
or earlier Orlaler
d[ffA)

I'lival¢ cai"[:runl.e.gincd 91 :or hooch d.i .g f_'onl
Rcat.cn[_Jncd 93 J979 aallarlh, alld vchic-

truck or buswhh _ross losnol cb_sitiable _s
_'elghlnol exceeding _ny _Itnt*alinodt.I, brou'_:h
I 500 kg 93 into opcrali,n following

_nh1_pLlion .lad_
['tuck_ilh I'ltls_%_cl'_II _,lJul):197Mor Infer,a
:xce_ding 3 500 kg nu.n_l _ah*ei. dll(A)
_200 DIN h.p. 97 sh_llb_ s¢l incunjunc.
>200 DIN p.h. 104 lion l_ilh lh_ lype, re-

Fwo._heel =1101o1cycle 99 t_stralionar moped
approval.

"hrrL_tOteclmotor cycl_ 93
Th_ value_ho.ld not be

_ros_cuunlry_:OOlur 99 s¢l :it a I¢v¢1_llich
L'_CPL:IJ_by nlof,2 Jh_n

Vehicle broul_hl 2 OBIAI Ihe valu_
Inlo oper;ttlort tll¢_tltcd al Ihu approval.
follow,inS htspec.
lion madeb_l'or_ Far a _ihicle tobe
|st July 1978 _ppto_'d, in lh_ annual

_, dB(A) I _,lfcl)' imp¢clhmor
%|oped 99 any other subsequent

Inspc¢lhln.the n,li_c
i [¢_%'JI]13ynot c'_cut'd
_ ih¢ fluH11JIv_]II¢Ihu$

$¢1hy iiior¢ Iharl
,_ 2dD(A).
'; The normal vahledlall

bc Slanlpcdof a plait
_hichshallbenlmm.

• _ led ona readily.
!' ob_,",ablc p_;'¢c,

.: Table 5-17 Proposed Swedish Limits for Stationary

Vehicles
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5. Z. 2 Other Actions Beside Regulatory Actions

5. Z. 2.1 Vehicle Noise Reduction

Noise control technology aiming at reducing noise emission

at the source has recently received more attention by motor vehicle manu-

facturers. A great deal of effort, research and funds are assigned for.

technical measures that would bring about more noise reduction as illu-

strated by tbe following examples from two representative countries.

Sweden

The Swedish motor manufacturers Volvo and SAAB have

furnished particulars concerning the level to which noise emission can be

reduced without altering the basic design of the various vehicles, and

also concerning the costs involved in reductlons to certain levels.

Cars

SAAB believes a reduction to 79 dBA measured as per

1SO R 362 is possible. This will require the fitting of new, improved

intake and exhaust silencers as well as screening off the noise generated

in the engine compartment {encapsulation, sound-absorbent material}.

Volvo believes that a reduction to 78 dBA is attainable, which, given the

variation occurring in mass production, means that the mean value for

production will have to be reduced below 77 dBA. In addition to the above

measures, Volvo refers to reduction of englne noise emission by stuffer-

ing the oil sump and the cam-shaft - transmission cover.

The Volvo and SAAB estlmate that it will cost an addltional

Sw. cr. 200-Z50 (about $44-55) to bring the noise level of mass produced

cars down to 80 dBA assuming thatthe same limit is applied in most

other European eotmtries. To this figure must be added increased service

costs when replacing the exhaust system, as well as a marginal rise in

fuel costs. (5-13}
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The two motor manufacturing firms believe that the sound

level of lorries can he reduced to 86 and 84 , measured as per

ISO P_362, for heavy lorries (3,500 kg) with engine ratings of more than

ZOO HP and less than 200 HP respectively, without any latsratlons to

the existing basic designs. To accomplish this, the following measures

are necessary:

o introductionof a thermos£allcally cooled radiator fan

o scroenlng devices along both sides o[ the engine
compartment, with special extensions forwards and
backwards

o sound-absorbent material together with oil protection

and mechanical protection in the greater part of the
engine compartment

o a tight-flttingand soundproof hut easily fittedcover
beneath the engine and radiator fan and parts of the

clutch housing

o more efficientand much larger or double exhaust silencers

o more efficientintake silencers

o far more efficientwater and oil cooling systems.

SAAB and Volvo stats that ifthese measures were taken for

the Swedish market only, the price of each vehicle would increase by about

$88[ (Sw. cr. 4,000). This increase will be halved ifthe same restric-

tions are introduced it* their other markets.

Buses

Reference has already been made to a "silentbus," the CR lllM,

manufaeturered by SAAB. This model can keep within a maximum noise emi-

ssion of 77 dBA. The requisite adjustments add about $i,444 (Sw. cr. 6,500)

tO the price of the vehicle and 350 kg to its weight.

Engines

Work is currently in progress in Sweden on the

• development of the Stifling ongim. This project is be.ingconducted by a

specially formed company, United Stlrllng(Sweden) AB, under license from
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Philips of Holland. One of the advantages of the Stirling engine is its low

sound level. A i50 kW engine is estimated to have a sound level of 80 dB(A)

or more. In a vehicle fitted wltha Stirling engine, tl_e engine itself becomes

a subordinate noise factor. Instead most of the noise that is generated

comes from the radiator fan and tires. A particular problem in this respect

is posed by the fan compartment, since tile Stirling engine transfers more

heat to the cooling water than a dieselengine operating with the same out-

put. United StirlingAB . expects to have solved the problems connected

with theStlrling engine by 1978, when mass production is planned to begin.

(5-13)

United Kingdom

In the United Kingdom the Transport and Road Research Labora-

tory (TRRL) is currently involved in a 5-year quiet vehicle program designed

to demonstrate the technical and commercial feasibilltyo[ quiet heavy traffic.

The objective of the program is to produce two demor_stration trucks,one 250

BHP and one 350 BHP, with noise levels of 80 dBA or less. The program

is progressing in two stages. The first stage involves a coordinated effort

among the TRRL, the Institute of Sound and Vibration Research, and th_

Motor Industry Research Association.

The Institute of Sound and Vibration Research has been investi-

gating methods to reduce engine noise (to 77 dBA, gearbox noise (to

77 dBA and intake noise (to 69 dBA . Engine noise reduction is being

pursued along two lines: increasing structural stiffnessand damping.

Methods being evaluated to increase structural stiffnessinclude using

stiff vertical crankshaft supports and incorporating an internal bearing

beam iathe crankcase frame. Increased structural damping is being in-

vestigated through the use of dampened cylinder block wall panels and a

dampened sump fixed to the lower deck of the cylinder block.
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The Motor Industry Research Association has been conducting

research to reduce exhaust systern noise ( to 69 dBA) and internal truck

cab noise ( to 75 dBA in order to reduce user exposure.

Stage two of this 5-year program to be carried ou_ by industry

consists o£ the actual development antl testing of commercially viable

vehicles. (5-12)
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5,2.2.2 Tire/Road Noise

Rolling noise has been indentifled as a major source of annoyance

to people living in the vicinity of hlgh-speed roads. In an attempt to deal

with this problem the extent and nature of rolling noise as a component of

vehicle noise is being explored and studied in many countries.

The l_atlonal Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute has

been engaged in this area of traffic noise problem through several

projects: "Tire Noise Screening;" "Tire Noise--Influence of Tire and

Road Surface; '1 "Tire Noise Recommendation Regarding a Measurement

Method, " and "Analysis of Vehicle Noise from Coarse Texture Pavements".

(5-9) Another project presently in progress in Sweden is regarding tire

noise measurement methods. The objective of this project is to obtain

reporducible measurements of tire noise, to study the influence of different

parameters on sound generation and to develop vehicle screens to prevent

file diffusion of tire noise, The project is located in Stockholm and is

being financed by the National Board for Technical Development. (5- 1 )

The Federal Institute of Road Affairs in West Germany has

been active in tire noise generation research. Their research has

revealed that car radial and bias-ply tire noise has a dependency on the

fourth power of vehidle speed while truck tires fall in the range between the

third and fourth power of vehicle speed. Additionally, the empirical

studies indicate that noise levels are related to tire footprint width, noise

spectra are independent of speed, worn tires without profile tend to be

2-3 dBA quieter, and rayon is quieter than nylon when used in tire

construction. (5-12)

: The Transport and ltoad ResearCh Laboratory of the DepartmentI

! of the Environment of the United Kingdom has been concerned with research

on tire noise and road surface effects on noise generation. The Laboratory

reported the following results in the area of rolling noise. (Figure 5-8)
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Figure 5-g. Total Vehicle Noise ann Coasting Noise

Source: (5-17)

Figure 5-8 shows for an average lightvehldie, up to i.5 t, anU

an average heavy vehicle, over i.S t, how rolling noise and total noise

vary under motorwa 7 conditions and in urban streets. For heavy vehicles

in urban streets rolling noise is so much quieter than the total vehicle

noise tlmt itis unlikeiy to be noticeable. For lightvehicles in urban streets

and heavy vehicles on motorways rolling noise is about 7 dBA below total

vehicle noise. This dilference suggests that although rolling noise may not

be the predominant source of vehicle noise,lie contribution isnot insignifi-

cant and changes of rolling noise will cause similar but smaller changes in

totalnoise. For lightvehicles running on motorways, rotting noise is only"

2 dBA tess than totalnoise and is clearly predomiftant. For this combina-

tion of vehicle and road any small change in rolling noise will cause an almost

identical change in total vehicle noise.
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In the U.K.. annoyance from rolling noise is assessed by"

deterrrdring the level of LI0 (18 hours). The derivation of levels on this

scale from a knowledge of vehicle level and speed is not simple bat t/is

necessary compu_zt_on has been accomplished ushlg the Laboratory's com-

puter model of traffic noise. The provision of a son,plots opec[fission of

LI0 (18 hours) will require the derivaeon of predictive relations for _he

range of road surfaces typlcally encountered in the United l_ingdom. An

investigation to measure t/_e basic vehicle noise data and to assess the

safety as we]/ as other aspects of road surfaces is presently part of a

joint program with the i%_aterials Division.

In the area of effects of road surface texture on noise the

Transpor_ and Road Researcb Laboratory has reported their findings. A

coarse texture is incorporated into the surface of roads to provide drain-

age paths or channels which a//ow the dispersal of water In much the same

way as the tread pai-_e_n on a tire, Provision of suf-flclent texture enables t/le

skidding resistance of a surface to be maintained at high speed at a level

similar to treat available to low-speed traffic.

In the search for improved levels of high-speed skid-resistance

it has become increasingly necessary also to consider the noise produced

hy traffic using the textured surfaces. A survey was therefore is[flared in

[974, and subsequently extended, to provide information on the relation

between noise and the effectiveness of surface texture in sustaining skidding

resistance at high speeds.

Inltla[ results have established that the noise from tight vehicles

increases with increasing texture both on bituminous and concrete surfaces

although the relationship is different for the two types 0£ construction (Fig. 5-9).

With heavy vehicles, the tire/road noise is masked by the higher engine and

transmission noise; they areaot therefore discussed in this leaflet.
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Source: (5:17)

The effectiveness of texture in sustaining skidding resistance

as speed increases has been found £o differ according towhether the surface

is concrete or blturnino_s. This is bocaase texture on concrete is basically

providedin a transverse manner whereas, on bituminous surfaces, texture

is more random due to the distribution of chippings. By utilising established

re|atioaships the noise levels have been related to the effectiveness of the

various surfece textures in providing high-speed skid-reslstance as defined

by "the percentage change in BFC from 50 to 130 km/h." The resaltlng

relationship (Fig. 5-10 demonstrates 5hat, forlight vechicles, the noise emanat-

ing fron% a road surface, of whatever type, is proportlona[ to the effective-

ness of that surface in maintaining the skidding resistance properties at

higher speeds.

Further studios are being made to evahzate alternative forms of

coarse texture in concrete surfaces and to distinguish between _iro/z'oad

noise andrnechanica[ noise from heavy vehicles, (5-19)
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5,2.Z.3 Noise Screening

Noise screening is an effective measure in traffic

noise abatement. Noise barriers [lave been constructed by many countries

as a means of protecting inhabitants from noise. These barriers have

different types of designs and are used for dlfferent noise abatement pur-

poses. In their function they may be experimental, noise-absorbing or

noise-reflecting. Their substance may inciudc different materials such

as wood, steel, plastics, concrete, earti% or s combination of these and other

materials. Performance of noise barriers reportedly varies.

Japan seems to he one of the most advanced countries i_iusing

noise barriers as a means of fighting traffic noise along highways. Presently

in Japan, acoustic barriers are most widely applied to the road construction

itself as noise control procedLtres. Many types of wail constructions have

been developed and applied, k_ost of them are the panel type having neces-

sary sound insulation characteristics and also having sound absorption on one

side of the panel. Until the end of Marcn1976, the totallengt/l Of barrier xvalls

applied to the road bythe Japan Highway Corporation amnunmd to about 85

kilometers. Many types of barriers have been used resulting in some prob-

lems in the maintenance of ti_ewall. So, Japan Highway Corporation is now

preparing a standard type of battler wall construction. In the case of import-

ant areas, acoustic shelters wore appiled to the road. In this case, of

course, noise problems are solved except for noise radiation from the opening

of the shelter as in the cas_ of a tunnel. Here, the sound absorption treat-

ments o[ the inner surface of the shelter or tunnel would play an important

role for the control of noise radiated from the opening. (5- 3)

The following table provides a general overview of traffic noise

barriers and their perforn_ance in reducing noise along traffic routes in

European countries. (Table 5-18)
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Table 5-18 (continued)
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Table 5-18 (continued)

C°nntructi°rl Len_ l lleiKht N°_ne /_tlenuatlon Othl r Re[eVSAL Jl_J'Drlr.&tlon
Country _olse B,rrler Site L=oc&Iion Miterl=I= Eutlmation

[,'_rrer,_'l Hupublio Noise Barrier- ;air of Stec[ ab0_t ,H-3.(* m :"iniahc_ in 1'/75; conotrucled along
ill L;_r_,l_tny SHu #7(3 _,l¢.l;)loaheirn 1.1.30 • _-1_ ft) unu sidu ,d It*,J highway on out ,nd

ICulltJ;tl*_d} till _,ectiune alld vacant Jand pJAnned
for nuise Hen=lilive dove]opnlen[. Th
frollt (adle# O[ [he _t*_l b_trier p_n=lb

wore _,ur/ur_¢ed s_L(I} holuJ and [he
ab_orhi¢l_ interior _al h[lcd _ith
ahreddcd rubber _eld in by • wire
rn_st_ and th_ back is _olld,

Source= [nform_*tion in th_s table h_*s been b_teed m=inly' on a report by _ehren=, F, A, and Burry, T, M.
"_uropean_:xperlencesinll_hway/qo[_e," Report No. FlrW'A.[t0.123, November 1975, pp. 657.667.

Note= I, ]n column 6 (No[=e Attenuation _mllm_tl_n) the dllt;tncc from/to highway lJ n¢)t BpecIfl_d,
I ro_,vevet", we ,_mnume that it in o[ _e order o_ 100 rnete_'m _nd *tt _roun_l I_vel,

U't Z. The a_ten_A_lon _t ground i'loor w_=_ [elm ch_n Ih=_tat flt_ fJo_t becau=le Jjround

_n _lo0r _ already linen partially" ahielded by the roadway elew_on.
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5.2.2.4 Buildin_ Insulation A_alnst Traffic Noise

The U.K. is tim only country now actively com-

pensating residents near highways for damage

from road trafficnoise. The payments are usoable

by the householder £o partiallypay for installing

acoustic materials in file exterior shell of affected

hours to alternate road traffic noise.

For further iMormation on oHmr aspects of _his

problem, see Chapter 6, "Noise illBuildings."
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5.2.2. 5 Planning and Zoning

in planning new roads in Japan, noise control procedures

are now included as a design factor. Thus, in designing new roads,

estimatior_of noise around roadside areas are derived from

the traffic volume, mixture of heavy vehicles, average velocity and other

factors, and the results of the estimation are compared with the Environmental

Standards adopted for that area. If the estimated value is above the stand-

ard, several noise control procedures are applied in the design, such as

alteration of road constructions, application of acoustic barriers ,

and institution of neutral green zones along the road. (5- 3 I

In the Federal Republic of Germany where traffic noise is the

moat widely distributed source of noise, 18 citieshave so far worked out

the distribution of noise within their municipality, in the form of more or

less complete noise mapping. This has been done On a purely voluntary

basis. The maps usually indicate the various levels of noise using a

bandwidth of 4 to 5 dBA. However, procedures for the technicalities

have not yet been standardized. The purpose of these noise maps is to

supply data for city planning. The Federal Government intends to make

regulations for trafficnoise similar to those for aircraft noise.

The noise level along streets and hlghways yet to be constructed will

be calculated based upon the estimated trafficresult, (5-Z4)

In dealing with noise emitted by trucks, certain routes and

time restrictions were designated for these type of vehicles.

In this regard the city of Stockholm, Sweden implemented the following

regulations specificallyto reduce trafficnoise:

i. No heavy trucks (3_ tons or over) were allowed at night
(I0p.m. to 6 a.m.),

2. Long trucks (12 meters in length or greater) were

restricted to use only designated highways and streets.
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3. Heavy trucks were restricted to use designated truck
routes.

Two speclflc cases are worthy of mention concerning the use of

truck restriction to control highway noise in West Germany. All tracks

over 7.5 tons are restricted from using a main highway between

Bonn and Koblenz during the hours ofl0:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.

Secondly, trucks arc res_:ricted from using a local trunk road

to bypass steep grades on a section of autobahn near Alsfeld in the State

of I-lessen.

InEngland, the British government, all counties, and tl_e.

Greater London Council are working on plans for a national and lucal

system of truck routes, in coanectionwith this overall plan, the GLC

is working on establishing designated heavy truck rotates in the London

area in an attempt to regulate the traffic of heavy trucks on London

streets by channeling them off of the most unsuitable streets and onto a net-

work of main roads. At the same time, local areas needing special relief

can be protected by banning trucks from entering unless they are.

needed to collect or to deliver goods. (5-12)

In some new French towns, Cergy.Pontofse about fifteenmiles

outside Paris is a case in point, a system of zoning is applied. Along-

side motorways no housing is allowed on a belt 30 meters wide from the

edge of the carriageway and apartments between 30m and 80m

from the edge of the carriageway have to be soundproofed. Along other

roads housing construction is not permitted within thirteen meters from

the edge of the carriageway.

But the most noteworthy examples of protection against

traffic noise in new towns are in Great Britain. In Stevenage, for example,

a new town of some i00,000 inhabitants, road traffic,cyclists and pedest-

rians are entirely segregated. Transit traffichas to take a circular route
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and traffic to the town itself ends up in parking lots outside the housing

estates. Cycle and footpaths are the only routes passing through the

residential areas. Thus, apart from increased safety and a better

environment for play and for walking, traffic noise is considerably

reduced. Motor traffic is being prohibited on an increasing scale in

some of the older quarters of towns throughout Europe. I.n Rouen, France,

two streets in the center have been closed to vehicles and a broad pedest-

rian precinct is planned. Vehicle-free zones have been set up in Norwich

in Great Britain, Copenhagen in Denmark, Esseain Germany, Bern in

Switzerland, Vienna in Austria, and elsewhere. Other towns will be

introducing the same restrictions. (5..20)

In Switzerland, a dozen streets in Zurich are closed to mopeds

and motorcycles between 10:00 p. rn.and 7:00 a.m. in order to

protect the local hospitals and resldential areas from noise, and since

1959 vehicles passing through Lausanne have had to go around the city

during the night-time. It is important to mention here that heavy vehicles

are not allowed to run anywhere in the country during the night with the

exception of buses, fire engines and trucks carrying certain perishable

goods. Also, in the Federal Capital of Switzerland, the public decided

not to spend money on buses but to extend the trolley-bus routes which

cause less poltutlon and noise. This has irffluencedother Swiss cities to

do the same thing. Bern thus provides a perfect example of a combination

of traffic noise abatement--a ban on trucks, vehlcle-free zones and near-

silentpublic transport, (5-20)
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5.3 Railroad and Rapid Transit

5.3. I Railroad

Railways were originally supposed to involve far less of a

noise problem than roads and airports. However. dais view is beginning

to change, especlaliy with tile introduction of high speed trains. More

countries are paying alteration Lo this problem. Some countries have

already introduced legal measures to control noise from trains.

5.3. 1.1 Regulations

Envlronmontai quality standards concerning noise from the

ShlnkansenRailway in Japan have beezlestablished. Noise standards for

this type of super-express train were issued by the Environmental Agency

of Japan on 29 July 1975. According to the Ministerial order, the regulation

level for Area I (mainly residential areas) is 70 dBA and for Area rI

(commercial and industrial areas) 75 dBA . 11 also shows the target

fulfillment period. These levels have been established from the results

of a survey on community response to noise. As for ordinary train

noise, there is at present no statutory control in Japan. (5-22) (5-23)

5.3.1.2 Guidelines

The Japanese train noise standards have been set at 70 dBA

or below in areas used primarily for residential purposes and at 75 dBA

or below in other areas which should be still similarly protected from

noise pollution in the residents' daily lives, These standards must be

attained as soon as new railroads have beta constructed and put into

service, in the case of existing railroads they must be achieved wlth the

" least practlcai delay. (5-22) These standards have been adopted by the

Tokyo Metropolitan Government 1974PLan to Protect Citizens of Tokyo

from Environmental Pollution.
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Compliance with these standards is determined as

follows: "Train noise shall be measured at points one meter

from each res}denLia[ structure and this shouid be done with respect to

trains that pass through the spot in one hour. The maximum noise level

is recorded for each train, then the arithmetic mean taken from the higher

half of the maximum noise levels thus recorded shall be the representative

value for checking the compliance. The measuring device to be used shall

he either the sound level meter specified in ,]IS Cl50Z of Japan Industrial

Standards or the precision level meter in International Electrotechnical

Commission (IEC) publication 179" (5-ZZ)

5.3.1.3 Non-Regulatory Actions

Noise from railroads is being attacked in various ways in

the Federal Republic of Germany. The first project is to design cars

and engines which do not produce much noise. Additionally, there is a

trend towards concrete bridges rather than steel bridges, and there

is a nationwide program to polish the rails of the main connections at

a rate of 5000 km per year (approximately 3100 miles/year), in order

to get rid of the mlcro-ripples. The latter procedure reduces

noise omlsslon by an average of 5 dBA. The rail segments of the main

connections are already welded together in order to reduce noise

and vibration. (5-23)

In the United Kingdom, the following tables relating to

redaction in noise level caused by a railway cutting and reduction in noise

levels due to }louses have been provided bye recent investigation,
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'l'aulc 5-19 li_dactiozL in lqoise Level in dBA Caused by a

l_ailway CuttLng at Two DLstances from the Track.

Reduction in Noise level (dg(A))

CU_ depth
difference(m)
(re:Im) 2 3 5

67 2 33 3 67

Near Far ::ear Near FarDistance (m) Far
Track Track Track ,Track Track Track

25 Mean 2.83 5,67 5.33

(sip.) oi3211(o2a.,)(o2a2)(o.Ts)[(l.Ts)(l.2n
&O Mean 3.00 1.3 3.67 1.3 ]4.67 3.0

(S.D.) 3.89) (-) (0,82) (-) ](1.86) (-)

Source (5-26)

Taole S-L0 o_n**,,.ry of P.cuacrlo;.in Noise

Levels Due to _Jouses

Type of House De_/S.D.I Terrac@s approM) Terraces approx,

150n 1on_ 300m 1@n_

Number of ro_s | _2 l %2

Number of sites 3 7 (6)* ii 7
Number of Era[ns 12 50 (24) 28 [6
Excess 8.3 11.9 (12.9) [4.7 [7.1

atlon dH(A)
StandardDevi- 1.84 3.06 (1.69 2.7 2.2

arian (dB_

*Om,Ats data for reductionac one slte that was much less than
expected compared to the o_her sites.
No_e: (1) Gap in _erraee can reduce effect by 3dB(A) in region of
gap (2) High banks reduce effect conslderahly (by abou_ 4 ov
_dg(A))and can effectively reduce _he number of rows of houses
(3) All train typesappear to be affected in the same way,

Source: (5-Z6)
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5.3.2 Rapid Transit

Subways constitute a crlticai element in the urban transportation

system, while streetcars are vanishing from the scene. A section on

surface traffic noise would not be complete without at least a brief review

of noise control measures or activities aimed at reducing noise from

subways.

Foreign subways, sucb as Toronto. Hamburg or Berlin, are

reputed to be quieter than those in the United States. A brief review of

examples of subway noise reduction may be of interest.

In Japan, a noise measurement survey was conducted through

a test run of a subway train over a straight section of the Ginza line, and

an acoustical treatment on the side wails and ceiling of the tunnel was

employed for noise reduction purposes. The sound-absorbing material

consisted of flannel, asbestos spray and mineralwooi spray. It was found

that the noise level in the car could be reduced by 5-8 dB over the entire

frequency spectrum from 100-4000 HZ. (5-Z7)

In the design of the Toronto subway, noise controlwas an

important consideration, The source of the subway noise, broadly speaking,

is .the subway car itself. In modern cars with properly designed suspen-

sions, couplings and drive mechanisms, the principle remaining noise is

thatproduced by the rolling contact of metal wheels on rails. The vibra-

tions thus set up inwheels and rails are radiated directly as airborne

noise within the subway enclosure and are greatly accentuated by tunnel

reverberation. (5-30)

One of the factors contributing to noise on older subway.lines

is the series of impacts produced by 0pen railjoints. The modern prac-

ticeof welding rall joints has eliminated this problem. Experiments

were undertaken on the Paris Metro to eliminate the metal-to-metal con-

tact by using rubber tires. Airborne noise in the subway enclosure may

be controlle'dby applying sound-absorbing material as close to the sound
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source as possible. In the Toronto subway, a -l-foot-wlde strip of blghty

absorbent material was mounted along the tunnel wails at wheel level.

Noise st varlous stations in the Moscow subway network was measured

over a frequency range of 25 to 1600 Hz. Table 5-2i shows high and low

readings for each octave band.

Center Fre uenc , Hz SoundJ_ressure level,dB

I00 Low: 78 High: 94
200 79 I01
400 88 105

800 79 I02

1600 8P. 98

Table 5-21 Noise Levels in file Moscow Subway. Source: (5-55)

Typical escalator and train operating compartment readings

were 84 dB and 90 dBA. (5.33)

The construction of the Vienna subway, a twenty year project

begun in t969 and expected to open in 19S0, wilt run through a vicinityof

noise-sensitive areas where concert halls, the State Opera Building,

hotels and residential buildings are located. Judith LanE, in a paper

gives during the Inter-Nolse '76 Conference, described the noise controi

measures and their effectiveness in dealing with noise probierns,

associated with the Vienna subway:

"From sound level measurements carried out in

buildings near the Viennese municipai rail system
and from the resuits of measurements in different

European cities as reported in the literature, it

can be seen that the noise from underground trains

passing by can usually be detected inside buildings
as far as _0 rn from the tunnels. The sound levels

range from 50-70 dBA near the t_nne],to Z0-40 dBA

at greater dlstances.
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Noise _ontrol ;]]easul._S, therefore, had to be found.

In order to design these in a n_ost effective and economic

manner we bad lo gather Lhe following data:

the vibration levels of the subway structure

the influence of dif[erent track support systems on it

the attenuation in the ground

a possible attenuation from the tunnel into the

ground and fron2 the ground into the bui[dlng

the propagation of the sound within the building.

The work on tlle design of sound insulation measures

started in 1968 by order of the Viennese Transport

and Municipal Legal Authorlties." (5-32)

Data on vibration and _he effect of sound absorption of airborne

noise on the Vienna subway is provided in the following table and graphs.

sum 0£ oc_aveband v_br_t_0n IQvo]D 1o_baiden_,
)I,5, 63, 125 SZ

traok |_pport uyntes aon_resB ground-plate pile 7,5 m
d%ntQnce

_' I'dS"" " ¢_ _' b a /*dSml dR aB dSlJl_ aS 3BCaI da ,.., mm

v.po-_?n_leepers en _,3 e= b%llnnt S_ _ r_ gl _j ); ,_ I_ '_,v z,'_

_ol:,'_ot]i_ne _le_po_'_ in ¢=n¢cots .... '

P ol',';:e Zh_nSOc_n=r_esleonr_ _nea_ed in rubber
Po_3-/:eshane slcepars onc_sed _n r_bbe_
enve_:p,3 in _onc."o;e_ on ri_b_or ma_ _a _; _# _ _?
pol.%-&rethhn_ s_._po._S _sc_ed n rubber

&'Ooi('a s_ eper_ esca_o_ ,%nrL_bhor

w0o_n slO_pe_ en &sod to rub _=

1

_/ zrler _onatruc_on; Stadtbahn=tcatn, upped 40 km/h.Sub_$-lr_ln, _ood 80 k_/h,

Table 5-2Z Lowtrequency-vibration Levels Measured wi%h

Passing Train for Different Track Support Systems - Vienna Subway.

Source (5-32)
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6. NOISE INSIDE BUILDINGS

6. 1 Introduction

The design and construction of buildings are governed by

a wide range of laws, regulatlons and codes to ensure that new buildings

meet basic requirements for safety, health and con]fort. In recent

years the responsibillty for building regulations has, in most European

countries, been extended to the national level, thus abandoning the

practice of leaving the supervision to local authorities. In ECE countries

attempts have been made to extend such regulations to the international

level.

The first step toward an internatlonai building code was

made in 1970. The Committee on Housing, Building and Planning

requested its Working Party to undertake a comprehensive study of

the existing buliding regulations in force in ECE countries. The

first draft was prepared in January 1973 and has subsequently been

revised and supplemented by additional data submitted by the govern-

meats and international organizations concerned. (6-4 p.l)

Altogether, twenty two ECE countries participated in the

programj which resulted in the publication of ))Building Regulations

inEGE Countries" (New York, 1974). The compilationiaciudes

building regulations, official building authorities and other bodies

concerned with the legislative framework of construction, the means

of control and procedures for approval of buildings and building

projects, and the scientific research pertain.lag thereto. The

participating countries include Austria, Belgium, .'Bulgaria, Cyprus,

' Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland, France, FRG, Ireland, Italy,

The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Romania, Spain, Sweden,

Swltzeriand, UnltedKingdom, U.S.A., U.S.S.R,, Yugoslavia,
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Among other measures promoting a better cooperation

among ECE countries, one in particular deserved attention, At the

Fourth ECE Seminar ell tile Building Industry, held in London in

October 1973, agreement was reached on a series of measures to

be taken on tile national and international levels to remove technical

obstacles to international trade in tim building field. (6-4 p. 4)

6. g Decision Criteria For Noise

Fifteen large-capacity office rooms in Switzerland were

investigated for noise levels; 591 employees were interviewed, mostly

males between Z0 and 40. Noise was measured in several spots more

than once. The noise level prevailing 50 percent of the time and

fluctuating between 47 and 5Z dBA was designated as mean level and

set at hSO. At this Level, there was no interference with intelligibility

of speech. Noise values that exceeded the acceptable ievelhy 1 percent

of the time were designated as frequent peaks Ll. This boundary

value ranged from 57 to 65 dBA. (6-1p. Z74)

Employees i,ltervlewed on. their reactions to noise in

fiiteeen office rooms havegenerally complained about excessive

noise levels despite the fact that the measurements showed that noise

levels were relatively low. Altogether 35 percent, mainly managers

and college graduates, declared that they felt annoyed by noise.

( 6-i p 275) Percentage-wise, the sources o_ annoyance were

pointed out as follows: 45_,. conversation: ZS_o, office machinery:

Z0_0, telephone_ 8_0, loafers around the office: Z_0, outdoor noise.
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Interviews conducted with the employees of the fifteen

large-capacity offices have proven that Large offices have better

acoustic quailties than smaLL offices with the same an'_ottnt of employees

per specific area (6-I p Z78) since in a Larger room the noise

distribution patterns is more uniform than in a smaller room (although

the mean noiss Level 550 was found to be ahnost equal in both types

of offices).

6.3 Regulations and Guidelinos

6.3.1 Genera[

Building regulations in ECE countries are valid for all

Lyloes of building activity and all types of buildings and structures.

In most countries, there is a difference between building

regulations and technical standards. Standards usually state dimensions

and properties of material, whereas building regulations refer inainiy

to requirements such as structural safety, fire security, indoor

climate, sound insulation, etc. Above all, building regulations state

that a buiLdin_ permit must be obtaiaedbefore a building is constructed,

the basic aim being to ensure health and safety.

It is possible to discern a certain genera[ structure in

the system of buiidlng regulations in most ECE countries. This

structure usually consists Of building laws, regulations supplementary

to the Law, and finally regulatory doc_mnents also comprising technics[

specifications.

In the USA, FRG, or Swltzerland, ther_ are as yet no

reguLatlons that are mandatory for the whole country, although basic

construction rogu[ations have, an a ruts,a nationwide validity.
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At tile national conference on noise abatement in Varna,

a paper was delivered oalow-noise machinery operating inside

resldentiat buildings in East Germany. (6 - 8) According to the

existing regulations in force in East Germany (Landcsku!.turgcsetz),

the maximum permissible noise in dwellings is set at 40 dB by day

and 30 dB by night. Thls makes it imperative to limit the noise level

of machinery 8HcH aS elevators, ventilators, water-pressure ralsing

facilities, etc. in multi-story residential houses.

6.3.2 Australia

The Australian Environment Council (AEC) recently (1975)

commissioned studies on the noise levels of household appliances

conseqaentl.y, standards arc expected to be issued some time in 1976

following the availability of results from the above studies and tests.

( 6 - 11)

The recently published Australian Draft Standard DR75136

for "Ambien_ sound levels for areas of occupancy within buildings"

is evidently not yet in force. ( 6 - 18 )

The Department of Environment and Conservation of

South Australia plans to introduce a Noise Control Act (presumably

in 1976) which would establish acceptable noise levels and noise

specifications for domestic noise sources such as air conditioners,

lawn mowers, swimming pool pumps, filters, etc. (6-12)
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6.3.3 Nether lands

In the last two years (1974 and 1975} the Department of

Public Health and Environmental Protection (Volksgezondheid en

ivlilieuhyglene) of the Netherlands has carried out a preliminary noise

abatement program, which was formulated in 197Z, and whlch included

a section on town building. In 1976 the proposed Noise Abatement Bill

will be debated in the Dutch Parliament, discussing the problem of

new regulations, a better application of existing regulations and the

avoidance of new noise problems when planning and designing industrial

faciities,houses and roads.

In the Netherlands, the design standard for noise insulation

in dwellings {NEN-1070} dates back to 1962. The present study aims

at updating and expanding the text. (Measuring methods employed are

in agreement with ISO/R 140- 1960. The assessment-procedures tald

down in NEN-1070, however, are different from those inISO/R 717-

1968.)

In the Netherlands, the only existing legal regulations

in the fieldof noise inside bui[dings are to be found in the municipal

by-law regarding building. They consist of building codes, partially

derived from NEN 1070. However, these codes are hardly supplied

and there is no enforcement or performance testing at all. Thus in

the Netherlands. with its large building programs after World War II,

a large number of houses is known to have insufficient noise insulation

with respect to adjacent houses. The booming developments inhi-fi

and other electro-acoustical equipment have led to a serious noise

problem, the appearance of which was triggered in particular when

the Noise Abatement Bill was presented to Parliament.
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The ISili contains under Sect[oc, 17 an Amendn'_ent of the

IIousing Act, which will make it possible for the Ministers of Housing

and of Puhiic Health and Environmental Protection together to set

noise standards for new hotlses and to introduce a compulsory perfor-

mance testing system for housing designs and finished buiidings.

( 6 - 13)

At present some pilot projects are undertaken to apply

existing know-how to new housing projects and to existing houses

{renovation and rehabliitation) in coLmection with other irrlprovsments.

In some Dutch cities, munleipa[ building authorites took

[ the initiative to set up noise insuta_ion programs in close cooperation

with the huiiding industry IMiddeiburg) or to use their authority to

get botte_r results from building participants (Eindhovon).

For noise sensitive hui[dings no legal actions hays been
J

taken so far. However, these are foreseen in the Noise Abatement

Bill

In the construction of these types of hultdings, usually

attention is being paid to the noise aspects and acoasticai consultants

are frequently involved,

For 1976 more insulation projects are foreseen in the

Netherlands and it is expected that with the new NEN-1070 in force,

as well as a new directive of the Minister for Housing with regard

I to subsidized housing, the projects will ensure housing will have
$

hett_r insulation. The implementation problems for the building

industry will necessitate a gradual introduction of the new regulations.

Consumer organizations in the Nethsrlands have been very

activs over the past three years with the noise problems of home

appliances and show test results in their comparative consumer reports

in addition to surveys of traffic noise and building noise prohlsrns.
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The Government is preparing public awareness campaigns

with respect to the use of tess noisy equipment t'or household and

hobby purposes. In 1976 a major campaign is foreseen in this field.

The Noise Abatement Bill includes sections on standards and labeling

of such appliances.

6.3.4 Bell_ium

In Belgium, there is one general noise pollution law,

dated July 18, 1973. This law empowers the King to take the necessary

measures for controllingnoise including the prohibition of production

or sale el:high-noise machinery and imposition of standards for noise

reduction devices. (6 - 15 p. 9)

6.3.5 Sweden

In Sweden, noise inside buildings is handled by" the National

Board of Urban Planning, in cooperation with the National Board of

Health and Welfare, both in Stockholm. Noise from household .

appliances and lawn care equipment is handled by the National Board

for Consumer Policies. ( 6 - 16)

6.3.6 Denmark

In Denmark, within the. last two years (1974 and 1975),

the standard for sound insulationin buildings ISO/R 140 has been

revised. The finalized test should appear in 1976, together with the

revised ISO/1R 717. In 1976, work is planned on a standardized

procedure for the measurement of sound insulation of suspended

ceilings. (0-17) Noise inside buildings is regulated by the

building regulation(Bygnings-reglemsnt) of 1972, but there are no

programs on household appliances and law care equipment. Such

programs are presently under study by the EEC commission on noise.
6-8
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6.3.7 West Germany

There are no national regulatlons in FRG (as of January 1976)

on noise originating inside tile building, but there are guidelines issued

by the DIN and VDI, dealing with noise from the heating system, house-

hold appliances, elevators, air conditioners t etc. (6- 19 p. 9)

The DIN 4109, the most important guideline, deals with insulation

against noise effects inside the building. These recommendations

have been incorporated in laws of some of the German states (Laender).

As a rule, hospitals and schools must get improved sound insulation

during construction. Some DIN and VDI recommendations refer the

sound insulation of the outer '.vails of buildings and their windows.

Filter measurements of airborne and impact noise of

structural parts are done according to frequency, as stated in DIN

52Z10 (Nos. 1. 3 and 4), issued as a draft between January 1971 and

December 1974. They are generally in agreement with Hie ISO

recommendation ISO/R717 (1968). The finalized version was expected

to be put in force some time after April 30, 1975, the deadline for

comments on the proposed standards.

The Council of Experts for l_nvironment ]Problems

(Ref. 6.23, p. xi) inFRG recon%mended a stricter control over

residential construction with respect to noise abate_nent, as welt

as generallowering ofnoise limits inside dwellings. Table 6-I

(6-Z3 p 80) liststhe mean and maximal noise levels in dl_A,

according to the existingVDI guidelines (VDI l_ichtllnieZ729),

for dwellings.
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Table 6-1

German Interlor Noise Criteria (Guidelinel

Mean Level Mean Maximal

Type of Room in dBA . Level in dBA

Bedrooms 25-30 35-40

i) in residential/hospi_ai/
recreationai areas 25-30 40-45

2) in other areas 30-35 ,10-45

Living room_

1) in residential/hospital/
recreational areas 30-35 40-45

2) in other areas 35-40 45-50

Source: (6-22 p 153)

The guidelines for assessing noise in apartments, according to

the existing West German norms (as of December 1974) are presented

in Table 6-2,

Table 6-2

\Ves_ Gern_an Norms Related to Noise in Residences

Maximum A Noise Mean Level ( a criterion

Norm_ and year Level in dB /or assessment) in dB

VDI 2058 - 1973 35 25

VOl 2565 - 1971 30 --

VDI 2559 - 1972 40-45 30-40

VDI 2719 - 1973" 35-40 25-30

DIN 4109 - 1962 30 --

TA noise - 1968 -- 30
i

!ISOR 1996- 1971 -- 25

* VDI 2058 - assessment of working noise; VDI 2565 - assessment o£
of noise inside apartments; VDI 2569 - assessrnen_ of traffic noise;
VDI 2719 - noise attenuation by windows_ DIN 4109 - noise protection
in construction of buildings; TA law (see section on West Germany);

ISO R 1996 - assessment of noise with respect to community reaction.
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A draft of a norm for measuring airborne souad insu[atloa

outer walls and windows, to be commented on anti[ April 30, 1975, ls

given in DIN 52Z10 (Dec. '74).

Certain design cbaracteristics of walls, partitions and

ceilings could reduce the noise level by about i0 dB. (6-Z0 p. 46)

Wails partitions beAveen apartments should be about 350 to 500 kg/m 2

in thickness and should have an additional noise-attenuating skin of 40 nlm

thick iTiineral woo| plus a IZ.5 n_m gyps[urn cardboard p[asterlng.

Ceilings between apartments shou|d he 350 to 500 kg/rn 2 with "floating"

floor finish on a Z0 mm fiberboard.

Flanking [facade) outer wails should have a minimum weight

of 350 kg/rn 2 with a noise-altenuating skin of 80 mrn miners[ wool and

12.5 rnm gyps[urn cardboard piaster, Additional modifications are

avaitable, (6-21 p. IZg)

As far as household appliances and taws mowers are concerned.

there are no national noise emission ilmits in FRG. The EEC commission

on noise is currently (Jan. '76) working on establishing uniform noise

limits for these types of machinery. (6 - 19 p. 9) With respect to

lawn mowers, there is a variety of tonal regulations, usually calling

for night-tlme, noon, and Sunday curfews.

6.3.8 United Kingdom

There are a gl'eat number of standards i,ithe United

Kingdom relatlng to the design of structures to achieve various

acoustical properties of transmisslonioss and ahsorptioain addition

to specialized recommendations for hospitais and schoo%s. B.ecently

there has bees an increasing usage ef ISO practices and ao doubt

EEC will produce its own standards, pa_'ticalarly if the recommendations

listed in the fol|owing document are accepted (H. Bastenier,
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W. Kiosterkoetter and J. B. Large "Damag,_ and annoyance caused

by noise" EEC Eur. 5398e. /975).

Interior noise in the United Kingdom is usually measured

in terms of peak dBA. BILL it is usua[ to specify an exterior environ-

ment with dm inference tl_atthe indoor noise levels will then be

acceptable. For example, an NNI of 35 is usually considered an

acceptable external environment, whereas an NNI of 55 requires the

application of soundproofing_

The Building i_.esearch Establishment in the United

Kingdom carried out research to ascertain what acoustic, thermal,

and ventilation specifications were required to insure that proper

interior noise environments could be attained. N4uch of this work

had prevlousiy been completed in solving the I-leathrow Airport noise

problem. In their studies, the BRE evaluated structural mass

requirements, enclosure continuity, and optimum wall structures

with special consideration of double leaf constructions. As a result

of this research a noise insulatlon implementation package was

developed. ( 6 - 9)

The specific requirements of the insulation package appear

in the Noise Insulation Regulations. Applying only to eligible buildings.

the insulation package consists of:

i. Replacement or conversion of existing single pane

windows. For a given pane thickness the regulations

specify the air space between the windows. This is to

assure adequate transmission loss. All gaps are

required to be sealed with compressible reslliant

strips. Also, it is required tl_at both windows must

be openab/e for direct ventilation and cleaning.

2. For control of solar heat the insulation package requires

that venetian blinds be fitted between the panes of the
double windows. The blinds must be white or near white

with a slot width to spacing ratio of between 1.15:1 and

1.25:1.
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3. For control of vcntilaLion, d_e package includes a
noise attenuating ventilator incorporating a variable
speed fan. The regulation specifies that the ventilation
rakes must range from at least 37 tite'rs per second
(l./s) at a back pressure of 10 N_wtons/square meter
to 10 l,/s, at zero back pressure.

AI its maximum ventilatloa rate, the unit must have.

a noise ouq)ut of less than 40 dBA. At the rate of

31 L/s, witb 10 N/m 2 back pressure, the sound level
must be less than 31 dBA. in lhese detern-dnations

the t_easured noise levels must be adjusted to account

for room absorption by subtracting a ternl involving

LogloA , where A is the measured roonl absorption.

So that transmission of noises from the exterior

through the ventilator unit into the room may be
minimized, th_ rsgulations specify minimum I/3

octave transmission toss figures from 10 Hz (30 dB)

to 3150 Hz (53 dB).

4. The regulations also call for a permanent vent to be

installed in each eligibleroom. The vent must be o£

kitesound attenuating type with the same transmission
loss shown in Table Ill. Minimum and maximum

effective air path areas are also specified.

6.3.9 Japan

Japanese taw, article 2g-2, item 2, no. 1, states that a

sound-insulating wall should have a planar density of over 110 kg/sq m.

Double-wait structures should be at Least 35 mm tbick at the inter-

mediate air seam and hays more than 60 kg/sq m total planar density.

Table 6-3 shows transmission losses of a sound insulating wall,

according to the new amended standard in force since 1971. (6-2) and

(6-6)

i
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Table 6-3

_[inimum Transmission Losses of 'Sound insulation _ Wail according to

Japanese Law

Octave Band (Hz) Transmission Loss (d/3)

125 25

500 40

Z000 50

Source: (6-2), {6-6)

The level of transmission toss in windows is found by

measuring the difference between average acoustic levels for two

rooms with an intermediate window., (6-2)

The level of transtnission loss in wiadows due to the sash

was defined as above 18 dB in 1970 (in Japan) when theKJ-ll-type

alsmlnum sash was authorized, In 197Z a sound-lnsulatlng sash

with*reefs than 25 dB level of transmission loss even after 10,000

times of opening and closing was designed.. {6-2)

Modern soundproof wails for tralfioand factory noises

(inJapan) are both sotand-lnsulatingand sound-absorbing (Rsf. 6.2).

Table 6-4 shows f/isboundary values for airbo_ene

noise and in*pactnoise insulation (A: minimum requirements;

/3: dosi1'abie requirements) applicable toSwitzerland,
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Table 6-4

The Bounder V Values for Airborna Noise and Impact Noise

Insu/ation Applicable in Switzerland

Airborne Noise impact Nois_
Insulation Insulation

Index Ia (dB) Index I;(dB)

A_',, B,:, A B

School Premises (EMPA guidelines)

I. Partition walls between classroon_s 45 55 ....

Z. Partition walls between classrooms

and corridors 35 45 ....

3. Ceilings between classrooms 50 55 65 55

4. Partition walls and ceilings bet-

ween music rooms (classes in

slnglng) and adjacent rooms -- 55 55 45

Partition walls and cei!ings
between music training rooms -- 55 55 45

Hotel Rooms (EMPA guidelines)

I. Partition walls and ceilings between

guest rooms 50 55 65 55

2. Partition walls between guest rooms
and corridors 45 50 .....

3. Partition walls and ceilings between

guest rooms and restaurant, kitchen,

etc. premises 55 60 55 45

4, Insulation between guest roo,n_ and

" , bowling alleys 55 65 25 25

)_ A: .Minimum Requirements
B: Desirable Requirements
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Table 6-4

(Contil]_led)

Airborne Noise Impact Noise
Ins u[a lion Ins alation

Index Ia (dB) Index I; (dB)

A B A B

Dwellinss (SIA recomtrtendations)

i. Wall partitions, staircase walls,
ceiling partitions 50 55 65 55

Z. Arcade .... 65 55

3. Partition waits and ceilings between
flats and businesses, such as work-

shops, restaurants, etc. 60 65 50 45

4. Apartment and house doors
a) opening inwardly gO 25 ....
b) opening otttwardly -- 25 ....

5. Windows and glass doors ZO 30 ....

Business Premises (EMPA guidelines)

1. Partition walls and ceilings between

various enterprises 45 55 65 55

2. Partition wails and ceilings between

premises of tim same enterprise 35 45 65 55

3. Partition walls and ceilings between

premises with machinery and office
rooms 55 60 50 45

4. Partition walls and ceilings of

"' managor_s rooms, conference rooms,
etc. 45 55 65 55
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T_ble 6-4 (Continued)

Airborne Noise Impact Noise
Insulation Insulation

Index Ia (dB) Index I; (dB)

A B A B

Hospi_ai Roonls (EI_PA guidelines)

I. Partition waiis and ceilings between
sick rooms 45 55 65 55

2. /_artitionwalls between sick rooms

and corridors 45 50 ....

3. Partition waiL' b_tween sick rooms

and rooms su :h _s kitchens, offices,

etc. 55 60 55 45

Source: (6-3)
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6.4 Bui[din_ insulation Against Traffic Noise

The placement of ]louses and buildings on silts near traffic

routes and highways introduced zLmajor environmental annoyance problem

caused by the continuous flow of traffic. This problem was severely

experienced especially illareas where preplanning or zoning was never

made, To reduce noise levels to compatible limits inside houses antl

buildiags, some countries took different measures to irtsulate from traffic

noise. Sound absorbing materials }lave been used for building noise control

in several ways° Experimental sites have been constructed to develop the

inost effective means and guidelines to deal with tillsproblem. However, i_

is fair to say that insulation of buildings is considered to be _he least

desirable measure in fighting noise due to its costs and also due LO tilefact

that it has no effect on external noise levels in such areas as private and

public open space.

Ill the United I<ingdom the DOE Btlildlng Research Establishment

(BRE),besides achieving tilementioned noise insulation implementation

package, has been engaged in other noise insulation experiments. A pilot

noise insulation project has been carried out on a flat 30 meters from the

edge of a motorway in Douglas House apartments adjacent to the A4ldland

section of the M6 motorway near Birmingham. Behrens and Barry in their

report "European Experience in tile Highway Noise" describe the experiment

and its results as follows:

"This experiment was carried out to study the attenuation

effects of sound insalating a dwelling from heavy traffic

noise 82+ dB(A) and to develop and evaluate special ventilation

and solar heat gain control methods. Insulation treatment

on the living room and bedroom consisted of installing
double windows with white venetian blinds between the window

panges, a double french door leading to a patio, and a sound

insulated mechanical ventilation system. Existing windows

were fitted internally with additional glass panes spaced

20 mm from the existing panes, and white venetian blinds,
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operable from within the rooms, were fitted within the

sound absorbing, fiber lined cavity to assist in solar beat

control. Means of ventilation were provided by a ventilator

fan unLt which drew air into the rooms and a separate

permanent vent which reduced high b_uk pressures,

installed on external walls.

This experiment was carried out concurrently wlth EngtandJs

preparation of specLfications covering sound insulating,

ventLlatlng and solar heat gain control measures to be taken

in dweLLings qualifying for treatment under their 1973

(Building and Buildings) Noise Insulation Rcgulatlons, and

provided the basis for Lnsulation measures presently heLng

employed under these regulations.

The overall measured sound reduction, outsLde to inside,

was 35 dB(A), compared with I0-15 dB(A) for the original

windows partly opened for ventilation, External noise levels

of about 80 dB(A) were reduced to approximately 47 d/3A.

(6-24)

When writing about noise insulation in Sweden the authors of

the mentioned report state that:

"Generally local city planning and zoning regulations and

related building codes would require builders of new homes,

apartment buildings, offices, etc. to insulate for traffLc

noise as welt as for heat if a traffic noise impact existed

or was anticipated. In cases involving traffic noise Lrnpacts

on existing buildings, either due to existing or antlcip_ted

traffic as a result of new highway construction, the local

governments were obligated to take the necessary remedial
noise abatement measares which could include noise

insulation work.

Such noise LnsutatLon work normally consiste'd of installing

special openable, window units. One common type of

special window unit used had three window panes; 2 panes

about 3 cm. apart to act as thermopanes for heat insulation

and a third pane 8-10 cm. apart for souad insulation.

Ventilation systems were provided if needed, in multiple

residential btliLdtngs (apartments, etc.) and office buildings.

Such systems were certified to meet adopted air circulation
standards.
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To assist in tim determination as to whether traffic and

other r_xisting noise warranted special noise insulation
consideration, tile City of Stockholm had prepared a map
{completed in 1973) which indicated tile noise situation for
the entire Stockholm area, Map preparation involved the
measurement of existing noise at about 250 different sites
around tile city betwqcn 19bY to 1973. This noise data
was supplemented by noise prediction modeling calculations
to obtain noise information /or tnap areas not l]leasured, .
All major streets on the map had been color coded into
the following five daytime noise impact catagories: 75 dBA,
70-75 dBA, 65-70 dBA, 60-65 dBA and 60 dBA.

From this map, which is updated periodically, it is possible
to judge what necessary noise impact precautions would
have to be taken to fulfill interior noise requirements,
Only where noise levels were below 60 dBA would ordinary
window construction and planning of homes be possible.
For levels up to 70 dBA, noise reducing windows would
be necessary along with requirements concerning the orientation

of rooms in the dwelling buildings and the orientation and design
of the buildings themselves. For levels above 70 dBA,
additional precautions would be needed such as exterior abate-
ment measures, traffic or vehicle restrictions etc."
(6-z5)

No traffic noise insulation bas been carried out in France and

there seems to be no immediate plans to do any. Also there has not been

any" building insulation carried out for the specific purpose of reducing

traffic noise impact in Switzerland. Noise insulation measures have been

carried otlt in at least two places in Germany. Windows above three

meters in residential dwellings 40-50 meters off a highway were insulated

for traffic noise in Hannover and in the city of Munich. The Noise Group

of the Federal institute of Road Affairs has been conducting research on

special window units which are claimed to achieve 30 dBA reduction of

outside traffic noise level. This system involved an integral glazing-

ventilation unit, Built into eacl_ donble window unit is a small ventilator

fan with a sufficient rate to meet room air change requirements. A
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diagram o[ this window unit appears below.

* Abl'Jft glttar

• _challOtlmpf(md@
: At)lu ft_chlouse
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7. INDUSTRIAL AND CONSTRUCTION NOISE EFFECTS

ON TIIE COMMUNITY

7, I Introduction

Generally, nolse from industry (including construction

projects) has not been tile most annoying source of nuisance in foreign

experience; that honor is reserved for airports (where the annoyance

experienced by a small number of victims has been more intense) and for

vehicular traffic (a far more pervasive noise source) (7-20). This

continues the ranking that was born out by earlier da_a such as the

incidence of complaints in Germany (7-1); Japan, where noise around

aircraft has been a particular problem {7-2); and the United Kingdom,

where noise from factories was fourtl_-rartked (19% of those surveyed)

and construction noise sixth-ranked (5%) in the Wirlson Report.

While nelther factorles nor construction projects are

major sources of annoyance, a given level of construction noise is more

annoying than an equal level of traffic noise, according to recent

studies (7-18).

7.2. Noise from Factories

7.2. 1 Decision Criteria

Because industrial noise emissions to the community

is basically a problem of nuisance and a quality-of-life issue, a

fundamental difficulty is the psychological aspects of the problem:

what kind and level of duration of sound from industry should be

considered as undeslrable when it intrudes into various kinds of

surroundings ?
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IL shouhl not be thought that only heavy industry is

responsible; light service industries scattered throughou£ urban regions

contribute their share of noise annoyance, especially steam laundries,

and reports on light industrial noise problems have been received

fron', countries as varied as the U.K.. israel (7-12), and the USSR,

£n 1973, the Verein Deutscher Ingeniere proposed

that the rating of industrial noise in the community be determined

from the loudness and duration of die noise. By altering the method

of n_easurmnent, account was taken of noise containing bothersome

tones or impulses and/or occurring at certain times of the day (7-3).

Here national differences in culture and life style

become crucial. For example, it is easy to see the impossibility of

determining one measure of industrial disturbance that would he

adequate both for the Scandinavians. whose buildings are tlsuai[F"fitted

with double glazed windows [or protection against the severe climate,

and the lsraells, who have an "open window"llfe style. Or as

another example, one might consider the difference between some

parts of Paris, where a certain a|nount of evening noise is said to

he considered desirable for the ambiance (7-4), and Zurich, where

quiet is highly valued and munlclpal ordinancss against excessive

noise are strictly enforced. The European Economic Commission

(EEC) is now in the process of proposing noise guidelines dealing

with annoyance, sleep, and speech interference which will be

applicable to all member states• Similar work being carried out

by the World Health Organization may result in a set of internationally

acceptable environmental noise crlteria (7-5).
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Several factors are important in preventing noise

annoyance:

a. Prevention of complalnts. The British system

based on BS 4142, for example, uses a standard

nleasurenlent to predict con_plalnts, which is highly

useful for design and planning and also as a

standard for dcteri_nlnlng whether a given complaint
is reasonable.

b. Existing land use adjacent to the factory or

constructlon site. The Gerlnan concept is

(Ortst%blichkelt)--"sultability to the locale".
The British consider that noises i0 dBA above

the local background level are likely to cause

complaints, and if the noise contains unusual

frequency distributions, such as shrill or pure

tones, 5 dBA above backgroLtnd level will suffice

(BS 4142)i:' The same conceptenters the Swiss

system in the assignment of appropriate noise

clilnates for various zones of land use, to which

is added maximum additional emissions desirable

from sources like industry or construction.

c. Technical feaslbility. Of course, what this really

rrleans is the question of how l'nuch can be done while

holding costs to a given level, because nearly any

degree of abatement is possible if one is ready to

pay for it. A typical scheme for dealing wlth this

problem envisages standards that would be reviewed

periodically and were applicable on all units. One

expert has alternatively proposed a standard whose

language would stipulate that the noise level emitted

by X% of a class of machines would constitute the

standard. As more and more of the older existing

equipment is replaced with new "noise-treated"

equipment, tile standard would have a built-in

tendency to become stricter (7-7).
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A major cconon_ic consideration [n international noise

control policies is the development uf indusLrial policies which are

less polluting, but whlch, aL the same thee, make full nse of present

technology, The integral}on of new methods of pollution conLrol will

inevitab[y impose cost burdens oa firms and n-_ay contribuLe to stow

rates of increase in Gross National Product. Tile hfiLia[ costs of

investment in industriaI noise polhltion control will be high, buL once

prescribed standards have been reached, only addlLionai units of

output will require incremental investment. Among _uropean Economic

Colui'nission (Common Market) countrh.'s, only Denmark has referred

to the costs of implenlenting anLi-poHution n_easures in its noise

legislation, but since 1974 the OECD has undertaken econonletric

studies of the impact of pollution control policies (7-8).

A useful tool for planning is a method by which the

noise nuisance of a proposed new industrlai installation can be

estimated in terms of probability of complaints, The British have

developed such a tool in Brltlsh Standard 414Z, Two of dle n_en who

have been nlost active in developing and using this standard. R, J.

Stephenson and G. H. Vulkan, describe the way in which it is used:

"This method calls for the establishment of a criterion

for the area in which the factory is, or will be, situated,

and then deterlninlng wlmther the noise or estimated

noise from the factory will comply with this criterion,

after }laving been corrected according to the circum-
S lances,

"The basic criterion of 50 dBA is first corrected, if

necessary, by the addition of 5 or 10 dBA depending on

the degree to which the particular factory fits into the

character of tile surrounding area and whether people

are used to this type of factory. A further correction

is then made for the type of area itself, ranging from

minus 5 dBA for a rural area, to plus 20 dBA for a

predominantly industrial area with few dwellings. If
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the factory will operate only on weekdays between 8 a.m.

and 6 p.m., a further 5 dBA is added, and if at night-th-*le

5 dBA are subtracted, The estimated noise from the

factory, as heard outside the nearest dwelling ur building

where complaints are likely I.o arise, is also corrected

for its renal character, its hnputsive character, if any,

and for the intermittency and duration for which it wilt
elL:cur.

"The two figures, that is, the corrected criterion and

the estimated corrected noise level, are then compared.

If the noise level is greater than the criterion by more

than 10 dBA, complaints can be expected, ff the two

levels are within 5 dBA of each other, the position is

marginal, and if the expected noise is 10 dBA tess than

the criterion, complaints would definitelynot be expected.

The above summary only gives an indication of the

procedure and if this method of assessment is to be used

it is, of course, necessary to refer to the Standard itself

for the details " (v-8),

The development of this method dates back to the early

1960's and from the beginning was aimed at finding criteria that would

no_ necessarily be the most desirable levels, but the levels which

forstall complaints, Tests were made in ever 60 cases including a

number where complaints had previously been made; the method

"gave a good prediction of the actual happenings in about 90% of the

cases." The reader is referred to ISO Recommendation 1996 for

the latest version of tbis approach, as the ISO Resolution is closely

patterned en BS 414Z. In Britlsh practice there are no fixed limits,

but if calculations based on BS 414Z showed that a proposed site

would probably bring nolse nuisance complaints, per n_isslen to

build would probably net he granted (7-8).
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7.2. Z laduatria[ Noise - Regulations

in actual noise abatement practice, common methods

are _sed everywhere which reduce Chew*selves to two typss: distance

from tilesource at which abatement is applied, and control over the

time when noise is created.

Distances range from inside tileequipment itself

(quieter engines and onoving parts); outside hut still part of the

machinery (sound insulation layers, exhaust mufflers); near the

machinery (complete enclosures or shields); in the case of factoriest

an intern3ediate distance (factory bulldlng construction, siting of

installations inside the factory site); and finally, specifying the total

distance b_tween lndustrlal noise sources and areas to he protected--

the basis of the zoning concept--is another widespread noise control

approach appropriate for factories.

Varying the time dimension of the noise emission, on the

other hand. is a melter of either regulating operating hours or

limiting total duration (for example, the total length of times construction

project may operate before it is considered a permanent rather than

a "temporary" noise source.)

it may be expected that there will be a trend toward

setting international standards limiting noise from certain machines

like air compressors, blowers, ventilators. One source of impetus

for this trend is similar to the OECD_s motivation for setting

standards for another kind of machinery, motor vehicles: the

damage to international trade that would result if manufacturers

were faced with a patchwork quilt of differin_ national limits that is

likely to grow with time.
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One aspect of factory noise regulation repeatedly

stressed in the literature is the difficulty presented by the backlog

of existing "noisy" factories that are prohibitively expensive to

abate on the one hand, and too closely _ocated to housing and other

noise-sensitive areas on the other. "The most obvious way to

diminish the risk of annoyance to residents by noise, fumes, or

dirt frona factories is at the town-planning stage, where residential

and industrial zones can be separated" (7-8). But even if good noise

planning was done on new industrial sites, the backlog of existing

sites would remain. A basic policy of land-use planning worked out

by the Greater London Council for noise nuisance prevention is

concentration of all noisy sites in one area, on the principle that

adding together two equal noise sources only causes a small increase

in total noise level (3 dB), whereas one noisy site in a generally qule_

area can set the noise climate for that entire area. The Soviets

are also using this principle in Moscow by systematically moving

certain noisy factories out of mixed residentlal areas in Moscow.

The Swedes have published guideilnes for external noise

emission on certain types of areas, particularly residential and

recreational areas (7-13).

The subject of industrial noise nuisance prevention

by zoning overlaps the more general subject of town-planning.

Two sub-categories may be dlstinguished here in foreign practice:

the slow improvement of an existing unsatisfactory pattern, and the

easier case where a new industrial site may be shielded at the outset

by requiring it to have a buffer zone. Working the former situation

is expensive, as the following case studyirom Japan illustrates.
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in 1969 more than 500 industrial firms were operating

in the Chlba prefecture, anti one of its six cities, lch/hara City,

is considered to be the induslrial center of the area.

TIle nlahl industry operating in tilearea is iron and

steel, electric power (4,200,000 kw) and oil refining (.t60,000

barrels per day). Pollution (noise, water, air) had been a major

problem for ichihara City.

To fight the pollution, lehihara City passed city

zoning laws in 1965 based on Basic Construction Law (National Law,

Article 52). There were three categories of zones: 4,463 acres

of industrial area along the reclaimed land; 5,079 acres of residential

area; and 642 acres of neutral area. To further the zoning goals

of lchihara City, the Prefecture established in 1966 the "Construction

Codes for the Chiba Prefecture Special industrial Zone." The

feattlre of the Codes is that they will prohibit construction of such

public or private noise-sensitive institutlons as schools, hospitals,

workhouses, day rlurseries, homes for the aged, residences, roon_ing

houses, and hotels or inns in the area, and will oblige various parties

to help ill the financing of the project.

Based on national law, the "Governnlent Work Agency

for Pollution Prevention" (GWA) was set up as an administrative body

designed especially for industrial pollution prevention. Its role is

to achieve [ialson bet_veen interested government and private

institutions in a particular area to fight pollution, its staff is

composed almost entirely of governn'_ent employees temporarily

assigned to work on the local GWA.

The land utilization designated as "Special Industrial

Zone" (SIZ) comprises an area of about 653 acres. A breal_down

of the total area is given in Table 7-1.
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Type of Land Area (Acres}

1. Pablic Land

A. Green Belt

a. Athletic Facilities 24.5
b, Seedbed 8.2

c, No. 1 Green Belt 53.9
d. No. 2 Green Belt 14.7
e. Green Belt for river

bauk and shore 6.5

f. Park 6.5

g. Green Belt roads 21.2

Total 135.5

B. Streets

a. Boulevard 33.5

b. Zoning streets 56.2

Total 89.7

IL Private Land

A. Existing Residential 89.8
B. Warehouse 20.4
C. Drlver_s school 4.0

D. High voltage 21.2
E. Light Industry 277.7
F. River sites 14.5

Total 427.6

Total I. & II. 652.8

Table 7-1. Land Use in Special Industrial Zone,
Chiba Prefecture Project

Source: 7-14
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The budget for the Green Bert and Park in June 1966

was estimated at $6,722,222 (Y 2,186,000,000).

It is noteworthy that when polluting industries agreed to

bear one-third of the total costs, they agreed under the condition that

no increase in their burden WOtlld occur over a three-year period

(1966-1959}. A breakdown of the contribl_tions or industries, Chiba

Prefecture, and ichthara City is given in Table 7-2.

Source of Financlng Amount

A. 1. Electrical power industry 30% !
2. Oil refinery Z1%

3. Petrochemicals industry 2;'% $2,240,744 :
4. Shipbuilding. iron & steelind. 20%
5. Others 7%

100_/_
B. Prefectural Government $2,240,744

C. Ichihara City $2,240,74-;

Table 7-2. Financing of Chiba Anti-PoilutioaProjects,

Source: (7- 14)

The way each company was allocated their share of the

t,_tal industrial one-third of total cost was based on: i.) the number of

employees in each firm: Z. ) area of the factory: 3. ) oil consumption;

and 4. ) value of annual production,
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By the time the work started, the total cost had increased

by 1.7 million dollars, Because of the condition caused by polluting

industries, the prefecture and the city each bore a half of the increased

cost, except that a very small amount was borne by new industries which

moved into the area after the workwas started.

Land purchase for Light Industrial Zones concerned

land with existing residences located in the SIZ that had to be cleared

and consolidated to make room for tight industry. Per 277.7 acres

el Light industrial Zones, a ten year plan (1956-1976) for acquisition

and clearing has been in operation. The plan has been carried out

by the Chiba Prefecture Development Foundation, totally financed By

the prefectural government, and as of 1968, one third of the estimated

55.0 acres has already been purchased from private land owners by

the Foundation.

Several problems have arisen in the course of the

project. First, the city had a plan for another 20 m wide

green belt between residential and special industrial areas. This

green belt was not the one that the GWA planned. By law, the

national government can only subsidize one-fourth of the total cost

and the city must bear more than ons-fourth of the cost in order

for the city to get a national subsidy. The city doesn't have enough £unds

to implement this at the present tlme.

Second, residences existing in the special industrial

zone before the plan was made still are a problem. At the present

time, it is almost impossible to remove them because of the budget

limitations. The governments of all levels and people are making

practical solutions to the problem of existing residences, which are

scattered in an area of about 90 acres.
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Tlfird, the heavy industries assumed their role

reluctantly, and only in the end cooperated, During the initial period

of negotiation, the industries complained about the size of their total

contribution and also about the formula by which the contributions of

individual flrms wotltd be calculated, i, e,, numher of employees,

area occupied by the factory, quantity of oil consumed, and value

of annual production, At that time the industries failed to come up

_vith an alternative proposal for a formula, and the final compromise

reached between government and industry was that one mentioned

earlier: the industries would pay their share, but nothing toward

any extra unbudgeted costs that might arise. This proved advantageous

to them, as they did not have to pay any of the $1.7 million budget

increase caused by inflation during the first three years of the

project.

Despite all of the problems, Japanese nationaL, pre_

fectural and city governments and Japanese public opinion all praise

the Chiba prefecture plan, which has been the first in Japan to carry

out coordinated pollution prevention measures (7-14). They are

hoping that such an example will inspire other cities, prefectures,

airports, railroads, etc. to carry out similar plans. In fact, two

other cities, Akaho City and Tokuyama City have already started

similar projects for industrial zones with special green belts

surrounding them. Their I969 annual budgets together totalled about

$b90,000 (Y 215, 000, 000).

Efforts for noise abatement in areas where industry

and housing are already mixed, such as the SIZ described in the

Chiba Prefecture projects, are likely to give only partial success

at best. This point can also be illustrated by another case

pertaining to the Rtthr/'_htne area of Germany. Some success
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was achieved, but the conclusion was that noise emanating fron_

large-scale plants sucb as iron and stuel works "does, however,

present an overall problem which in Lbe long run can only be solved

if all these measures are backed up by proper town and country

planning" (7-I).

Japan and t}leSoviet Unlon ]lave adopted strict zoning

laws which specify" noise levels for specific categories of districts.

The Japanese enforcement standards for industrial noise emission

in district categories are listed in Table 7.3. Consldera£ion

is given to noise en'_issions aL lbree daily "tbne zones":

Table 7-4. Enforcenlont Standards for Industrial

Noise Enu[ss[on: Article 4-i, Noise Regulation
Law.

1st catugory 2nd category 3rd category 4th category
Time gone district district dls_ric_ district

45 phon to 5D pho_ to 60 phon to 55 phon co
Daytime less than less _han less than less than

_0 phon 60 phon 65 phon 70 phon

40 phon to 65 phon to 55 phon to 60 phon to
Hornlng Lass than less than less than less than
evening 45 phon 50 phon 65 phon 70 phon

60 phon co 40 phon _o 50 phon to 55 phon co
Night less than less than less than less than

65 phon 50 phon 55 phoa 65 phon i

Note; It Phon Me_ric Law, ArticLe 5, NO.44 i
2; =ensure=eat; noise me_e_, Jig C1502. CI503, IE$C Pub. L79

instrument Use A feature
3; Measurement method; p_ovis_enally, Jig Z 3731
4; ls_ category district; good residen_la!area. ulth special

Ca|_ co_s_rvati0n e_orgs !
2nd category district; residential are_
3rd category dis_riet; residen_lal use with eot2mercial and i

industrialu_. Noise control efforts
ar_ req_cs_et.

6_h category district; mainly industrialuse, but noise control
effor=s are requested.

5; District designation for 4 categories of districts should be
done by pgefectural governor.

Source: (7-15)
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Tim Soviet Union has created "sanitary safety zones"

around rural, suburban and urban areas. Noise levels in rural areas

do not exceed 50 dBA during the day and 40 ci]3A at nighL, fn urban

areas, noise Levels are 60 dBAanc] 50 dl3A respectively, and in

suburban areas the day/night variation is 45 d13A and 35 dDA (7-15).

Tim Soviet Union's Sanitary" Norms of 1956 and 1963

require buffer zones o£ various widths up to 1000 meters in some

cases, for 'dirty' industries whose emissions include gases and

particulates. Furthermore, in siting such factories, it is required

to take account of prevailing winds and locate the factory downwind of

populated areas (7-16). These provisions aiiTlost automatically

insure _hat these particular factories will not cause noise nt_isance,

and if the real estate is relatively inexpensive, the environmental

protection costs will be relatively inexpensive. Furthermore, noise

nuisance is being increasingly taken into account in deciding which

factories require such zoning.

The Soviets have also begun to move light industrial

enterprises located in Soviet apartment houses to specified industrial

zones, in Riga. 50 enterprises were moved to industrial zones

outside the city. If their industries are not relocated, plant officials

are compelled to maintain strict compliance o£ noise norms. Public

health officials in Riga have closed enterprises which emit noise

above the norms (7-17).

There are no industrial zoning laws under the Dutch

"Nuisance by-law", but£irms are required to obtain permits granted by

municipal authorities in order to begin operation. The autlmrlties

must take into account the potential "danger, damage, or hindrance

to the neighboring colnnaunity, which is caused by new industrial

firms." Permission to operat:e may be withdrawn if the industrial
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establishment does not comply with the noise standards of .[SO R1996

(7-5). Similar building pern*it procedurt_s have been implelaaented

in the West German "[ander" of Borernen, Bader-Wurttemberg,

Bavaria, Lower Saxony, and North Rhine areas (7-3)° Article 16

of the Federal Republic of Ger*many_s Industrial Code permits

authorities to modify the premises or change the operating procedures

of new industrial installations in order to enforce noise emission

standards (7- 5).

The Belgium noise law of 1973 p0rt'nits the King to

create protection zones corresponding to residential areas, industrial

zones, recreational areas, and those areas where quiet is particularly

required (7-5). This law has only been applied to the vicinity of

motor racing tracks, but l-nay subsequently be used in regulatin_

the location of industrial establishments.

In the United Kingdom, local authorities may designate

noise abatement Zones according to registers kept of levels of noise

emitted from premises within the zone (7-5). The control of nolae

from industry in London is tbe responsibility of the 32 Borough govern-

ments and upon cornpla[nt, are handled by publ[c health inspectors.

In most cases, actlon takes the form of "freindl 7dlscusslons "_vith

offendlng firms and the g[vlng of advice on msthods of reduclng noise. " (7-]8)

Australian state and regional planners have incorporated

environmental and noise controls with development projects in the

areas of industry and public works (7-5). As in the United Kingdom,

Australian local authorities are empowered to control and regulate

industrial pretnises for nolse pollution.
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As a final example, it may b,_ possible to improve the

sound insulation of Ibc building if lighter construction techniques

allow the replacement of load-bearing menabers with con'Lponents

combining both strtzetural properties and sound-silenclng properties

at no additional cost in weight. 'For some time VDI guidelines in

Germany (Richttinie 2058 of 1960) ]lad set out desirable goals for

sound-insulation properties of industrial buildings. There was little

problem in meeting desired attenuation of 40 dB (average for all

frequencies) in the wails if theywere constructed of heavy brickwork.

But the minimum density of 100 kg per square meter requirement/or

silencing presented real problems in roofing construction, particularly

where wide open spans inside the building were essential. German

speciallsts therefore devised n roof design using plates of walt

asbestos cement that reduced the density required to a more practical

37 kg per square meter, and even less if the sodnd insulation

requirements were not so severe. An additional point of interest

in this example is the way the Richtlinie, even though it was only

aguideline, stimulated research toward a standard that might

otherwise not have been achieved.

The Danish Envlronmental Protection Act of 1973

conlains a clatase,concernlng noise transmitted through building

constructions, although it does not make recommendations as to

how to improve the sound insulation of the building. Maximum

levels of 30 dBA by day and early evening and g5 dBA at night are

suggested (7-5).

The Greater London Council will use r'zonlngr*

withln the industrial site in its construction of a eeries of

government-owned industrial plants, including large scale

incinerators, pulverizers, compactors, transfer stations,
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and other similar projects, in the course of its design work on

refuse treatment plant, it has published design guidelines illustrating

how a hypothetical plant might be planned (see Figure 7-1).

A number of abatement techniques are illustrated

here. First, noisy processes are concentrated within a building wlth

walls as imperforate as possible and witb adequate acoustic insulation.

Windows are miaimai in area. on the aide of the building away from

noise-sensitive areas adjacent to the site only, and seated, Second,

noisy processes are located within the site in such a wag as to

minimize their emissions in a particular direction, in this case,

in tbe direction of a hospital to the southeast. Other buildings act

as shields, and one retaining wall and earth bank is provided to

shield the aaoise from extensive activity by dump trucks coming and

going.

The London refuse treatment plan {Figure 7-1)

illustrates noise control through proper internal siting and design

rather than abatement at the source, i.e. near-field quieting of

tbe machinery itself. This is an entirely viable approach where

anew site is developed. But there are far more cases where

abatement efforts must be concentrated on the machinery in existing

buildings.
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7. 3 Noise fyorn Construction Sites

7.3.1 Decision Criteria for Construction

Decision criteria for reducing construction noise varies

according to the standard setting activities of individual nations, The

British approach tests community reaction to construction noise.

A test conducted by the University of Southampton's Institute of Sound

and Vibration Research in North West London proved itnecessary

to gather data on exposure and reaction to noise froI_1 other sources

as well. It was possible, however, to directiy compare reaction in

terms of annoyance and other attitudinal factors due to exposure to

noise from the construction site, road traffic, and other sources

(7-18).

The average reported annoyance for construction noise

turned out to be significantly higher than that recorded for traffic

noise (7- 18).
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Fig. 7-Z. Social Survey Annoyance Rating

Source: (7-18)
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The University of Southampton's team suggests that:

"The two most signi[icant results of this study are the
indications concerning tho relative degrees of annoyance
caused by given Levels of construction and traffic noise
and the apparent lack of dependence of annoyance on
background noise level. It is instructive to examine
construction Noise according to sonl_ cornnlon Fnethod-
oLogies for rating industrial ur community noise such
as ISO 1996, British Standard414g and the Californla

Community Noise EquivaLent Level methodology. In
most cases construcUon noisc exposure would he
allowed to exceed a given criterion by 5 dBA because
it is a temporary phenomenon. On the other hand.
most construction noise is, at a given location, a
novel stimulus and it frequentlv contains impulse
noise, These factors together might result in a
-10 dBA penalty being applied to construction nolse.
The resulting penalty of -5 dBA in terms of accept-
ability criteria wo_id generally agree with the
results shown in Figure 7-4. If nothing else it is

possible to say that the construction noise appeared
less acceptable than traffic noise" (7-18).

Tean%s of Danisb scientists and technical specialists

have been working since 1970 to develop comprehensive proposals

for environmental protection, A sub-group formed May Z8, 1970

to study eonstr_ction noise had to resolve two controversial

problems: the formation of tha ideal construction noise regulation

and the economic feasibility of strong regulation. Concerning

the kind of regulation needed, they concluded from a survey of

existing laws in neighboring European countries (Table 7.4)

that one reason existing regulations were not being enforced was

that many of the regulations were complex, with differentiated

noise level limits and adjustment for dtlrationof noise, tonal

aspects of noise, etc. Therefore, the simplest regulation possible

is the best regulation.
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7.3.2 Direct Regulations

The dapanes_ Noise Control Law (Law No. 135, 1970)

has approached the problem of decision criteria by limiting noise.

working hours and clays, as shown in Table ?-4. A unique feature

is that white the regulation does,not limit noise from certain equipment

specifically, the zone linlits depend on the type of equipment.

Automatic reductions in new product noise limits

without further negotiation can greatly in-lprove the effectiveness of

tbe standards, An escape clause which covers a situation in which

it. proved to be technically impossible to meet a certain standard

would provide the necessary flexibility to the "dynamic standards".

This concept is an extension of the familiar principle of "lead time".

An example of this approach is provided by the Federal Republic of

Germany's regulations for noise from construction equipment.

Another approacb to improving the effectiveness of standards is

foreseen in Switzerland where a dttal system of standards is being

devised for construction equipment. A special permit is required

each time use is made of a machine emitting noise in excess of a

lower ("relative") standard, while an upper ("absolute") standard

provides a limit which may never be exceeded (7-20/14),

Besides direct regulations_some countries have developed

codes of practice for noise control on construction and demolition sites.

The British Standards Institution has produaed a detailed code

(BS 5228: 1975) which prescribes different measures and methods to

control noise from construction. An acoustic shed design and

performance characteristics contained in the mentioned code are

presented in Figure 7-3 and Table 7-5.
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Table 7-4 Limits of Noise of Working Hours and Days and Criteria for the

Specified Construction Opel.at[on.

Sp.cjl'ied utJn-' 0peraLions ttsifl_ 0perRiiuIls using 0poral,ious usil*_'OlterI[ticnlstlSLIIg 0p(!raitons t,._inc
" s[,rilot, lt)n, pJ]_ i[r[versy pi]o l'ivo|._rs roc_ drills _ir colnpres_ors o(iner_t_ plztn_b

ll.mG o_e ,,ittions
cff _ _ exLractors, o%c, or a._llimlt plan_"
critt ria "-N insLailed

Noise invel aL a point 85 dB(A) 80 dg(h) 75 dB(A) 75 dg(A) 75 dB(A)
JOin from the boundary of
working site

Period during which noise 7 pm - 7 am 7 pm- 7 am 9 pm- 6 am 9 pm- 6 am 9 pm- b pm

is prollibiLed

Period in _ day witilln Not,more %h_n NIIi,more bhan Not more lhltn Noi,more than Not more %ht_n
which noise is permitted I0 hrs/day I0 hrs/da.y l0 hrs/day 10 hrs/d_Ly I0 hrs/day

Number of days no[so is No% more than NoL more t]lafl Not mare i,han Not inor_ t,han Not ,forethan
]lerr_ii_od 6 c Live 6 consecutive 5 consecubi%'e 1 conSinuous ] continuous

days days d.ys month month

Dity8 during which noise Sundltys and Sttnd_tysand SuI_days and SllI_(laysand Sundays ztnd

is prohibJ Led other ilolidays o_hur holidays other holidttys oth_r holidays other holidays

Source: (7-19)
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F_Bur_ '7-3, Acouat[c Shed Source 7-19

Tab_.e 7-.6 _, Me_aured Sound Redtxct[on G_.ven by Types
o_ PartL_.i Enclosure $_tce (7-9)
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8. OC CUI_ATION.AL NOISE

8,I Introduction

It is now widely realized that exposure to noise has

a negative influence on the health of the exposed, in particular on

persons exposed to high levels of noise on a regular basis, such

as in occupational settings.

The working environment in which the workers spend

a large part of their lives has a decisive influence on their health

and safety, and atso on their physical, mental and social well-being.

The working environmmt is a complex set of interacting factors,

of which noise is one. affecting individuals.

8.g Direct Regulations

8.g. 1 Overview

The national laws and regulations of some countries

contain provisions that afford some degree of pr0tectiun against the

effects of noise which are dealt with in more detail in Chapter 10

of this report under the individual country sections. In addition,

many codes of practice, guides, and recommendations have been

published by various institutions in many countries either to

illustrate the application of legislative provisions or to set up

standards to prevent hazards not covered by the laws. A summary

of known details is given in Table 8-I.

The scope of these tests a*%d whether the),are

binding to the employers vary considerably. In some cotlntrles.

mainly sociailstic countries, standards are prepared by an official

body and are obligatory, fn other countries, (e,g, the United States)
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the regulations are based on or refer to standards laid out by"

specialized bodies, or by other organizations (e.g, in the Federal

Republic of Germany). Some of the regulations refer to international

standards (e,g. ISO) or to national standards of other countries

which have been widely accepted (8-1 p iS}

Many countries have regulations on the compensation

of occupationally induced hearing loss or deafness. There are also

regulations and/or measures relating to medical, audiometrlc,

and laboratory tests.

In most cases, the technical measures to be taken

for dealing with noise are only mentioned in national laws and

regulations and are of a general nature. They are conilned to

stating the principle that noise should be reduced as low as possible.

8. Z. Z Notes On Countries

These notes clarify Table 8-1 and add more than

space permits in Chapter 10.

Australia

This country submitted a draft hearing conservation

regulation approved by the National Health and Medical Research

Council of Australia. It is not known when this draft regulation

wilt come into effect.

This draft regulation is partly based on an Australian

standard (Standards Association of Australia Document 72084) and

on the ISO Recommendation R 1999.
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Legislation for 90 dBA/8 hours a day maximum

noise exposure with the provision to reduce the maxlmunl to 85 dBA/

8 hours a day in five years time is proposed. This is considered

to provide a time scale for tile introduction of a desirable tong-

term standard. In additlon, industry is supposed to make every

effort to design machinery to meet this tower standard and that

new premises should be designed to meet this standard. The proposed

legislation also contains recommendations that attempts should be

made to monitor achievements in these regards in order to aid

legisiatlon in determining further long-term policies toward a more

ideal situation.

Aus trla

Occupational noise exposure is regulated within the

Occupational Law: Z:61.021/10-6/1974, March 1.3, 1974. This law

regulates the use of workers for certain types of jobs. The workers'

health has to be examined to determine their physical suitability for,

e.g., jobs with high noise level.. If their health allows them to work

in such jobs further periodic health exam[hatless have to be conducted,

e.g., sudlometrio testing every three years,

The Guideline No. 3 (part Z) of the Austrian Working

Group for Noise Abatement serves as a basis for the determinatlon

of dangerous noise levels at places of work. Noise levels over 85

dBA are considered dangerous regarding damage tO hearing.

The law does not give a definition of the term

"excessive noise level" b_t only says that workers have to be

tested audiometrically if the noise level at their job exceeds

, 85 dBA. The employer also has to supply the workers with

"proper" hearing protection and instruct them as to their use.
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The employees have the duty to undergo the health examination and

to contribute to the protection of their hearing. Theoretically,

therefore, a worker's hearing is tested before he would start on

a job having "excessively noisy" (over 85 dBA) conditions, If his

hearing is "normal", hewould be allowed to work on that particular

job for three years. If some change iahis audiometer test wouM

show up after that time, hewould not bc permitted to continue the

job. However, the workers' physician could order an examination

at any tin're during the three-year period if deemed necessary. Also,

the safety inspectors (employed by the Austrian Department of Labor)

can order examinations at any time if it seezans warranted.

Belgiun-t

This country had an occupational safety regulation

including provisions to protect workers against the effects of noise

since 1972. Maximum permitted noise levels are set at 90 dBA,

Canada

There is a Federal Noise Control Regulation which

limits the noise exposure of employees to 90 dBA/8 hours with an

overriding limit of 115 dBA. in addition, state taws are in effect,

which also regulate noise exposure of workers, All states allow

noise exposure of workers up to 90 dBA, with the exception of

Alberta, where the maximum is set at 85 dBA/8 hours, Alberta

also sets the impulse peak at 140 dBA,

The Federal taw permits exposure to 90 dBA or

more where hearing protection reduces the level to tess than 90 dBA

or where a test establishes no hearing impairment for employees

exposed to 90 to 95 dBA, and regular tests are conducted,
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Warning signs ape mandatory at entrances to work

sites where there are dangerous sound levels. Hearing loss from

industrlal noise is generally recognized in Canada and is usually

compensable relative to the degree of impairment,

Czechoslovakia

The regulations in force at this time (promulgated

in 19671 give detailed instructions to the producer of machines and

to the employer on how to attempt to meet the maximum permissible

noise limit.

In case these conditions cannot be met due to

technical reasons, the workers have to he supplied with and have

to wear hearing protectors with adequate attenuation. If workers

]lave to wear hearing protectors at all times during their shift,

breaks have to be allowed at regular intervals (not specified) in

a qulet environment. Further measures can be ordered by the

government working inspection. Only workers deemed physically

suitable for work in a noisy environn_ent by a medicalexamination

may he used.

A new regulation for the protection of workers

against the effects of noise will be promulgated in 1976. No

mention was made as to possi.b[e changes the new regulation

may bring.

Denmark

The Danish regulation is based on the criteria put

forward in ISO I% 1999, and the Danish Ministry of Labor Publication

No. 38, 1972 "Noise in the Workplace." The latter gives basic

information about noise measurement methods, how to redt_¢e noise

in factories, and audiometric testing of workers.
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Finland

The Finnish regulation sets a limit of 85 dBA for plane s

of work. In addition, manufacturers, importers, installers of equipment,

and dealers are held responsible for the purchase and proper installation

of new equipment to fulfill the g$'dBA noise emission limit. New and

existing machines with higher noise emission and equipment generatin'g

vibrations have to be put in separate facilities and be fully enclosed.

In cases where the noise level cannot be reduced to 85 dBA for technical

reasons, personnel has to be supplied with effective and officially

approved ear protectors,

Warning signs have to be posted to designate areas where

the noise level exceeds _5 dBA. In cases of fluctuating noise, warnitxg

devices have to be installed to indicate whenever 85 dBA is exceeded.

This regulation came into effect on October 1, 1974

and is valid for all facilities coming into operation since then. The

authorities will determine transition periods for existing facilities so

that the necessary changes can be executed smoothly.

France

From a secondary source, it is understood that France

has had a regulation since 1970. (8-3)

The standardAFNORS31-013 of 1969 uses the ISO

R 1999 method for the calculation of the equivalent continuous

noise level using partia[ noise exposure indices and /or the

estimation of the risk of hearing impairment.
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German Federal Republic

On December 1. f97,t, the regulation "Accident

Prevention Noise" came into force.

The subject of this regulation is the prevention of

hearing loss or damage and of accidents partly or solely due to

noise. Non-auditory effects of noise are not regulated at this time.

Noise emissions over 85 dBA are considered

dangerous to hearing which takes into consideration (verbatim}

"that the risk of hearing damage due to long-term exposure to

noise in case of sensitive persons commences at 85 dBA, particularly

if the noise is high frequency or impulsive. Otofogists are of the

opinion that the danger limit has to be set as low as 80 d/3A."

The use of personal bearing protection is only

considered if it has been proven that no other means could help to

reduce the noise level to 85-90 dBA. The employer has the duty to

designate so-called "noise areas" in the plant and employees ha-re

to be offered the opportunity to use hearing protection tn areas o£

levels below 85 dBA if they so desire. It is the legal duty Of the

employees to wear hearing protectors in designated "noise areas".
!

regardless of how long they remain in these areas.

Another important aspect of this regulation is the

tuatter of the prevention of accidents directly attributable to noise.

The conclusion derived from the review of work accident reports

was that in many case_ accidents happened owing to unsafe behavior,

erroneous or slow reactions, or human failure directly attributable

to noise. To give examples= masking of warning signal_ by noise,

startle reactions due to sudden impulses or bursts of noise.
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]_art 5 of the law gi':u_ muthods fur th.._ prevention of

tht_st_ typos of accident_. ]h_wever, exp_rieJicu has to b_ gaitled

since this art_a is a fairly novt:i t_nt_.

Extensivu provisioJl_ aru al.su givul_ ft_r audiollletric

testing: 1) to det_rtuine t.h_ _t_itabiLily of a person for a job _tnder

noisy conditions; 2) to test tile lleal'ing _f workers aft_:r one year on

a noisy job; and 3) t'upeat att_l[oJlletl'ic tt:st.'s every three y_;ll"s ther_:-

afLer. The employer ha_ to arrange fur the_e uxan_h'tatiotls af_d briar

the costs. Results have to b_ filed by the uJnpioyur in a so-called

health file. which aL_o contains any other inforn_atioll and workers'

aJ',al'tl_e s tic cla t.-t.

An extensive dt_scription of the law outlh_d abow

is given in a series of articl_.s ptlblished in tile journal Arbeitsschutz

1:(1975). Discussions of the quality of Lh_ Law and it_ impacts art_

given.

Another Law is in draft sLage: "Work Place Orcl[nance,

draft 684174". It is proposed in this draft that the noise level in

places of work should be kept as Low a_ technically feasible and

should also depend on tile nature of tile work performed, e.g., for

intellectual work 55 dBA, sin'lple office work 70 dBA, and 85 dBA

for all other kinds of work if technically feasible; if not, this level

may be exceeded by 5 dBA.
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Ne Lhe r ii_.n d _

The only existing regulation is "Tile industrial Safety

Act" (July 1934 - BLH/etln of Acts, Orders, and Decrees, 352). [t

gives rules for industrial safety and health. Tile Act (Sections 7, 9,

II, and 20a) gives powers to draw up rules relaLing to the prttvention

ur resLricLion ol harJllful and annoying noise anti to the tiI'neduring

wllich workers are allowed to ren'lain in a location wit]l Ilarm[u[

noise.

l_rovisions to supporL tilese rules are in preparation

for various individual sectors.

In the "Industria| Safety Decree" for factories and

workshops, there is a regulation concerning the wearing of earplugs

(no description obtained),

Under the "Dangerous [nsLrurneaLs .Act". iL is posslbie

to set noise el_'lission standards for certain caLegories of machines

in tile interest of the health of the users.

1
L
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9. INFORMATION CENTERS ON NOISE

The object of this short section is to identifV some of th_

organizations that are systematically gathering and processing reports

and documents on noise pollutionand its abatement and control (Table 9-i).

These organizations in general do not exist only to serve the general

public, but often may" provide outside users some king of access on

a case bV case basis. Forms which such access mlght take include:

receiving periodic pubiications, use in person of a library facility,

covnpttterliteratttresearches, limited document services, referral

to other sources of documents or information, etc.

For Japan, the reader is referred to a tabulation of Japanese

information sources inSection 16 of Chapter I0 (Vol. it, p. I0-151).

For information on noise measurement standards, the

reader is referred the information on ISO in Chapter 2.

It is to b_ hoped that as time passes, one or more information

centers may develop more extensive and publicized programs for supplying

documentation and other forms of information to the general public.
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TAI3L, h; 9-1. INI.'OIZMAIION CI£NTEF.S ON NOIY;I"

Name Place Description User Terms Contact for Use

Noise Information Washington, D.C. Largest info center in the By pcrmlssion of Dr. Kurt Askin

Program, U.S, world dedicated solely U.S. I_PA. Office of Noise Abatemen t &
EPA noise documentation. Control

1} 20,000+ documents. U,S. EPA

;_)6,000+ abstracts in the WaM1ington, D.C. Z0460

"GlS" on-Line com-

puterizecl infer n'_atlon

retriuval syS tez'n,

3) Publishes numerous

directories, etc.

4) Literature search

5ervice_,

"_ UMPLIS Berlin, Umbrella environmental Public users Dr. Wet/gang Kitschter

W, Germany ilffo _:gstem sponsored terms not Dept. of file Interior

by W. German Environ- known. Rheindorferstrasse 198

mental MinlstrylUmwelt- 53 Bonn, W. Germany

anti, formerly by Minlstry

of the Interior (Bundes-

ministerium des Innen).

Centre de Formation Paris Center for industrial AvailabLe to 11 bis, rue beon/ouhau_:

et de Documentation environmental infer- lubtlc as welt Pdrts 10 e France

sur les nuisance marion (occupational as official users. Arts: R. Ridre. Information

(GFDN) health, occupational Specialist.

noise). Answers queries

by telephone or mail.



Nan_.e Place Descrlption User Turms Contact for Use

ISVR Instltute of Sound Noise document library. Public user l_rnas Ms. Mavis Bull, Librarian

& Vibration, Vibration abstracts not known, ISVR

Southampton, collection, University of Southampton

England England.

Bibliographic Refer- Ottawa, Canada Data base consists of Available to Dr. Robert Tackl

ence System on Noise bibliographic references public, Noise Contro| EnvironVnent

Control to _o[s_ dofitlll2_ntsj Environl_ent_l Protection

stored in cotnputer Servlce

and with batch-mode Environment Canada

retrieval. Ottawa, Canada

V DI

Docurnentatlon-stelle Society of i) Noise document Public user Herr Karl Netlmann

German Engineers library, terms not Verein Deutscher inginieure

2) Monthly bibliography known, 4 Dusseidorf I

in German, from Postfach 1139

wortdwlde _ources. West Ger_nany
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTIONAGENCY
Office of NoiseAbatementandControl

£NVIROt_MF.HTALPROT£C'TIOH^GIJ_CY

Washingtor,,D,C, 20460
EPA-335

Official Business

. %
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